
Tennessee Judici+I Nominatips Commission

Application for Nomination to Judicial Office
Rev. 25 August 201 I

Name:

Office Address:

Office Phone:

Email Address:

Home Address:

Home Phone:

James Carl Duncan

Two offices with the following addresses: (1) 1022 upper Brush creek
Road. Linden. Ten+essee 37096 (Perry county) and (2) 104 Eastwood
Drive. Hohenwal.d. Teqnessee 38462 (Lewis County)

(931\ 796-5075 Facsimile: Not Applic?ble

duncani amescarl@ yahoo. com

(perry county)

Cellular Phone: 

Tennessee code Annotated ffi charges the Judicial Nominating
Commission with assisting the Govemor and the People of Tennessee in finding and appointing
the best qualified candidates for judicial offices in this State. Please consider the Commission'i
responsibility in answering the questions in this application questionnaire. For example, when a
question asks you to "describe'o certain things, please provide a description that contains relevant
information about the subject of the question, and, especially,thatcontains detailed information
that demonstrates that you are qualified for the judicial office you seek. In order to properly
evaluate your application, the Commission needs information about the range of yont
experience, the depth and breadth of your legal knowledge, and your personal traits sn"h ut
integrity, fairness, and work habits.

This document is available in word processing format from the Administrative Office of
the Courts (telephone 80A.448.7970 or 615.74I.2687; website http://www.tncourrs.gov). The
Commission requests that applicants obtain the word processing form and respond directly on
the form. Please respond in the box provided below each question. (The box will expand as you
type in the word processing document.) Please read the separate instruction sheet prioi to
completing this document. Please submit the completed form to the Administrative Office of the
Courts in paper format (with ink signature) and electronic format (either as an image or a word
processing file and with electronic or scanned signature). Please submit seventeen (17) paper
copies to the Administrative Office of the Courts. Please e-mail a digital copy-to
debra.haves ?tncourts. gor .

THIS APPLICATION IS OPEN TO PUBLIC INSPECTION AFTER YOU SUBMIT IT.
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P Rp F E S S I O NAL UttAC K G R O a M
l. State your present employment.

Attorney at Law and Gentleman Farmer

2. State the year you were licensed to practice law in Tennessee and give your Tennessee
Board of Professional Responsibility number.

I was licensed to practice law on October 3, 1981, and my Board of Professional Responsibility
number is 009421.

List all states in which you have been licensed to practice law and include your bar
number or identifuing number for each state of admission. tndicate the date of licensure
and whether the license is currently active. If not active, explain.

I have been licensed to practice law in the following jurisdictions:

1) Tennessee: Bar # 00942l,licensed October 3, 1981, currently active.

2) District of Columbia Bar # 4r3339,licensed April 11, 1988, currently active.

4. Have you ever been denied admission to, suspended or placed on inactive status by the
Bar of any State? If so, explain. (This applies even if the denial was temporary).

I have never been denied admission to, suspended or placed on inactive status by the Bar of any
State.

List your professional or business employment/experience since the completion of your
legal education. Also include here a description of any ocaupation, business, or
profession other than the practice of law in which you have ever been engaged (excluding
military service, which is covered by a separate question).

5

After completion of law school in May of 1981, I attended the "Crossley Bar Review Course" in
preparation for the Tennessee Bar Exam in the Summer of 1981. Upon completion of the
"Crossley Bar Review Courseo" I took the Tennessee Bar Exam. While waiting on the results of
the Tennessee Bar Exam, I worked as a paralegal doing legal research in both Perry County and
Lewis County Tennessee. Upon receiving notification of my passage of the Tennessee bar and
being admitted to the practice of law in October 1981" I icine law in the followi
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counties in Tennessee: Perry, Lewis, and Hickman. t conti
counties of Perry, Lewis, and Hickman until August 1982 when I made preparations to go on
active duty in the United States Marine Corps. After serving my country for 28 y"*r atrd 3
montlts, I returned on September 8, 2A10, to my home of record at 1022 Upper Brush Creek
Road, Linden, Tennessee 37096 (Perry County) where I resumed my private practice of law.
Currently, I have the following two offices in Tennessee: (1) 1022 Upper Brush Creek Road,
Linden, Tennessee 37A96 Gerrl, County) and (2) 104 Eastwood Drive, Hohenwald, Tennessee
38462 (Lewis County).

6. If you have not been employed continuously since completion of your legal education,
describe what you did during periods of unemployment in excess of six months.

Not applicable

Describe the nature of your present law practice, listing the major areas of law in which
you practice and the percentage each constitutes of your total practice.

I have a general practice of law. The major areas of law in which I practice are as follows: Real
Estate Law 25Yo (closings, title searches/opinions, purchase and sale agreements, landlord/tenant
rental agreements); Bankruptcy lo/o; Disability/Social Security Claims 5Yo; Elderly Law l|Vo;
Estate Planning 25o/a (willl living wills, powers of attorney, trusts, and probate); Family Law
25% (adoptions, divorces, and separation agreements); Utitity Law 2Yo; and Labor Law 2o/a.

Describe generally your experience (over your entire time as a licensed attorney) in trial
courtso appellate courts, administrative bodies, legislative or regulatory bodies, other
forums, and/or transactional matters. In making your description, include information
about the types of matters in which you have represented clients (e.g., information about
whether you have handled criminal matters, civil matters, transactional matters,
regulatory matters, etc.) and your own personal involvement and activities in the matters
where you have been involved. In responding to this question, please be guided by the
fact that in order to properly evaluate your application, the Commission needs
information about your rflrge of experience, your own personal work and work habits,
and your work backgtound, as your legal experience is a very important component of
the evaluation required of the Commission. Please provide detailed information that will
allow the Commission to evaluate your qualification for the judicial office for which you
have applied. The failure to provide detailed information, especially in this question, will
hamper the evaluation of your application. Also separately describe any matters of
special note in trial courts, appellate courtso and administrative bodies.

In addition to my admission to practice law in the state of Tennessee, I am admiued to
practice law before the United States Supreme Court, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, the
Federal District Court for the Westem District of Tennessee, the District of Columbia Court of
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Appeals, and the United States Court of Military Appeals.

My detailed trial experience began in the criminal law arena. From October 1983 until
October 1984,I served as a Defense Counsel on 20 General and 45 Special Courts-Martial. I
was recognized as the leading Defense Counsel at Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, North
Carolina because I succeeded in obtaining four General Courts-Martial acquittals during this
period.

Subsequently, I was assigned duty as a Trial Counsel @rosecutor) from November 1984 until
October 1985. As a prosecutor, I tried 35 General Courts-Martial and 45 Special Courts-Martial.
My prosecutorial success rate was 9804.

I handled all types of criminal law matters as a defense counsel and as a prosecutor to include
but not limited to: conspiracy; solicitation; fraudulent enlistment; desertion; absent without
leave; disrespect; assault; battery; failure to obey orders; cruelty and maltreatment; escape;
espionage; false official statements; loss, damage, or destruction or wrongful disposition of
military property; drunken or wreckless operation of a motor vehicle; drunk on duty; wrongful
use, possession, etc. of controlled substances; malingering; provoking speeches or gestures;
murder; manslaughter; rape, sexual assault and other sexual misconduct; stalking; larceny and
wrongful appropriation; robbery; forgery; perjury; conduct unbecoming an officer and a
gentleman; making and uttering worthless checks; disorderly conduct; discharging a firearm
through negligence; fleeing the scene of an accident; fraternization; negligent homicide;
impersonating a commissioned oflicer or noncommissioned officer; knowingly receiving, buying
or concealing stolen property; communicating a threat; and carrying a concealed weapon.

My experience in Civil Law started in October of 1981 before I joined the United States
Marine Corps. I built upon those experiences throughout my military career. From November
of 1985 through August of 1988, I served as the Assistant Head of Legal Assistance at
Headquarters United States Marine Corps in Arlington, Virginia. My Civil Law experience
includes but is not limited to the following issues: marriage (international and domestic); family
law (paternity, adoption, divorce, separation agreements, alimony, child custody, child support
and visitation rights); estate planning (trusts, wills, living wills, special and general powers of
attorney); motor vehicle sales/purchases and registration; creditor/debtor; contracts (preparing
and reviewing real estate sale/purchase agreements, landlord/tenant agreements, and other sales
agreements); taxes; notarizations; and immigration and nattxalization.

I expanded my experience in Civil Law when I served as the Military Assistant and Special
Counsel to the General Counsel for the Department of the Nur.y, from July 2006 until September
2010. During that period, I provided legal advice and guidance not only to the General Counsel
for the Department of the Nurry, but also to the Secretary of the Nurry, Under Secretary of the
Nuty, the Assistant Secretaries of the Navy, Assistant for Administration to the Under Secretary
of the Nurry, the Commandant of the Marine Corps, the Assistant Commandant of the Marine
Corps, the Chief of Naval Operations, the Vice Chief of Naval Operations, the Navy Judge
Advocate General, and the Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant of the Marine Corps on
Department of the Na.ry legal matters involving contract and acquisition issues, real estate law,
qty4 litigation, environmental law, ions, administrative investieati
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freedom of information act issues, standards of conduct and ethics, intettiCiuat property, taw of
armed conflict issues (including war crimes and detainee issues), rules for the use of force, rules
of engagement, law of the se4 intelligence law and national security issues.

9. Also separately describe any matters of special note in trial courts, appellate courts, and
administrative bodies.

During my first two years as the Military Assistant and Special Counsel to the General
Counsel for the Department of the Nur.y, I worked directly for the Honorable Frank R. Jimenez,
General Counsel for the Department of the Navy. One of the matters that we worked on for the
Department of the Navy concemed a sonar litigation case which was decided by the United
States Supreme Court in November 2008 (Winter v. Natura] Resourqes. Defense Council
OrRDC)). This case also involved legal counsel from the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Department of Commerce, and NRDC. Ultimately, this case resulted in a favorable outcome for
the Department of the Navy.

Also of note was the advice and guidance that I provided to the Commander Joint Task Force
Olympics and to The Adjutant Generals (TAGs) of 13 different states regarding security issues
for the Winter Olympics held in Salt Lake City, Utah in2002. For this event, I provided advice
and guidance on the Posse Comitatus Act, federal and state funding issues, gift issues, and
intelligence oversight concerns. ln addition, I drafted a Memorandum of Agreement signed by
13 state TAGs to govern the command and control of National Guard forces assigned as security
for the Winter Olympics.

Another challenging task involved an assignment in the summer of 1999 as legal advisor to
the Joint Analysis Team for the Kosovo Operations in the Balkans. During this assignment, I
provided a thorough assessment of the legal aspects of the Kosovo Operations, including a
comprehensive evaluation of the North Atlantic Treaty Arganization (NATO) Rules of
Engagement (ROE). [n my evaluation, I identified and documented specific problems with the
NATO ROE and as a result, the problems that I identified were corrected and the NATO ROE
were modified to make them more compatible with the Standing Rules of Engagement for the
United States.

If you have served as a mediator, an arbitrator or a judicial offrcer, describe your
experience (including dates and details of the position, the courts or agencies involved,
whether elected or appointed, and a description of your duties). Include here detailed
description(s) of any noteworthy cases over which you presided or which you heard as a
judge, mediator or arbitrator. Please state, as to each case: (1) the date or period of the
proceedings; (2) the name of the court or agency; (3) a summary of the substance of
each case; and (a) a statement of the significance of the case.

10.
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Not applicable

11. Describe generally any experience you have of serving in a fiduciary capacity such as
guardian ad litem, conservator, or trustee other than as a lawyer representing clients.

I worked with an attorney that was appointed guardian ad litem for a mentally handicapped
child to advocate for the child's physical and educational needs in the winter of 1982.

12. Describe any other legal experience, not stated above, that you would like to bring to the
attention of the Commissiorr.

From August 1996 through June 1999, I served as an instructor at the Naval War College,
Oceans Law and Policy Department (now International Law Department) in Newport, Rhode
Island. At the Naval War College, I was viewed as an exceptional instructor on International
and Operational Law topics. During this assignment, two of the many articles that I have wriuen
were published: A Primer on the Employment of Non-lethal Weapons published in the Naval
Law Review and The Commander's Role in Developing the Rules of Engagemenr published in
the Naval War Colleee Review. In addition, I served as the primary editor for Volume 73 of the
International Law Series (Blue Book Series) - Annotated Supplement to the Commander's
Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations.

List all prior occasions on which you have submiued an application for judgeship to the
Judicial Nominating Commission or any predecessor commission or body. Include the
specific position applied for, the date of the meeting at which the body considered your
application, and whether or not the body submitted your ntrme to the Governor as a
nominee.

In the past, I have not submitted an application for judgeship to the Judicial Nominating
Commission or any predecessor commission or body.

EJIJUIrcN
List each college, law school, and other graduate school which you have attended,
including dates of attendance, degree awarded, major, any form of recognition or other
aspects of your education you believe are relevant. and your reason for leaving each
school if no degree was awarded.

13.

14.

University of Tennessee at Martin, TN, September 1973 - May 1977,
degree, Major: History, Minor: Mathematics; graduated with highest

istory Award for the hi maior. Member of Phi Phi Nationalm

Bachelor of Science
honors; received the
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Honor Society.

University of Tennessee College of Law at Knoxville, TNo September 1977 - May 1981, Doctor
of Jurisprudence.

George Washington University, Washington, D.C., September 1988 - September 1989, Master of
Laws Degree in International and Comparative Law; graduated with highest honors.

PEKqONAL INTORMATION

15. State your age and date of birth.

My age is 56, and I was bom on November 7,1954.

16. How long have you lived continuously in the State of Tennessee?

Tennessee has been my home for 45 years.

17. How long have you lived continuously in the county where you are now living?

Perry County, Tennessee was my home of record when I joined the United States Marine Corps,
and I returned to Perry County, Tennessee upon my retirement from the United States Marine
Corps. Perry County, Tennessee has been my home for over 45 years. I have been retired for
the past year.

18, State the county in which you are registered to vote.

I am registered to vote in Perry County, Tennessee.

19. Describe your military Service, if applicable, including branch of service, dates of active
duty, rank at separation, and decorations, honors, or achievements. Please also state
whether you received an honorable discharge and, if not, describe why not.

After twenty eight years and three months of active duty service in the United States Marine
Corps, I retired and returned to my home at1022 Upper Brush Creek Road, Linden, Tennessee
(Perry Counfy). My career in the Marine Corps began with Offrcer Candidate School from
October 1982' December 1982. OftheTgmenirmyplatoon, only4gwereselectedtobecome
officers in the United States Marine Corps. With the completion of Officer Candidate School, I
became a2nd Lieutenant. As a 2nd Lieutenant, I was assi to "The Basic School" in
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Quantico, Virginia from January 1983 until June 1983 for my UasiC Vtarlne Corps Omcer
training. I graduated 32nd. out of 227 in my Basic School Class on June 14, 1983. Because of
my high class standing, I was permitted to select my first duty station while waiting for the next
Judge Advocate class at the Naval Justice School in Newport, Rhode Island. My first duty
station was Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS), Cherry Point, North Carolina. From August
1983 until October 1983, I attended the "Lawyer Course" at the Naval Justice School. On
October 14,1983, after successfully completing the "Lawyer Course," I was certified by the
Judge Advocate General of the Department of the Navy as a Judge Advocate to serve as a "Trial"
and "Defensen Counsel in the United States Marines Corps.

In October of 1983, shortly after arriving at my first duty station, MCAS, Cherry Point, North
Carolina, I was promoted to 1st Lieutenant. From October 1983 to October 1984, I wu1s a
Defense counsel handling 65 courts-martial. From October 1984 through October 1985, I
served as a Trial counsel (Prosecutor) handling 80 courts-martial. On the first day of September
1984, I was selected and promoted to Captain in the United States Marine Corps Reserves. In
1985, I was the only officer selected for augmentation into the regular Marine Corps out of the
eleven officers that applied from MCAS, Cherry Point.

After augmentation, I was transferred to Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps (HQMC) where I
served as the Assistant Head, Legal Assistance Branch (JAL) from 1985 to 1988. In 1988, I was
selected for the Special Education Program (SEP). Under SEP, I attended George Washington
University and $aduated "with highest honors" receiving a Master of Laws Degree in
International Law in 1989.

Upon completing the requirements for my Masters of Law Degree, I was transferred to the
Legal Service Support Section, 3d Force Service Support Group as the Operations Law Officer.
As the Operations Law Officer, I was actively involved in all the exercises and operations
involving Marine forces on Okinawa, Japan. In this billet, I served as the Staff Judge Advocate
(SJA), III Marine Expeditionary Force Forward (III MEF FWD) for Valiant Blitz in 1989; the
Offrcer in Charge (OIC) of the Legal Service Support Team for Team Spirit in March 1990; the
SJA, III MEF FWD for Team Spirit in March I99l; and as the SJA for the Joint Task Force
(involving III MEF as the HQ) during the Spring of L992. These operations and exercises were
in support of the defense of South Korea.

On the first day of May 1992,1was promoted to Major. During the Summer of 1992,I was
transferred from Okinawa to Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. From the Summer of 1992 through
the Summer of 1996,I served as the Deputy SJA,II Marine Expeditionary Force (II MEF). In
addition, I was dual hatted as the Deputy SJA, U.S Marine Corps Forces, Atlantic from 1995
through the Summer 1996. While in these billets, I served as the SJA, II MEF FWD for exercise
Alpine Warrior 93 (NATO Exercise North of the Arctic Circle in Norway); the SJA, II MEF
FWD for exercise Battle Griffin 93 (NATO Exercise in Norway); the SJA for the Haitian
Assistant Group Joint Task Force Operation from August through November lg93;the SJA for
the Partnership for Peace Operation (Cooperative Osprey); and the SJA,II MEF FWD for
CJTFEX 96 (Purple star) which involved British and u.S. military forces.
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In the Summer of 1996,I was transferred to the 0
as the International Law Division) at the U.S. Naval War College. At ths Naval War College, I
served as an instructor from August 1996 through July 1999. As an instructor at the Naval War
College, I taught intemational and operational law topics to include but not limited to the
following: the Law of War, the Law of the Sea, Targeting, Conventional Weapons, Non-lethal
Weapons, Weapons of Mass Destruction, and Rules of Engagement. While asiigned to the
Naval War College,I wrote two operational law articles that were published in law journals. In
addition, I helped publish six separate volumes of the famous Blue Book series, and I was the
primary editor for Volume 73 of the Blue Book series on The Commander's Handbook on the
Lan of Naval Operatians. While stationed at the Naval War College, on the first of July,lggT,l
was promoted to Lieutenant Colonel.

During the Summer of 1999,I was transferred to U.S. Joint Forces Command. From July
1999 through JuIy 20A2,I served as the Deputy StaffJudge Advocate, U.S. Joint Forces
Command (J00Ll). Brigadier General Composto, SJA to the Commandant of the Marine Corps,
personally asked me to fill this billet. My first assignment at U.S. Joint Forces Command was to
serve as the U.S. legal military representative on the Kosovo Joint Analysis Team. This team
was organizedto identiff problems/concerns (to include legal problems such as issues with the
NATO Rules of Engagement) with NATO's handling of the Kosovo operations. After the
terrorist attacks on 11 September 2A01,I served as the Crisis Action Team leader for the SJA
office.

ln the Summer of 2A02,I was transferred to the Programs and Resources (P&R) Department,
HQMC, where I served as the "Head of the Coordination Section," Resources and Programs
Development Branch from July 2A02*aaugh June 2004. This was my only nonJegal billet. In
this billet, I supervised four Majors. It was my job to prepare the Director of P&R and the
Secretary of the Navy for making budget decisions. This required the rapid gathering,
packaging, and dissemination of budget-related information (not only from within the Marine
Corps but from the other military Services).

During the Summer of 20A4,I was transferred to the Office of the Judge Advocate General of
the Navy (OJAG). In OJAG, I was assigned as the Head of the Operations Law Department,
International and Operational Law Division (Code 10). In this billet, I supervised two Lieutenant
Commanders and one Navy Lieutenant to provide critical operational lawsupport to the
Secretary of the Nur.y, the Judge Advocate General of the Nur.y, and the reniot leadership within
the Department of the Navy. While serving in this billet, I researched and drafted all the legal
reviews for new weapons systems or munitions being developed or requested by the Navy oi th.
Marine Corps.

In the Summer of 2006,I was transferred to the Office of the General Counsel (OCC) of the
Navy' In OGC, I served as the Military Assistant and Special Counsel to the General Counsel of
the Nary from the Summer of 20A6 until September of 2010. In September of 2010, I was
permitted to go on leave, and I officially retired on January l,Z0ll.

dates of active duty service were October 11, 1982 January 1. 201 1. I retired as a



Lieutenant Colonel with an honorable discharge fro
my Marine Corps career,I received the following personal decorations: one Joint Meritorious
Service Medal, six Meritorious Service Medals, one Navy Commendation Medal, and two Navy
Achievement Medals.

In addition,I received a Certificate of Commendation from Brigadier General James M. Mead
on August 5, 1985; a Certificate of Appreciation from the Volunteer lncome Tax Assistance
Program on April 15, 1986; a Letter of Appreciation from the Staff Judge Advocate, Marine
Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, North Carolina on September 1, 1987; a Certificate of
Appreciation from the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program on June 20, 1988; a Letter of
Commendation dated July 7, 1988; a Letter of Appreciation from W. T. Mallison Professor of
Law, George Washington University of Augu st 7 , 1989; a Letter of Appreciation from the Wing
Chaplain, Herman Kibble, of February 15, 1990; a Certificate of Appreciation from the
Commanding Office of Brigadier Service Support Group Nine of Apnl77, 1990; a Letter of
Appreciation from Master Sergeant Daniel Yates of May 21, 1990; a Superior Physical Fitness
Award from the Commanding General 3d Force Service Support Group of December 17,l99l; a
Certificate of Appreciation from Colonel James Pulley of November 17, 1993; a Letter of
Appreciation from the Commanding Officer, Naval Justice School, Newport, Rhode Island of
March 16,1994; a Letter of Appreciation from Major General Fletcher Coker, the Vice Director,
Joint Training, U.S. Atlantic Command of May 21,1998; a Letter of Appreciation from Senator
John H. Chaffee of July 6,1998.

20. Have you ever pled guilty or been convicted or are you now on diversion for violation of
any law, regulation or ordinance? Give date, court, 

"tt*g" 
and disposition.

I have not pled guilty or been convicted nor am I now on diversion for violation of any law,
regulation or ordinance.

2l- To your knowledge, are you now under federal, state or local investigation for possible
violation of a criminal statute or disciplinary rule? If so, give details.

To my knowledge, I am not under federal, state or local investigation for possible violation of a
criminal statute or disciplinary rule.

If you have been disciplined or cited for breach of ethics or unprofessional conduct by
any court, administrative agency, bar association, disciplinary committee, or other
professional group, give details.

I have not been disciplined or cited for breach ofethics or unprofessional conduct by any court,
administrative agency, bar association, disciplinary commiuee, or other professional group

22.



')\

23- Has a tax lien or other collection procedure been instituted against you by federal, state,
or local authorities or creditors within the last five (5) years? If so, give details.

No tax lien or other collection procedure has been instituted against me by federal, state, or local
authorities or creditors within the last five (5) years.

24. Have you ever filed bankruptcy (including personally or as part of any partnership,LLC.
corporation, or other business organization)?

I have not filed for bankruptcy (including personally or as part of any partnership, LLC,
corporation, or other business organization).

Have you ever been a party in any legal proceedings (including divorces, domestic
proceedings, and other types of proceedings)? If so, give details including the date, court
and docket number and disposition. Provide a brief description of the case. This
question does not seek, and you may exclude from your response, any matter where you
were involved only as a nominal party, such as if you were the trustee under a deed of
trust in a foreclosure proceeding.

I have not been a party in any legal proceedings (including divorces, domestic proceedings, and
other types of proceedings).

List all organizations other than professional associations to which you have belonged
within the last five (5) years, including civic, charitable, religious, educational, social and
fraternal organizations. Give the titles and dates of any offices which you have held in
such organizations.

vice President of the walney Home owner's Association from 2008-za0g.

Have you ever belonged to any organization, association, club or society which limits its
membership to those of any particular race, religion, or gender? Do not include in your
answer those organizations specifically formed for a religious pu{pose, such as churches
or synagogues.

a. If so, list such organizations and describe the basis of the membership
limitation.

b' If it is not your intention to resign from such organization(s) and withdraw
from any participation in their activities should you be nominated and selected
for the position for which you are applying, state your reasons.

26.

27.
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28.

I have not ever belonged to any organization, association, club or society which limits its
membership to those of any particular race, religion, or gender.

ACHIEWMENlS
List all bar associations and professional societies of which you have been a member
within the last ten years, including dates. Give the titles and dates of any offices which
you have held in such groups. List memberships and responsibilities on any committee
of professional associations which you consider significant.

For the past ten years, I have been a member of the Tennessee Bar Association and the District
of Columbia Bar, and I continue to be a member of each.

In addition, I have been a member of the Military Offrcers Association of America starting in
January 201I.

List honors, pizes, awards or other forms of recognition which you have received since
your graduation from law school which are directly related to professional
accomplishments.

29.

During my Marine Corps career, I received the following personal decorations: one Joint
Meritorious Service Medal, six Meritorious Service Medals, one Navy Commendation Medal,
and two Navy Achievement Medals.

My Joint Meritorious Service Medal was received for exceptional service while assigned as
the Deputy Judge Advocate U.S. Joint Forces Command from July 1999 to Jrllnre2002. During
this period I provided superb legal counsel to the command on both peace time and combat
operations. As part of the legal guidance provided, I served as the legal counsel for the Joint
Analysis Team for the Kosovo operations and I was specifically assigned as the SJA for Joint
Task Force-Olympics for the Winter Olympics that were held in Salt Lake City, Utah.

My first of six Meritorious Service Medals was received for meritorious service as Assistant
Branch Head and Legal Assistance Attorney, Judge Advocate Division, Headquarters United
States Marine Corps from October 1985 to August 1988. During this period I provided legal
counsel and advice to more than 3,000 active duty Marines and their dependents. My second
Meritorious Service Medal was received for outstanding service while serving as Deputy Staff
Judge Advocate, II Marine Expeditionary Force from August 1992 to July 1996. During this
period I was deployed for seven major exercises in Europe, Asia and the Caribbean. I was
recognized for my exceptional expertise in handling Rules of Engagement, Status of Forces
Agreements, Political Asylum Issues, reviewing over 500 courts-martial, 1,000 Administrative
Separations, and 500 claims and investigations. My third Meritorious Service Medal was
received for outstanding service as the Assistant Director for Amphibious Warfare, Oceans, Law
and Policy De Naval War from Auzust 1996 - June 1999. Durins this period I
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provided superb research and analytical support to ttre
policy issues. In addition, I was the Editor of the Commanderls Handbook on the Law of Naval
Operations, which provided operational law guidance to Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard
commanders. My fourth Meritorious Service Medal was received for outstandingperformance
while serving as the Head of the Coordination Section, Program Development Branch, programs
and Resources Department, Headquarters United States Marine Corps from August2A02 - Lm"
2404. I received my fifth Meritorious Service Medal for outstanding service as the Head of the
Operational Law Department, International and Operational Law Division, Office of the Judge
Advocate General of the Department of the Navy from June 2004 to July 2006. During this
period, I provided comprehensive legal research and analysis on the following key subjects: the
base line standard of humane treatment applicable to all detainees in United States custody; the
legal issues arising when civilian contractors and DOD employees accompany the military force;
and the rules of the use of force for civilian mariners. In addition, I drafted 45 Law of Armed
Conflict and International Law review memoranda for new or modified weapons systems and
munitions for the Department of the Navy. I received my sixth Meritorious Service Medal
while serving as the Military Assistant and Special Counsel to the General Counsel of the Navy
from August 2006 through August 2010. During this period, I provided exceptional support to
the General Counsel and to the members of the Office of the General Counsel through my
leadership skills and managerial expertise. I introduced new and novel approaches to emerging
complex legal issues. In addition, through sound time management and wise use of existing
personnel, I skillfully processed hundreds of requests for legal review and legal advice in a
timely fashion.

I received one Navy Commendation Medal for my service in the Office of the General
Counsel for the Department of the Navy from July 2006 through October 20A6. This medal was
received for my outstanding service as Military Assistant and Special Counsel to the General
Counsel of the Navy for making invaluable changes to the department's method of handling tasks
from the Secretary of the Navy's tasker system. I was also recognized for the swift resolution of
many highly sensitive and confidential matters of national importance to the Department of the
Navy that had become over due.

My first of two Navy Achievement Medals was received for superior performance of duties
while serving as a Marine Corps Judge Advocate as a Trial Counsel (Proiecutor) and Defense
Counsel at the Joint Law Center, Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, North Carolina from
June 1983 until October 1985. I received my second Navy Achievement Medal for superior
performance while serving as Legal Advisor and resolving diverse legal disputes during Marine
Corps Operations in support of the Republic of Korea.

Aiso, I received a Certificate of Commendation from Brigadier General James M. Mead on
August 5, 1985. This Certificate of Commendation was received for my outstanding
performance while serving as the Honor Guard Commander for Marine Corps Air Station Cherr,y
Point from April 1, 1985 - June 30, 1985. In addition, I received the following recognition: a
Certificate of Appreciation from the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program on aptit t5,
J986; a Lefter of Appreciation from the StaffJudge Advocate, Marine Corps Air Station,-Cherry
Point, North Carolina on September I,1987 a Certificate of Appreciation from the Volunteer



Income Tax Assistance Program on June 20,
1988; a Letter of Appreciation from W. T. Mallison Professor of Lawo George Washington
University of August 7,1989; aLetter of Appreciation from the Wing Chaplain, ft"rmatr Kiblle,
of February 15, 1990; a Certificate of Appreciation from the Commanding Office of Brigadier
Service Support Group Nine of April 27, 1990; a Letter of Appreciation from Master Seigeant
Daniel Yates of May 21, 1990; a Superior Physical Fitness Award from the Commaiding
General 3d Force Service Support Group of December 17, l99l; a Certificate of Appreciatioi
from Colonel James Pulley of November 17, 1993; a Letter of Appreciation from the
Commanding Officer, Naval Justice School, Newport, Rhode Island of March 16,1994;a Letter
of Appreciation from Major General Fletcher Coker, the Vice Director, Joint Training, U.S.
Atlantic Command of May 21,1998; and a Letter of Appreciation from Senator John H. Chaff""
of July 6,1998.

30. List the citations of any legal articles or books you have published.

1. A Primer on the Employment of Non-Lethal Weapar^r published in the Naval Law Review
Volume XLV, 1998.

2. The Commonder's Role in Developing Rules of Engagement published in the Naval War
9olleqe Review, Summer 1999, Volume LII, No. 3.

3- Annotated Supplement to The Commander's Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations
published in International Law Studies (Blue Book Series), Volume 73,lggg,A.R. Thbmas and
James C. Duncan, Editors.

31. List law school courses, CLE seminars, or other law related courses for which credit is
given that you have taught within the last five (5) years.

32. List any public office you have held or for which you have been candidate or applicant.
Include the date, the position, and whether the position wils elective or appointive.

33. Have you ever been a registered lobbyist? If yes, please describe your service fully.

Not applicable

I have not been a registered lobbyist.



34. Attach to this questionnaire at least two examples of legal articles, books, briefs, or other
legal writings which reflect your personal work. Indicate the degree to which each
example reflects your own personal effort.

Attached as enclosures (1) and (2) arc the following articles:

Enclosure (1) - A Primer on the Employment ofNon-lethal Weapons

Enclosure (2) - The Commander's Role in Developing Rules of Engagement

ESSAYSNERSONAL SMTEM

35. What are your reasons for seeking this position? (150 words or less)

My reason for seeking this position developed at an early age. I was blessed to be raised in
the 21st Judicial District which has unique resources and great people making it a wonderful
place to live. I have always felt it is important to give back for those things that you have
received. I became a lawyer because of the idealism expressed by President John F. Kennedy
who said, "Ask not what your country can do for you, but what you can do for your country."
This inspired me to become a lawyer so that I could help those less fortunate. Joining the
United States Marine Corps gave me the opportunity to serve my country and the state of
Tennessee. Becoming a judge for the area where I was raised would be an honor and a privilege,
and would allow me to continue to serve the people of this gteat state.

36. State any achievements or activities in which you have been involved which demonstrate
your commitment to equal justice under the law; include here a discussion of your pro
bono service throughout your time as a licensed attorney. (150 words or less)

Every citizen should receive equal justice under the law regardless of their financial
resources. My strong beliefs in this area have caused me to focus on ensuring that I could help
those who have limited income and property. Being raised in the 21st Judicial District gave me
the opporfunity to leam the values of people from rural communities. They are rich in integrity
and family values, but often have limited resources to pay legal fees. From the time that I was
admiued to practice law in Tennessee, I have worked with all clients to resolve their legal
problems regardless of their ability to pay. Some of the pro bono cases I have handled involved
wrongful termination/labor law, insurance related issues, and social security claims.

37. Describe the judgeship you seek (i.e. geographic area, types of cases, number of judges,
etc. and explain how your selection would impact the court. (150 words or less)

The 21st Judicial District is comprised of 4 counties; Hickman, Lewis, and Perry counties
which are rural in nature. and Williamson which is urban. The i io that I seek for
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this district should be filled by someone who understands the values and relates to the people
who reside in these counties. Having been raised in Perry county and having the opportunity to
work in Lewis and Hickman counties, I feel that I have developed a unique understanding of the
people who live here. This understanding along with my devotion to the state of Tennessee and
the people of the 21st District puts me in the opportune position to provide equal justice for all.

38. Describe your participation in community services or organizations, and what community
involvement you intend to have if you are appointed judge? (250 words or less)

If appointed judge, I would support the following community services or organizations: (l)
new or existing organizations that encourage the development of industry or the expansion of
existing employment opportunities. My support for these organizations would be to promote
employment, decrease poverfy, and increase the pride and dignity of the people in the district.
(2) I would also support community services and organizations that provide legal assistance or
legal services to the residents ofthe district on an affordable sliding scale. These legal assistance
organizations would help promote equal justice for all by making legal services available to
those who normally would be unable to afford them. (3) In addition, I would support those
community services or organizations that provide food, clothing and shelter to the needy. These
organizations would help strengthen the existing safety nets within our local communities and
help support the social service organizations and other charitable operations within the district.

39. Describe life experiences, personal involvements, or talents that you have that you feel
will be of assistance to the Commission in evaluating and understanding your candidacy
for this judicial position. (250 words or less)

Aoolication Ouestionnaire for Judicial Office l6 of l9 Rev. 25 Aueust 201 I

My life has been one adventure after another, each with its own set of challenges. I have
made it my goal to excel during each adventure. For example, during high school, I put forth my
best effort and was rewarded by being the valedictorian. Similarly, I received a Bachelor of
Science degree with highest honors from the University of Tennessee at Martin. My success and
the goals that I set for myself propelled me to attend law school at the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville (finishing in the top third of the class).

An opporttrnity mose to satisfu my patriotic desire to serve my country and my state by
joining the United States Marine Corps. There I faced new and exciting adventures which tested
my physical strength, mental ability and tenacity. In the Marine Corps, many of my talents were
honed. I had a reputation among those I served for handling prodigious workloads, leading
diverse teams of staff officers, and accomplishing the mission. I was known as the "go to
Marine" for any complex issue. As a professional officer, I had impeccable integrity, loyalty,
and dedication. The admirals and generals for whom I worked indicated that I was an invaluable
asset to the Marine Corps and the Department of the Navy.

Those who have been my clients have always been impressed by my maturity and calm
demeanor reeardless of the stress level. I feel that these traits and mv determination to excel



make me the best candidate for this judgeship.

Will you uphold the law even if you disagree with the substance of the law (e.g., statute
or rule) at issue? Give an example from your experience as a licensed attorney that
supports your response to this question. (250 words or less)

Throughout my career as a licensed attorney, I have subscribed to the view that the rolE of a
judge is to uphold the law even if that Judge disagreed with the substance of that law. It is my
position that Judges should not go beyond interpreting the law into the realm of making the law.
On this issue, I concur with the Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court, John Roberts,
who said dwing his confirmation process (using a baseball analogy) that he would act as an
"umpire," applying the rules rather than making them. Like Chief Justice Roberts, I feel that it is
the Judge's role to call the balls and the strikes and not to take on the role of the pitcher or the
batter.

BEre&EN@S
List five (5) persons, and their current positions and contact information, who would
recommend you for the judicial position for which you are applying. Please list at least
two persons who are not lawyers. Please note that the Commission or someone on its
behalf may contact these persons regarding your application.

ionnaire for Judicial Office 17 of l9 Rev. 25 Ausust 201 I

40.

41.

A. Honorable Paul L. Oostburg Sanz, General Counsel of the Navy

Offrce address: Office of the General Counsel, 1000 Navy Pentagon, Washington, DC 2A350-
1000

Telephone: (703) 614-1994 Emailaddress: paul.oostburg@navy.mil

B. Anne M. Brennan, Principal Deputy General Counsel of the Navy

Office address: Office of the General Counsel, 1000 Navy Pentagon, Washington, DC 20350-
1000

Telephone: (703) 614'1994 Email address: anne.m.brennan@navy.mil

C. Paul C. Ney, Counsel for Waddey & Patterson

Office Address: Waddey & Patterson, P.C. , RoundaboutPlaza,1600 Division Street, Suite 500,
Nashville, TN 37203

Telephone: (615) 242-2400; Direct Line (615) 724-2533; Cell (615) 405-8621

Email address: pcn@iplawgroup.com



D. Sergeant Gary Smith, State Trooper

Residence Address: 804 Marsh Creek Road, Linden, TN 37096

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 787, Linden, TN 37096

Telephone: (931) 589-2941; Cell (931) 306-0884

E. Bryan Zimmerman, Bryan's Heating & Cooling

Address: 788 Upper Brush Creek Road, Linden, TN 37096

Telephone: (931) 589-2316; Cell (931) 628-2434

AFFTRMATION CONCER
Read, and if you agree to the provisions, sign the following:

I have read the foregoing questions and have answered them in good faith and as completely as my
records and recollections permit. I hereby agree to be considered for nomination to the Governor for the
office of Circuit Court Judge for the 2lst Judicial District of Tennessee, and if appointed by the Governor,
agree to serve that office. In the event any changes occur between the time this application is filed and
the public hearing, I hereby agree to file an amended questionnaire with the Administrative Office of the
Courts for distribution to the Commission members.

I understand that the information provided in this questionnaire shall be open to public inspection upon
filing with the Administrative Office of the Courts and that the Commission may publicize the names of
persons who apply for nomination and the names of those persons the Commission nominates to the
Governor for the judicial vacancy in question.

Dated:

When completed, retum this questionnaire to Debbie Hayes, Adminishative Office of the Courts,51l
Union Street, Suite 600, Nashville, TN 37219.

TnrunEssEE JuDrcrAL NoMTNATTNG CouurssroN
511UNloN Srnssr, Sune 600

Nasuvnr,E Crtv CcHTER
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NRsHvn r,s, TN 37219

TrNNgssnE BoARD or PnorEssroNAL Rgspor,rslBlllTy

WRwnR or Conrnuurnury

I hereby waive the privilege of confidentiality with respect to any information which
concerns me, including any complaints erased by law and is known to, recorded with, on
file with the Board of Professional Responsibility of the Supreme Court of Tennessee, and I
hereby authorize a representative of the Tennessee |udicial Nominating Commission to
request and receive any such information.

James Carl Duncan
Type or Printed Name

Sef>fe,nlsev 14, eo t I
Date

00942L
BPR #
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NAVAL LAW REVIEW

A PRIMER ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF
NON-LETHAL WEAPONS

Lieutenant Colonel James C. Duncan'

I. Introduction

During Operation United Shield,2 U.S.
Lieutenant General (now General) A. C. Zinni,

XLV

forces under the command of
U.S. Manne Corps, pioneered

the use of a new class of weapon systems that have become known as non-

I Lieutenant Colonel, United States Marine Corps. Currently, the Assistant Director for
Amphibious Operations, Oceans Law and Policy Department in the Center for Naval Warfare
Studies at the Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island. B.S., 1977 University of Tennessee
at Martia; J.D., i981 University of Tennessee at Knoxville; LL.M., 1989, George Washington
University. Prior to assignment to the Naval War College, he served in back-to-back tours as the
Deputy Staff Judge Advocate for U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Atlantic II Marine Expeditionary
Force and for III Marine Expeditionary Force/3d Marine Division.

2 A chronological summary of the events leading to Operation United Shield foilows. The failure
of the United Nations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM I) to alleviate the widespread fami-ne and
disease, the devastating clan warfare and the tremendous loss of life led President George Bush in
the Autumn of 1992 to call for more involvement by the United States and the international
commutity. An international effort was thereafter undertaken to restore order and to deliver
humanitarian aid to the people of Somalia under Operation Restore Hope. The cornmander for
the U.S.led Unified Task Force (UNITAF) was Lieutenanr General Robert Jobnston, U.S.
Marine Corps. By the Spring of 1993, activities in Somalia began to renrn ro normal. The
widespread famirie and disease once prevalent were under control and the fighting between the
clans had all but stopped. Somalia was again at peace, and the time seemed right to trarsfer
control of the operation to the United Nations. In May 1993, command and control of Operation
Restore Hope was turned over to the United Nations in what became known as United Nations
Operation Somalia II (UNOSOM II). The United Nations leadership decided to embark on a
much more ambitious nation-building and disarmament poiicy for Somalia. This new policy
created increased rurmoil among the warring clans and factions in Somalia. The end resu.lt was
the death of over 130 peacekeepers, and the judgment by many in the international community
that the United Nations mission in Somalia had failed. In light of these events, the United
Nations ordered the withdrawal of all peacekeepers from Somalia by March 1995. The United
Natiors requested the United States provide security for the peacekeepers during the withdrawal.
During January 1995, the U.S. Central Command tasked I Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF),
under the command of Lieutenant General (now General) Ziruri, to conduct this operation (this
was the same command that had been hvolved in Operation Restore Hope in 1993 under
Lieutenant General Johnston). Operation United Shield began in February 1995. Colonel
Frederick M. Lorenz, U.S. Marine Corps, "Less-Lethal" Force in Operation United Shield,
Marine Corps Gazette, September 1995 at 69-70; Lieutenant Colonel Leslie L. Ratliff, U.S.
Army, Joint Task Force Somalia, A Case Study 1-6 (March 14, 1996) (unpublished manuscript on
file at the library of the Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island) and F. M. Loreru, Non-
Lethal Force: The Slippery Slope to War?, Parameters, Autwnn 1996 ar 52-53. See also
Lieutenant Colonel Roger D. Kirkpatrick, U.S. Marine Corps, Hrrmanitarian Expeditions to
Somalia l-27 (Aprrl 25, 1994) (unpublished manuscript on file at the library of the Naval War
College, Newport, Rhode Island) and Lieutenant Colonel George P. Fenton, U.S. Marine Corps,

- Marhe Expeditionary Units (Special Operations Capable) - ar the Operational Level in
Military Operations Other Than War 1-17 (June 16, 1994) (unpublished manuscript on file at the
library of the Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island).
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lethal weapons. General Zinn's decision to equip the Marines of I
Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) with non-lethal weapons was
revolutionary. Without question, his decision has had a tremendous impact on
all U.S. military forces by providing the stimulus to change the perception of
non-lethal weapons. In addition, Operation United Shield prepared the
groundwork for the development of a new concept for the employment of non-
lethal weapons and moved the U.S. military toward a new age of warfare.

Some critics may argue since the U.S. military used weapon systems

or technology that could be characterized as non-lethal (for example, riot
control agents,3 defoliants,a and carbon fibers against electrical power grids5)
prior to Operation United Shield, that the use of non-lethal weapons by the

U.S. military was not new.6 In fact, long before Operation United Shield,
technological advances that could be characterized as non-lethal opened the
door to new weapon systems with capabilities only dreamed of in the past, At
the time of Operation United Shield, several different types of technology that
could be characterized as non-lethal existed or were being developed through

3 On April 8, 1975, President Gerald Ford issued Executive Order 11,850 which addresses the

use of riot control agents by the U.S. armed forces. Under Executive Order 11,850, the United
States renounced the use of riot control agents in time of war without authorization from the

national command authorities. Exec. Order No. 11,850, 40 Fed. Reg. 16187,3A C.F.R. 149-

150 (1975).

a /d. Executive Order 11,850 also discusses the use of herbicides by the U.S. armed forces.
There are two uses expressly permitted under this order without authorization from the national
command authorities. Those two uses are: (1) control of vegetation around and within the

immediate defensive perimeter of a U.S. military installation or base and (2) domestic use. For a

discussion of the U.S. military's use of defoliants ir: Vietnam see Herbicides in War: The Long-
term Ecological and Human Consequences (Arthur H. Westing ed., i984); Thomas Whiteside,
The Witheri-ng Rain: America's Herbicidal Folly (1971); and A Technology Assessment of the
Vietnam Defoliant Matter, A Case History, Report to the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and
Development of the Committee on Science and Astronautic, U.S. House of Representatives, 91".
Cong l" Sess. (August 8, 1969).

5 One of the nonlethal "smart weapons" used during the Gulf War was a special warhead adapted

for the Tomahawk Cruise missile that dispersed thousands of carbon fibers after exploding over
an electrical power station target. After the carbon fibers drifted down and settled, they would
cause the power station to short circuit. By using this type of non-lethal weapon, the United
States was able to neutralize several of the Iraqi electrical power stations without permanent

damage. Nick Lewer, Non-Lethal Weapons - A New Dimension, Bulletin of Arms Control,
September 1996 at 1; David A. Fulgham, Secret Carbon-Fiber Warheads Blinded lraqi Air
Defenses, Aviation Week & Space Technology, April 27,1992 at 18-20. See aLso,60 Minutes:
Shoot not to Kill (CBS television broadcast, L. Franklin Devine, May 1996).

6 The impetus to exploit non-lethal technology did not arise until the post coid-war era and the

shift of the United States' nationai focus from conventional war to peacekeeping operations,
humanitarian operations and regional conflicts. However, nonlethal technology had been
available for decades as evidenced by Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) documents from the

1960s that discuss weapon systems which could be characterized as employilg non-Iethal
technology. Steven Aftergood, The Sofi-Kill Fallacy, The Bulletia of the Atomic Scientists
(September/October 1994) at 40. AIso, the U.S. National Science Foundation Report on Non-
Lethal Weapons of 19'72 contahed a list of 34 different weapon systems that could be

characterized as non-lethal. J. Wright, Shoot Not to KilI, T\e Guardian (May 19, 1994). See

a/so National Security Program Policy A:ralysis Paper No. 94-Ol, Nonlethal Military Means: New
Leverage For A New Era (1994), Colonel John L. Barry, U.S. Air Force, ET AL., at 9.
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civilian or military research projects" But certaialy, the main factor triggering
the current non-lethal weapons revolution was indeed what General Zinni and
his staff did to prepare for operation United Shield. During the predeployment
phase of this operation, General Zinni's staff examined the existing weapon
systems that could be characterized as non-lethal (from both civilian and
military sources) and applied the best of them to create a workable solution to
the expected problem of controlling unarmed Somali civilians, while providing
adequate,protection to the united Nations forces who were withdrawing from
Somalia.T As part of the strategy for the employment of nonlethal weapons for
this operation, General Zinni intentionally publicized the use of these weapon
systems. This psychological ploy intimidated potential Somali adversaries and
gave the u.S. military a positive public image at home and abroad. It was the
preparation for implementation and the formation of a basic concept for the
employment of non-lethal weapons that makes General zirm's actions during
operation united Shield so significant. For not until operation united shield,
did the u.S. military actively seek, acquire, train with, and deploy non-lethal
weapon systems for use for mission accomplishment on the battlefield. ln a
nutshell, the special emphasis placed on non-lethal weapon systems has led to a
reconceptualization of the art of war and diplomacy while at the same time
bringing into focus the true meaning of Sun Tzu's statement, "[t]o win one
hundred victories in one hundred battles is not the acme of skill. To subdue the
enemy without fighting is the acme of skill. "8

Like every new concept in warfare, the non-lethal weapons concept is
undergoing developmental pains as it moves from a novelty to the norm.
commanders trying to understand the concept face an uphill battle as they
struggle to cut through the misinformation, the confusion and the strategic
questions about the utility of non-lethal weapons. Since this class of weapons
has become another arrow in the commander's quiver, each commander is
confronted with the following questions. How do I select the appropriate non-
lethal weapons for my mission? How do I train my persomel in their use, and
how do I employ them on the modern battlefield? The goal of this paper is to
help the commander work through the non-lethal weapons morass and answer
these questions.

II. General Discussion of Non-Lethal Weapon Systems

Most conflicts pose a fear of escalation. The use of non-lethal weapon
systems in the early stages of a conflict may reduce the risk of escalation, ind
give diplomacy a chance to work. unlike the traditional military capabilities

? colonel Lorcru, supra note 2, at 70. As stated by Assistant Secretary of Defense, H. Ailen
Holmes, '[t]he operation in Somalia was the fust contingency where u.s. troops employed non-
lethal weaponry agairut hostile forces." warfighters want wiapons That Disabie But Don,t Kiil,
National Defense, July/August 1996 at24.

8 suN Tzu, THE ARr oF wAn 77 ( Samuel B. Griffrth trans., oxford press i969). A_lthough Sun
Tzu wrote these words almost twenty-four hundred years ago, they still ring true today. Miiitary
commanders who desire to show their skill and leadership must take 

^Ju-tug" 
oi non-lethal

technology to help forge a new millgly strategy for the next mitlgilium.
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associated with lethal weapon systems, the mission context for the
employment of non-lethal capabilities is not always obvious. Arguably, non-
lethal weapon systems have a potentially broader range of application than do
lethal systems. At present, however, non-lethal weapons have not gained
widespread acceptance as useful additions to the weapons inventory.e For the
U.S. military, this must change because failure to properly consider the non-
lethal technologies available may reduce the ability of commanders to
accomplish their assigned mission, while simultaneously increasing the
possibility of collateral damage to civilian property, incidental injury or death
to civilians and other adverse effects from the military action taken. As the
number and type of non-lethal technologies increase, the u.s. military must
adopt procedures and policies that permit their smooth and efficient integration
into warfighting and peacekeeping tactics and doctrine. This integration will
require a fresh viewpoint and a willingness to embrace non-lethal technology
with an open mind. Embracing non-lethal technology will require the military
services and military commanders to think "outside the box. " The military
services must restructure combat units and develop tactics, techniques and
procedures for the use of non-lethal weapon systems.r' Likewise, military
commanders must be prepared to reorganize their individual units for the
efficient use of a selected non-lethal weapon, to design specific unit level
training for each system, to establish safety standards and maintenance support
for them, and to develop appropriate rules of engagement for their
employment.

utilization of non-lethal weapon systems in today's joint and combined
military climate is very apropos.llIt also reflects a predictable and logical
interest in non-lethal technology by U.S. policymakers and strategists. In light
of this growing interest, future commanders will discover that a vital part of
putting together the right force for the mission will include the selection of both
lethal and non-lethal weapon systems. 12

e Generally, commanders will employ only those weapon systems they feel comfortable using.
For most commanders, the comfort level for lethal weapon systems is much higher than the
comfort level for non-lethal weapons. Raising the comfort level of commanders ior nonlethal
systems will require a concerted effort by the military services through the implementation of
improved 62ining and instruction with respect to their capability and versatility. The Commander
in Chief (CINC), United States Special Operations Command and the Secretaries of the Military
Departments are responsible for the training of military persorutel concerning non-lethal *"uporrr.
U.S, DEP,T OF DEFENSE, DIR. 3OOO.3, PoLIcY FoR NoN.LETHAL wreporls (9 Jul, 1996). For
further discussion on faining issues see pages 26-30.

r0 In this endeavor the military services should heed the advice of General Charles C. Krulak,
commandant, U.s. Marine corps, and lean on private industry and other ..national assets" to
help in the development of these new tactics and strategies. The Next Millennium, Navy Times,
January 5, 1998 at34.

1r Udted States aliies in the North Atlantic Treaty Orgenization (NATO) have recognized thar
nonlethal weapon systems will play a major role ia future warfare. currently, NATo has
assembled a panel of experts to decide what types of non-lethal technologies the alliance shogld
accept and use in future peacekeeping operations and traditional military operations. Brooks
T\grrcr , NAT) Panel ro steer Nonlethar weapon (Jse, Army Times, october 11, rgg7 at 3i .
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A. The Term "Non-Lethal"

The first step in understanding non-lethal weapons is to examile the
term "non-lethal." Initially, many different terms were used to try to capture
the essence of this new class of weapon systems.r3 Def,rning non-lethal
weapons has been very difficult not only because diverse perspectives
developed over their potential utilization, but also, because of the erroneous
expectations of those hearing the words "non-lethal weapons" that no harm or
serious injury will come to those against whom such weapons are employed. 1a

The term "non-lethal" refers to the ultimate goal which is to avoid fatalities
and the unnecessary destruction of property. All u.s. military commanders
since the vietnam era realize the importance of maintaining public support and
confidence for any military operation or campaign. The key to maintaining this
public support and confidence when the operation plan calls for the use ofnon-
lethal weapon systems is to provide information to the public about the dangers
ilvolved when these weapon systems are used. The public should be made
aware that the use of a non-lethal weapon always raises the possibility of
serious injury, death or destruction of property. For this reason, many see the
term "non-lethal" "as both a euphemism and an oxymoron when applied to
weapons."ls Supporters of the term "non-lethal" acknowledge this apparent
ambiguity, while pohting out that the term "non-lethal" more accurately
represents the intent of the user which is "neither to kill nor to harm

12 The ioint task force commander must build,/organize the force so that it has all the capabilities
required to complete the expressed and inplied tasks of the mission.
13 Some of the tems that have been used to describe nonlethal weapons are as follows: non-
injurious, disabliag measures, system disabling, irnmobilizers, djsgliminats force, lesslethal,
less-than-lethal, minimrrm force, strategic immobilizers, mission kill, new age weapons, soft kill,
stabilizing technology, denial of setvices concepts, limited effects tecbnology, neutralizilg
technology, reduced lgrhalily weapon, low collateral damage, weapons which do not cross the
death barrier, and preJethal. For a discussion of some of these terms see Nick Lewer and Steven
Schofield, Non-Lethal weapons: A Fatal Attraction 5-6 (1997); Nick Lewer, Non-Lethal
weapons - A New Dimension, Bulletin of Arms control, September 1996 ar l; Nick Lewer, Non-
Lethal Weapons, Medicine and War 78 (1995); Disabling Technologies; A Critical Assessment,
International Defense Review 33 (1994); operations other Than war: The Technological
Dimension 44-45, Institute For National Strategic Studies, National Defense University (1995);
and Lieutenant colonel Alan w. Debban, u.s. Air Force, Disabling systems; war Fighting
Option for the Future, Airpower Journal 45 (Spring 1993). Even within the military services
there has been considerable debate over what terminology should be used. The U.s. Army and
the U.S. Air Force favored use of the term "non-lethal" weapons, while the U.S. Marine corps
and the U.S. Navy favored use of the term "less lethal." For a brief discussion of the rationale
behhd the u.s. Marine corps' support of the term "less lethal" and the U.S. Army's adoption of
the term "non-lethal" see Lexi R. Alexander and Julia L. Klare, Nontethat weapons: New Tools
for Peace, Issues in science and recbnology, winter i995-1996 at69. see also colonel Lorenz,
supra note 2, at 70. After much debate, the term that gai:red favor within the Department of
Defense was "nonlethal."

la Non-lethal weapons can be fatal. For example, pepper spray has proven fatal in several cases;
microwaves can disable pacemakers; acoustic weapons have killed humans; and dazzling lasers
which were used against Argentinean pilots to cause temporary blindness il the Falklands War
resulted in three plane crashes. Barry ET AL., supra note 6, at 13.

15 Lewer and Schofield suprar.ote 13, at 5. See also Barry ET AL., supranote 6, at 5.
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permanently."16 Arguably, any term selected to represent this class

of weapon systems would face the same perception problems that the term
"non-lethal" faces.

B. Definition of Non-Lethal Weapons

Non-lethal weapon systems include those systems designed to help
achieve political and military objectives by providing a means to leverage or
compel a change in an opponent's behavior while at the same time precluding
the need to intervene with overwhelming lethal force. Almost every dehnition
of non-lethal weapons focuses on two areas. The first is the physical capability
of these weapons not to permanently injure, kill or destroy property, and the
second is their potential application to traditional military operations (spanning

the entire spectrum of conflict) and to "diplomatic matters"rT of concern. By
comparing the various definitions for non-lethal weapons, one will notice that
most include one or more of the following elements: (1) weapon systems

designed to deter or neutralize the belligerent; (2) weapon systems not designed
to kill, cause permanent harm or incidental injury; (3) weapons systems whose
impact is htended to be temporary in nafure or reversible; and (4) weapon
systems designed to cause minimum collateral damage to property and the
environment. Within the U.S. military, the term non-lethal has been adopted
as the official term for this general class of weapon systems. Non-lethal
weapons are defined by the Department of Defense as; "[w]eapons that are
explicitly designed and primarily employed so as to incapacitate personnel or
material, while minimiziag fatalities, permanent injury to personnel and
undesired damage to property and the environment."tt The key factor to note
from the Department of Defense definition is that non-lethal weapons are not
required to have a zero probability of producing permanent injuries or
fatalities. Unlike lethal weapon systems which achieve success through the
physical destruction of targets in order to neutralize them, non-lethal weapon
systems accomplish the same goal by signif,rcantly reducing permanent injuries,
fatalities and property damage.

16 Lewer and Schofield supra note !3, at 6.

17 The term "diplomatic matters" might more appropriately be viewed as "coercive diplomacy."
In essence, nonlethal weapons broaden the foreign policy options available to the United States.
Donald Daniels, Bradd Hayes and Chantal de Jonge Oudraat have conceptualized a new type of
United Nations operation known as "coercive hducement" which is distinct from the traditional
United Nations missions of peacekeeping and peace enforcement. Memorandum from Donald C.
Daniel ET AL., Strategic Research Department, Center for Naval Warfare Studies, U.S. Naval
War College, Research Report No. 9-97,Subject: Talons of the Dove: Coercive Inducement and
the Containment of Crisis, at 17. As conceptualized, the "coercive inducement" operation would
be an excellent example of "coercive diplomacy" and would provide an outstandi.g opportrutity
for the employment of non-lethal weapons.

t8 DoD Dir. 30O3, supra note 9, at 1. For other definitions of the term "non-lethal weapons" see
Lewer and Schofield supra note 13, at 6-7 .
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C. Relationship to Information Warfare

Information warfarele is a very hot topic within the Department of
Defense. However, "comrng to grips with information warfare is like the
effort of the blind men to discover the nafure of the elephant. "20 Today,
knowledgeable planners talk about seven different forms of information
warfare.2t Those seven forms are: electronic warfare,22 command and control
warfare,23 psychological warfare, intelligence-based warfare, economic

te Some of the major goals of hformation warfare are to use non-lethal technology and lethal
weapon systems to deny, destroy, neutralize, or disable the communication and target'ing
capabilities of an enemy. Information warfare has been defined in a Chairman, Joint Chief of
Staff Insfuction as: "[a]ctions taken to achieve i:rformation superiority by affecting adversary
information, information-based processes, information systems, and computer-based networks
while defendilg one's own hformation, ir:formation-based processes, information systems, and
computer-based networks." CHAIRMAN, JotNT CHIEFS oF STAFF INSTR. 3210.10, JorNT
INFoRMATIoN WARFARE PoLIcY, 6 Q Jan 1993). In similar fashion, the Department of Defense
defines information warfare as: "[i]nformation operations conducted during time of crisis or
conflict to achieve or promote specific objectives over a specific adversary." U.S. DEP'T oF
DEFENSE Dir.s-3600.1. INFoRMATToN WARFARE, l-1 (1996). The Department of Defense
defines inform:tion operations as: ..[a]ctions taken to affect adversary information and
ilformation systems while defending one's owtr information and information systems." Id.
Martin C. Libicki envisions information as a realm where con{lict may occur as ir the air, sea
and land, and he discusses who should wage an information war. During this discussion, Libicki
acknowledges the notion that information warfare may be viewed as nonlethal strategic warfare.
Martin C. Libicki, The Mesh and the Net, Specr.rlations on Armed Conflict in a Time of Free
Silicon 80-81, Center for Advanced Concepts and Technology, Institute for Nationai Strategic
Srudies, National Defense University (August 1995).

20 Martin c. Libicki, what Is Information warfare? 3, center for Advanced concepts and
Technology Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense University (August 1995).

2r Id. ar7.

22 "Electronic Warfare (EW) is any mililnly action involvilg the use of electromagnetic and
directed energy to control the electromagnetic spectrum or to attack the enemy. The three major
subdivisions of Electronic Warfare are Electronic Attack (EA), Electronic Protection (EP) and
Electronic warfare Support @S)." CHATRMAN, JorNr cHrEFs oF srAFF MEMoRANDUM oF
PoLIcY No. 6, ELEcTRoNIc WARFAR.E, 1 (1993). Electronic warfare, sometimes referred ro as
electronic combat, continues to grow with each new advancement ir technology. when properly
integrated into military operations, it can enhance combat power. As with information warfare,
there is a need for both offensive and defensive electronic warfare capability. In addition, there is
a fear that another nation or unfriendly special i-uterest group could outbuild the United States.
colonel Richard A. Rash, U.S. Air Force, Electronic combat - Making the other Guy Die For
His country 25 (Air war college Research Report 1983). see also w. L. colton ET AL.,
oveniew of Electronic warfare: A survey of rrends, systems and Effects (Defense Technical
Information Center 1987).

23 Since command and control warfare impiements hformation warfare, command and control
warfare may be viewed as a subset of information warfare. CHAIRMAN, JotNT CHIEFS oF STAFF
MEMoMNDUM oF Polrcy No. 30, CoMMAND AND coNTRoL WARFARE, 3 (1993). command
and control warfare has been defined as: "[t]he integrated use of operations security (OPSEC),
military deception, psychological operarions (psyop), electronic warfare (EW), and physical
destruction, mutually supported by intelligence, to deny information to, influence, degrade or
destroy adversary [command and control (C2)] capabilities, while protecting friendly C2
capabilities against such actions." Id. al2.
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information warfare, hacker warfare, and cyberwarfare. Of the

seven forms of information warfare Martin C. Libicki states that the threat of
economic information warfare, hacker warfare, and cyberwarfare is grossly

exaggerated.2a

The relationship of information warfare to non-lethal technology is at

once complex and confusing. Part of this confusion stems from the fact that

the scope of non-lethal technology is so broad that some experts categorize

information warfare as a subset of non-lethal technology.2s Falling outside the

non-lethal weapons umbrella would be those weapon systems used for
information warfare that do not mrnimize fatalities, permanent injury to

personnel and undesired environmental or property damage. Although one

might argue information warfare is a subset of non-lethal technology, in reality
this is not entirely accurate since both lethal and non-lethal weapons systems

are used for information warfare.

During the Persian Gulf War, the U.S. military quickly recognized the

importance not only of information operations but of controlling the

electromagletic spectrum. After this conflict, information warfare was

established as a disthct area supported by a multiple organizations with their
own funding for specific information warfare missions.26 However, it was not
until 1996 with the development of an official Department of Defense non-

lethal weapons policy that an office was established and funded for the research
and the development of non-lethal weapons.tt By looking at the timing of the

establishment of the new non-lethal technology structure and the information
warfare structure, one might conclude that the U.S. military had placed the cart
before the horse.z8 As the new military structure for non-lethal weapons
continues to develop and expand, a turf battle over control of the research and
development of non-lethal technologies between the non-lethal technology
structure and the structures established for the seven forms of information
warfare is likely to occur.

2a Libicki, supranote20, at97. See also Martin C. Libicki, Defending Cyberspace and Other
Metaphors, Center for Advanced Concepts and Technology Institute for National Strategic
Studies, National Defense University (February 1997).

25 Chris Morris ET AL., Weapons of Mass Protection: Nonlethatity, Infommtion Warfare, and
Airpower in the Age of Chaos, Airpower Journal 25 (Sprhg 1995). See also Xavier K.
Maruyama, Technologies in Support of International Peace Operations: Military Technologies
for Ground Forces (Draft) 42-44 (unpublished manuscript on file with the author).

26 Morris ET AL., supranote 25, at25. See also Benjamin F. Crew, Information Warfare,
Organizing for Action, I-2 (May 20, 1996) (unpublished manuscript on frle at the library of the

Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island).

27 The establisbment of the Department oi Defense nonlethal weapons policy in DoD Dir. 3000.3
(July 9, 1996) represented the flrst major step toward better coordination and cooperation among
the military services in the non-lethal technology arena.

28 Bulton Stevenson, THE MACMILLIAN BooK OF PRoVERBS, MAxIMs, AND FAMOUS PHRASES

290 (1965).
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Technology can be both a shield and a sword" Information warfare
exploits the enemy's reliance upon technology. Since reliance by the U.S.
military upon technology also provides vulnerabilities and dependencies that
can be exploited, there is a need for a robust defensive information warfare
capability.2e In both offensive and defensive information warfare, non-lethal
weapons are the one class of weapon systems which will allow the U.S.
military to maintain its technological edge. As stated by General John M.
Shalikashvili, "[i]nformation warfare has emerged as a key joint war fighting
mission area. The explosive proliferation of information-based technology
significantly impacts warfighting across all phases, the range of military
operations, and all levels of war. "30 In light of General shalikashvili's
statement, one can also say that non-lethal weapon systems will have a major
impact throughout the entire spectrum of military operations and at all levels of
conflict.

D. Criticisms of Non-Lethal Weapons

There are mrmerous criticisms of nonlethal weapons. Some feel their
use reflects a lack of political resolve and weakens the effectiveness of the u.S.
military by not producing the physical effects necessary to punish an aggressor.
others believe the use of non-lethal weapons encourages politicians to
micromanage u.s. military commanders and places the lives of u.s. military
personnel at risk. As shown by these statements, many see non-lethal weapons
as pawns to politicians who are attracted by the concept that it is possible to
apply some force through a relatively benign weapon system to achieve foreign
policy objectives.3l Politicians envision military commanders with non-lethal
weapon systems applying proportional force to those fufure threat scenarios
where the risk of death or permanent injury to civilians would be counter to the
purpose of the intervention and might result in future escalation to lethal
weapons systems.32 Some feel the development of non-lethal technology will

2eA security test of the Defense Department's communication systems revealed serious
vulnerabilities to existing software such as SATAN which is available to anyone on the internet.
Arnaud de Borchgrave, Is America At Risk In A cyberwar, Insight on the News, March 11, 1996
at 48.

30 cHaIRuAN, THE JoINT cHrEFs oF srerr, Information'warfare: A strategy for peace . . The
Decisive Edge in War, (n.d.) at l.

3r For example, with the breakup of the former Soviet Union and the disintegration of Russian
control over the Eastern Bloc nations, the peacekeeping and peace enforcement challenges facing
U.S. political leaders have expanded. Since "traditional U.S. national security.interest are no
longer seriously threatened, the United States enjoys the luxury of placing its military power in
the service of promoting democracy, human rights, hrrmanitarian relief and other American
vaiues overseas." Jeffrey Record, congress, Information Techrclogy, and the use of Force 476-
477, Information Age Anthology: volume I, part Three, Govemment and the Military, center
for Advanced Concepts and Teclrnology, Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense
university (David S. Alberts and Daniel S. papp eds., June 1997). see also Lewer, Medicine
and war, supra note 13, at 88. operations conducted to establish peace, to promote democracy
and to supply humanitarian relief often result in situations where the use of non-lethal weapons
may be appropriate.
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trigger unwanted and unintended involvement in parts of the world
experiencing turmoil.33 These critics express concern that this will result in the
expanded use of U.S. military forces in non-traditional missions thus reducing
their warfighting capability and effectiveness. Furthermore, these critics note
that it is unrealistic in many instances to believe that the use of non-lethal
weapons will limit the escalation of violence. In interventions which begin
with an intent to employ only non-lethal weapons, U.S. forces may quickly
face the necessity of employing lethal weapons where no actual intervention
would have occurred if it were understood that lethal systems would be used.
Criticisms of a political nature such as these will always exist, but the negatives
represented by these arguments are far outweighed when examined in light of
the almost endless realm of possibilities that non-lethal technologies will
provide for modern warfare.

Another criticism of non-lethal technology is that it provides a means
for U.S. government contractors to lobby for the purchase of new weapon
systems and to attempt to preserye influence in the post cold-war world.3a
Although there should be concern for improper lobbying, this problem is more
than adequately offset by the current budgetary climate requiring reductions in
military personnel, structure and funding within the military services.
However, implicitly included within this criticism is the possibility of a future
non-lethal arms race with another nation. A lethal arms race would be a matter
of grave concern, but no undue alarm should arise from the possibility of a
non-lethal arms race. First, a non-lethal arms race is highly unlikely. Second,
if it were to occur, it would likely be a direct response to specific capabilities
developed by the United States, and third, it would probably not be initiated by
rogue nations who oppose the United States since their desire would be to
develop weapon systems to kill U.S. citizens and to destroy U.S. property
rather than preserve life and refrain from property destruction.

There is also a feeling that non-lethal technology will make war more
likely because of the perceived reduction of its destructive consequences. This
criticism appears to be a reaction to the increasing use of u.S. military force in
multiple hot spots around the world. However, a review of the U.S. military
operations conducted during the last three years does not show a correlation
between the increase in the number of u.S. military operations and the use of a
non-lethal weapon capability.

32 The civilian leadership in the United States often walks a political tightrope. On one hand they
feel obligated through a sense of moral obligation and hternal domestic pressure to intervene to
help alleviate suffering, but on the other hand they want to avoid u.S. military and foreign
civilian casualties. Alexander and Klare, supratote 13, at 68.

33 Non-Lethal Technotogy: Military options and Implications, Report of an Independent Task
Force, sponsored by the council on Foreign Relations (Malcolm H. wierner, chairman) viii
(1ee5).

3a Lewer, Medicine and War, supranote 13, at 88.
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Another concern is that the effects of non-lethal technology are by
definition temporary or reversible . Thus, the commander is required to utilize
valuable intelligence assets to maintain surveillance of those enemy forces that
have been only temporarily neutralized.35 As the neutralized forces recover
from the initial strike, new strikes with either non-lethal or lethal weapons may
be required to keep these forces out of the frght. This could lead to an
escalation of the conflict. The response to this criticism is that the use of a
non-lethal weapon system should be part of a well thought out and executed
operation plan. The plan should address exactly how the neutralized forces and
equipment of the adversary will be handled when the effect of the non-lethal
weapon wears off. In addition, by mixing non-lethal systems which have a
surveillance capability with others which have a neutralizing capability, the
command's intelligence gathering function may be greatly improved. This
would permit a commander to satisfy his intelligence and surveillance
requirements concerning the neutralized forces while allowing for the
employment of valuable intelligence assets elsewhere in the conflict.

Similarly, non-lethal weapons are viewed as posing battle damage
assessment (BDA) problems.36 Since the effect of a non-lethal weapon may be
difficult to confirm, prudence may necessitate multiple non-lethal strikes
against a single target, but this problem is not unique to non-lethal systems. In
past conflicts, military planners using lethal weapon systems have struggled
with how to obtain an accurate BDA, and the BDA problem is expected to
continue whether non-lethal or lethal weapon systems are employed.

Non-lethal technology has been called pandora's box.37 In simple
terms, there is a fear the United States will develop technology which may in

35 Lieutenant colonel Martin stanton, u.s. Army, Nonlethal weapons; can of worms, rJ.s.
Naval Institute pro"ssdings, November 1996 at 60. But see Majir Terry van williams, u.s.
Marine corps, Filling An operational Requirement: The Nonlethal Approach 10 (February
13,1998) (unpublished manuscript on file at the library of the Naval Wii Cotiege, Newport,
Rhode Island).

36 Lieutenant Colonel Greg R. Schneider, U.S. Air Force, Nonlethal Weapons: Consid.erations
for Decision Makers, ACDIS occasional paper, (champaign, Illinois: The program in Arms
Control, Disarmament and International Security, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
(January 1997) at 23 and Major Harold c. Bass, U.s. Marine corps, Nonlethal weapons and
conventional war: Fachg the Issues and Dilemmas 7 (February 13, 199g) (rurpublished
manuscript on file at the library of the Naval war college, Newporr, Rhode Island).

37 Pandora was the name 6f an infamous woman in Greek mythology. Her name means ..all
giving. " wEBsrER's II NEw RrvERsrDE uNrvERsrry DIcrroNARy g4g (L9g4). she was created
by Hephaestus at the direction of Zeus, and she was provided with beauty, feminine skills and
grrnning by the Olympian deities. The purpose for her creation was to punish all mankind for the
act of Prometheus who, in defiance of the gods, had stolen fue from th" h"uv"or. As a dowry,
Pandora was given a magic jar frlled with every human sickness and evil. Although pandora,s
amorous advances were rejected by Prometheus, they were welcomed by his brotlrer,lpimetheus,
who married her. Together, Pandora and Epimetheus were able to open the magic jar (referred to
as_Pandora's box) releasing all of the misfortunes and. sorrows that now afflict humanity. See
JohnA. Crow, Greece: The Magic spring95 (lgio). The use of the term..pandora,s box,'can
be traced back to the famo's quotation by Ernest Bevin, "[i]f you open that pandora,s Box you

1l
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the future be used against it.38 This criticism fails to take into
account that nonlethal technology is not solely developed or controlled by the
United States. Around the world, many nations are creating non-lethal weapon
systems. In reality, those who voice this criticism have a fear of the unknown,
and by implication, feel that non-lethal technology should not be developed.
This represents a very naive and irresponsible position. There will always be
foreign governments and terrorists groups who will mimic the non-lethal
technology as it is developed, but this problem is not new. Every effective
weapon system in the world has been copied. The solution to this problem is
for the United States to maintain its technological edge on the battlefield by
pursuing new non-lethal technology and by controlling the deployment of that
technology.

Non{ethal technology has been criticized because it raises unrealistic
expectations that battles may be fought without death, serious injury or
property damage.3e This criticism is similar to the earlier discussion involvrng
the term "non-lethal. " As was indicated, this will continue to be a problem
since the potential for death, serious injury and property damage is always
present whether non-lethal or lethal weapon systems are used. However, the
likelihood of such results is significantly reduced when non-lethal technology is
employed.

A commonly voiced viewpoint about non-lethal weapons is that any
money budgeted for them is money wasted or money that could be better spent
to improve the precision and accuracy of lethal weapon systems because non-
lethal technologies do 4ot work. Those who support this criticism have been
misinformed because non-lethal systems really do work. They also have failed
to consider the need for more humane weapon systems, and the u.s. military's
need to mahtain technological superiority on the battlefield. The current
economic, diplomatic and political demands shaping U.S. policy will require
future military operations to minimize casualties not only to u.s. military
forces but also to civilian property and noncombatant personnel (civilians) . 

a0 In

never know what Trojan fh]orses will jump out." THE oxFoRD DrcrroNARy oF euorATroNs 44
(3rd ed. 1979).

38 Supra note 33, atix. See also rhe argument that the movement by the industrialized nations
into "non-lethality could pry open a Pandora's box of chemical, biological, and nuclear weapouy
that diplomats have spenr much of the 20th cenruy fiying to keep closed." T. E. Ricla,
Nonlethal Arms: New Class of Weapons Could Incapacitate Foe Yet Limit Casualties; Military
sees Role For Lasers, Electromagnetic Pulses, other High-tech rricks, sticky Roads, stailed
Tanks, w ALL sT. J. , Jan. 4, 7993, at Al .

3e Supra note 33, at xi.

a0 Harvey M. sapolsky, war without Killing, IJ.S. Domestic and National Security Agendas:
Into the Twenty-fust century 27-40 (Sam c. Sarkesian and John Mead Flanagin eds., 1994).
U.S. military commanders involved il future conJlicts must be very attuned to th" Cubl" N"*,
Network (CNN) factor. Although the law of war requires commanders to milimize collateral
damage and incidental injury, future poiitical demands may go well beyond what is requled by
the law of war. Commarrders should expect American reporters and camera crews to bring the
horror of the dead and the cries of the wounded into the living rooms of the American people

12
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a very cprical fashion, the following observation brings into focus this very
point since the use of non-lethal weapons could be "extremely valuable in
intervention where the 'CNN effect' puts a great premium on minimifz]ing or
eliminating casualties, particularly among non-combatants."ar In reality, the

cost of non-lethal technology is minuscule in comparison to the money

currently budgeted for lethal weapon systems.a2 It might even be argued that

non-lethal weapon systems are very cost effective because they give the

commander additional capabilities for mission accomplishment at a minimal
cost.

E. Categories of Non-Lethal Weapon Systems

Today, the increase in the number of non-lethal technologies and their
diverse capabilities continues at a rapid pace. Since the growth in new non-

lethal technology appears to be unlimited, it presents a unique challenge to the

newly established Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Directorate (JNLWD).43 The

JNLWD was established on July 7, 1997, through the aggressive efforts of the

Marhe Corps, the executive agent for the Department of Defense Non-iethal
Weapons Program.a The purpose behind the creation of the Directorate was to

develop a clearinghouse for unclassified non-lethal technology information, to

serve as a lightning rod for all Department of Defense non-lethal weapons
matters and to create one single governmental entity responsible for
coordinating the actions ongoing in the non-lethal technology arena.

Accomplishing these lofty goals will not be easy. The first challenge
for the JNLWD is to organize the non-lethal technologies that are available and
those that are under research in a manner that permits optimum support to each

of the military services. So far, the Directorate has reviewed all currently
available non-lethal technologies to eliminate those systems that seem

impractical for military use. According to the Director of the JNLWD, an

through television. Politically, this means the commander must uti.lize those weapon systems

which will accomplish the mission while simultaneously reducilg the CNN impact at home. For
some missions, non-lethal weapon systems may be the solution by providing a use of force
acceptable to political leaders and to the American public.

ar This is a quotation from Richard L. Garvin, an eminent United States weapons expert.
Malcolm Dando, A New Form of Warfare 9 (1996). For a discussion of the historical
underpimings of the present Department of Defense policy regardilg access by journalist to U.S.
military operations see Colonel James P. Terry, U.S. Mariae Corps (Retired) Press Access To

Combatant Operations in the Post Peacekeeping Era, 154 MIL. L. REv. 1 (October, 1997).

a2 The long range budgetary planning for non-lethal technology calls for spending $164 million
per year through 2003. Mark Walsh, Pentagon Programs $164 Million for Non-Lethals Through
2003, Defense Week , January 13, 1997. The defense budget for fiscal year 1997 was

$249,994,000,000.00. See Appendix B to the Annual Report to the President and the Congress
(Office of the Secretary of Defense April 1997).

a3 Marine Corps News Release # 481, Subj: Marine Corps Executive Agent for Non-Lethals,'
New ffice Now Open (July 18, 1997).

s The Marine Corps was designated the execuiive agent of the Non-Lethal Weapons Program by
the Department of Defense on July 9, 1996. DoD DIR. 3000.3, supranote9, at1.

t3
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initial screening of over one hundred different non-lethal technologies
resulted in the approval of 14 separate multiservice programs.os In the fufure,
the JNLWD may request recommendations on specific non-lethal technologies
from the newly established Instifute for Non-Lethal Defense Technologies at
the Applied Research Lab of Pennsylvania State University.46

The next step facing the Directorate is to divide the screened non-
lethal weapon systems and those still under research into major categories
based upon their primary use or capability. For this type of division to be
helpful the number of primary categories should be few in number, broad in
scope and simple to understand. Under each primary category, sub-categories
may be developed. Using this type of strucfure, the current non-lethal
technologies available or under research may be lumped into three primary
categories: (1) technologies that attack or enhance material systems and
infrastructure; (2) technologies that attack an adversary's information systems
or enhance intelligence gathering, surveillance and security; and (3)
technologies that attack or enhance human frailties and functions. Although the
potential capabilities of some non-lethal weapon systems might allow their
placement in multiple categories or sub-categories, they have been placed under
the primary category and sub-category which best describes their usage. In
addition, the different types of missions should be identified where the non-
lethal weapons of each category will be most usefiI.

1. Technologies That Attack Or Enhance Material Systems And
Infrastructure

This primary category iavolves those non-lethal technologies that have
the capability to cause degradation or enhancement to equipment, material
systems and infrastructure. some of the missions where the capability
represented by these non-lethal weapons may be very useful are: counterdrug;
peacekeeping; peace enforcement; humanitarian assistance; denial of
movement; sanction enforcement; counter-terrorism; countersniper,
counterguerrilla; electronic attack; movement to contact; ground attack; close

a5 For the fiscal year (FY) 98/99, funds were allocated for rhe following 14 multiservice
prograrns: Nonlethal crowd Dispersal; Acoustics Bio-Effects; Modular crowd control
M'nition; Ground vehicle stopper and Maritime vessel stopper; speed Bump (Net); Active
Denial rechnology; 66 MM vehicle Launched payloads; UAV Non-lerhal payloads; Bognding
Non-lethal Munitions; canister Launched Area Denial system; Foam Appli-ations; Acoustic
Generators; vortex Ring Gun; and under Barrel Tactical payload Delivery system. Joint NLW
Directorate News, vol. 1, No. 4, February 1998 at 1 and with colonel Andy Mazzara, U.s.
Marine Corps, Director of the JNLWD, on January 8, 1999.

a6 The new Institute for Non-Lethal Defense Technology opened its doors officially on November
2I, 1997 . Part of the initial work for the institute will involve the Human Effects Advisory panel
(HEAP). The HEAP wilI review data from tests conducted on new non-lethal technologies and
help with the development of evaluation criteria. Joint NLW Directorate News, vol. 1, No. 4,
February 1998 at 2. For a discussion supporting the need for linkage between the 'niversirycommunity and the military-related science and technology for nonlethal weapons see Colonel
Dennis B. Herbert, U.S. Marine corps (Retired), when Lethal Force won't bo, u.S. Naval
Institute Proceedings, February 1998 at 4j.
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air support; offensive air missions; pursuit; riverine assault; strategic attack;
suppression of enemy air defense; air defense; barrier and mine warfare;
countermechantzed- counterpursuit; amphibious assault; facilities seizure;
search and rescue; raids; disabling command and control communications;
industrial sabotage; aviation sabotage; vehicle disablement; delaying enemy
advance or attack; disabling vessels, submarines and naval mines; and
counterproliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Non-lethal technologies
available or under research that exhibit the capability to degrade or enhance
equipment, material systems and infrastructure under this category would
include:

Acoustic (Acoustic bullets that cause resonant oscillations in physical
structures)47

Battlespace Affectors (potential
landmhe)48

replacement for conventional lethal

Biodeterioration (micro-organisms which attack specific materials)ae
Caltrops (metal jacks used to puncture tires on motor vehicles)5o
Combustion Modifiers and Fuel Viscosifiers (chemical additives which
change fuel characteristics)5l
Combustible Dispersants (substances which burst into flame or explode
when contact with the treated surface is made by motor vehicles or
persorurel)52

Computer Viruses (to cause the malfunction of automatic data processing
systems)53

Concentrated Electromagaetic Pulse (a non-nuclear generated pulse
disrupting electronic equipment including motor vehicles with electronic
ignitions)54

a7 Maruyama, supranote25, atL3.

a8 williams, supranote35, atl-17. Major williams defines the "battlespace affectors" as "any
device explicitly designed to be placed in a specific location, activated by the presence or contact
of a person(s) or vehicle(s), to iacapacitate personnei or vehicles, while minimizing fatalities,
permanent injury or undesired damage." Id. at 5. He states rhat the grearest application potential
rests with "battlespace affectors" usi:rg one of the following non-lethal rechnologies: "acoustic,
chemical, electric[al], electromagnetic, mechanical, or opticai." Id. at6.

ae vincent Kiernan, war over weapons That can't (l//, New Scienrists, December 11, 1993 at
14 and Lewer, Medicine and War, supra Dote 13, at 80 (1995).

50 Maruyama, supranote25, at25.

5r Lewer, Medicine and War, sapranote 13, at 80 and Maruyama, supranote25, at25.

52 Lewer, Medicine and War, supra Lote 13, at 80.

5r Paul Evancoe and Mark Bentley, CWV -- Computer virus as a weapon, Military Technology,
May 1994 at 38-40 and Lewer, Medrcine and War, supra riote 13, at g2.

5a Maruyama, supra note 25, at 23 .
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r Conductive Ribbons (carbon fibers used to cause electrical disruptions and
short out power grids)55

o Defoliants (remove vegetation that could be used for concealment)56
. Depolymerizers (polymers that dissolve adhesives)57
o Electronic and Optical Jamming (electroruc warfare devices)
o Filter Clogging Materials (airborne materials designed to clog the air

filters of combustion engines)58
. High Power Microwave Fields (pulsed microwave beams to destroy

electronics)5e
r Lasers Systems (targeting and guidance systems that detect, determhe

range, track, and guide, as well as, systems that blind or destroy enemy
optical sensors)

r Liquid Metal Embrittlement (to cause treated metal to crumble and
disintegrate)60

. Motor Vehicle Electrical Arrestors (an electrical charge is directed at a
motor vehicle as it passes which causes it to stop)61

o Motor Vehicle Obscurants (opaque covering to block windows and sensor
lens)62

o Motor Vehicle Taggers (a projectile delivered transmitter tag with polymer
adhesive to allow a vehicle to be tracked)63

o Soil Destabilizers (changes soil properties reducing traction for motor
vehicles)64

. Super Adhesives (used to prevent movement by motor vehicles and
personnel)65

5s Lewer, supra note 5, at 1; Fulgham, supra note 5, at 18-20; Maruyama, supra r.ote 25, at 24;
and Lewer, Medicine and war, supra lllote 13, at 80. see also 60 Minutes: cBS broadcast
television , supranote 5.

56Lewer,Medicineandwar, suprarote 13,at8l. seealsoHerbicidesinwar: TheLong-term
Ecological 21d f{rm41 Consequences, supra rLote 4 and Whiteside , supra note 4.

57 Lewer, Medici-ue and War, supra note 13 at 80.

58 Kiernan, supra Dote 49, at 14 and Lewer, Medicile and War, sapra \ote 13, at g0.
5e Lewer, Medicine and War, supra rrote 13, at 81.

60 Maruyama, supra note 25, ar Zl .

6t Id. at35.

62 Id. at23.

63 Id. at36.

64 u.s. Dsp'r oF ARMY, NoNLETHAL cApABrLrrrEs IN ARMY opERATroNS, TRADoc pam. 525-
73,atL0 (1 September 1996). SeealsoLewer, MedicineandWar, supra\ote 13,atg1.

65Lewer,MedicineandWar, supra\ote 13,at81 andMaruyama, suprarrote25,at25.
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Supercaustics or Super Corrosives (dissolve most metals, plastics, rubber,
polymers, and glass)66

Superlubricants (chemicals which make surfaces extremely slippery)67
Weather Modification (such as inducing rainfall by the chemical seeding of
clouds)68

2. Technologies That Attack Or Enhance Intelligence Gathering,
Surveillance Or Security

This primary category involves those non-lethal technologies that have
the capability to either attack an adversary's information based systems or to
enhance rntelligence gathering, surveillance and security. Some of the missions
where the capability represented by these non-lethal weapons may be very
useful are: location and identification of weapons of mass destruction; air
reconnaissance; surface reconnaissance; aerial surveillance; rear area security;
security for enemy prisoner of war (EPw) camps; and protection and security
for base camps and installations. Non-lethal technologies available or under
research that exhibit the capability to attack or enhance information based
systems, intelligence gathering, surveillance and security under this category
would include:

Collection and Decipherment of Scrambled Communication (decoding of
sophisticated electronic communications)6e
Computer Moles/Worms (computer programs desigrred to penetrate into
enemy automatic data processing systems and report back specific datum)7o
Electronic Smart Dust (microelectromechanical airborne particles that
relay reconnaissance information)7l
Ground Penetrating Radar (system designed to detect subsurface man-made
structures)72

Robotic Land Probes (systems capable of gathering and relayrng
information of surface activity)
Seeing Through Walls (radar and acoustic systems that provide images of
what is located behind walls)73

66 Lewer, Medicine and War, supra rLote 13, at 80 and Maruyama, supra rtote 25, at 22.

67 Maruyama, supra rrote 25, at 24.

68 Lewer, Medicine and War, supra note 13, at 81.

6e A World of Insecurity Remains, Jane's Defense Weekly, November 12, lgg4 at 33-35.

70 Nonlethal Capabilities In Army Operations, supra note 64 ar 9.

71 Mark Walsh, Dirry Lide Spie.r, Army Times, June g, LggT at34.

72 Non-Lethal Weapons: Terms and References 2 (Robert J. Bunker ed., July 1997).

73 Maruyama, supranote25, at36.
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-- Nonimaging Portable Radar (portable acoustic system designed
to detect motion behind nonmetallic walls)74

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) (used to gather ilformation of surface
activity from the air through cameras, infrared sensors, radars,
microprocessors and transmitters)i5

3. Technologies That Attack Or Enhance Human Frailties And
Functions

This primary category consists of those non-lethal technologies that
are capable of attacking or enhancing human frailties and functions. It is by far
the largest of the three primary categories. Some of the missions where the
capability represented by these non-lethal weapons may be very useful are:
riot control (civil disrurbances); public safety; assistance to law enforcement
(siege or dynamic entry); curfew enforcement; hostage release; isolation of
insurgents; counter-ambush; ambush; denial of enemy base areas; facility
denial; escape and evasion; and psychological. Many of the non-lethal
technologies that fall into this category were initially developed for use by law
enforcement personnel. Non-lethal technologies available or under research
that exhibit the capability to attack or enhance human frailties and functions
under this category would include:

Acoustic Pulses (high-frequency sound pulses designed to cause blunt-
object trauma)76

Claymore Mine With Blunt Object Projectiles (kinetic system designed for
crowd control and security that propels blunt impact objects such as sting
balls)77

7a Non-Lethal Weapons: Terms and References, supra note 72, at 6.

75 David wood, Do we Realty Need Fighter Pilots?, staten Island Advance (November 4, 1997).
Engineers at Lockheed Martin are currently working on the newest version of an unmanned aerial
vehicle called the Uninhabited combat Air Vehicle (ucAV). The ucAV employs non-lethal
htelligence gathering capabilities while also being able to be used for suicide-like strikes against
an enemy destroying itself if necessary to accomplish the mission. Robert Holzer, uAVs
Someday Could Be Inunched From a SzD, Navy Times, November 3, 199i at 31. The
Department of Defense is looking at the development of a tiny airplane about 15 centimeters in
length to conduct reconnaissance and communication operations. This airplane would also be
capable of conducting lethal missions when necessary. The advantage this capability presents is
low cost and unobtrusiveness. George Seffers and Mark Walsh, Stealth That Fits In Your Hand,
Navy Times, November 24, 1997 at 34. Testing of a new UAV nonlethal strike capability
developed under the UAV Non-Lethal Payload Program is set for the Fall of 1998 aboardi Nary
ship. If the test goes well, this UAV system may soon become a reality for deploying forces.
Joint NLW Direcrorate News, vol. 1, No. 4, February 199g at 3. Arother capability being
adapted for use with the UAV is a new minefield detection system which will sinse and map
minefields from the surf zone 'd,and. UAV Mine-Finder on Tap, Navy Times, February 9, 199g
at 32.

76 Lewer, Medicine and war, suprar\ore 13, at 81. see also Non-Lethal weapons: Terms and
References, supra rLote 72, al- 2.

77 Non-Lethal Weapons: Terms and References, supra note j2, at 21.
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Counter Sniper Systems (electronic systems which allow pinpointing of a

sniper and return fire within 2 seconds)78

Curdler Unit (a system designed to produce a very loud shrill noise which
is used to irritate and disperse rioters)7e
Dazzling Lasers (lasers designed to cause temporary blindness from 12-24
hours)

Deference Tones (systems used to project a voice or sorurd to another
location)80

Disinformation Campaigns (techniques designed to influence or persuade
groups against their interest)8l
Electrical Water Stream (systems using charged water stream to
immobilize or stop an adversary)82
Entangling Nets (sticky nets and high voltage nets fired from a 40 MM
grenade launcher to stop or subdue a fleeing or disorderly individual)83
Foaming Agents (designed to impair mobility and vision)84
Grenade Launched Projectiles (same rounds below may be delivered by
hand thrown means)
--Multiple Baton Wood Rorurd (used to create forced entry diversions)ss

-Multiple Foam Rubber Round (used to sfun or knock down an
adversary)86
--Stinger Round (round containing multiple rubber balls used to stun or
knock down an adversary)87

Holographic Projections (used for misinformation campaigns)88

78 John G. Roos, Nowhere To Hide: High rech counter-sniper systems unmask urban
Terrorists, Armed Forces Jounal International 18 (July 1996).

7e Non-Lethal Weapons: Terms and References, supranoteT2, ar}.

80 Id. at2.

8r Lewer, Medicine and War, supra note L3, at 82.

82 Non-Lethal Weapons: Terms and References, supra nore 72, at 12.

83 Maruyama, supra 
'Jore 

25, at 41. see also Nonlethal Capabilities In Army operations, supra
note 64, at 8.

8a Nonlethal capabilities In Army operations, supra note 64, at g. see also Lewer, Medicine and
War, supra note 13, at 81.

85 Maruyama, supraLote25, at39.

86 Id. ar39.

87 Id. at3g.

88 Holograms may be used to cause fear among the target population and to generare
psychological rurest. Examples of holograms that might be used include religious imigery or
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o Incapacitating or Calmative Agents (biomedical agents that may
be absorbed through the skin or delivered by airborne means designed to
incapacitate)8e

Infrasound (low-frequency sound designed to cause disorientation and
physical discomfort)eo

Laser Protection (system designed to protect against lasers by blocking the
wavelength, reflecting through optical coatings or absorbed using dyes)el
Markers (systems designed to identify personnel through some form of
marking)e2

Mind Control (subliminal visual and audio messages)e3

Obscurants (systems designed to disorient and to obscure observation)ea
Odoriferous Agents (non-toxic systems designed to create extremely
unpleasant odors)es

Optical Munitions (flash systems designed to remporarily blind or
disorient)e6

Photic Driver (a system designed for crowd control which uses ultrasound
and flashing infrared lights to penetrate closed eyelids) e7

12 Gauge Shotgun Shell Projectiles
-- Bean Bags (nylon bean bags designed to stun or knock down an
adversary)e8
-- Hardwood batons (wooden projectiles used to sfun or knock down
adversary)ee
-- Rubber Pellets (rubber pellets fired at high velocity to stun or knock
down an adversary)lm

images of forces that do not exist. A mrmber of other C2 and PSYOP uses may be made of this
tlpe of technology depending on the specific mission (hformation warfare, etc.). See Non-Lethal
weapons: Terms and References, supra note 72, at 15 and Lewer, Mediciae andwat, supra
note 13, at 82.

8e Lewer, Medicile and War, supra nore 13, at 81 .

eo Id. at8l.

er Non-Lethal Weapons: Terms and References, supra note 72, at S.

e2 Nonlethal Capabilities In Army Operations, supra tote 64, at 9.

e3 Lewer, Medicine and War, supra note 13, at 81.

ea Nonlethal Capabilities In Army Operations, supra note 64, at 9.

es Id. at8. see also Leila cobo-Hanlon,The Goods at Arm's Length,.Frompanic ButtonTo odor
Deterrents, There's A Billion Dollar Market Just Waiting to Help You Increase Your Sense of
security - Even If You Have To Leave Your Home, Los Angles Times, october g, 1996 at E3.

e6 Lewer, Medicine and War, supra rlote 13, at 81.

e7 Non-Lethal Weapons: Terms and References, supra rrote 72, at 4.

e8 Maruyama, supra\ote25, at38.

ee Id. at38.
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o Riot Control Agents
-- Chlorobenzylidenemalonitrile (CS) gas (used to cause disorientation and
crowd control)rol
-- Oleoresin Capsaicin (OC) (a naturally occurring inflammatory found in
cayenne pepper used to cause disorientation and crowd control)r02

. Rubber Bullets (rubber projectiles designed to inflict pain without
penetrating)103

. Sponge Grenade Round (40 MM foam round used to sfun or knock down
an adversary)roa

o Stun Guns (systems that use electric shock to stun and immobilize)lo5
o Voice Synthesis/Morphing (system designed to produce the voice and

image of an adversary used to deceive or gain access)106

. Vomiting Agents (agents designed to cause nausea and vomiting by
personnel)107

o Ultrasorurd (an acoustic system using high frequency sound whose
wavelength is outside the audible band)108

o Water Cannon (system designed to produce a stream of water under very
high pressure for crowd or riot control)10e

III. Selecting Non-Lethal Weapon Systems

In today's military, there is always pressure to do things faster, but as

experienced commanders know, it inevitably takes time to reach sound
conclusions on important matters. When the issue involves what non-lethal
weapons systems to take on an operation, the commander must be prepared to

rmLewer, MedicineandWar, supranote13,atS2 andMaruyama, supranote25,at38.

r0r Maruyama, supra lliote 25, at 39. This non-lethal weapon system may also be delivered in
conjunction with a stinger grenade containing rubber projectiles.

r02 Maruyama, supra \ote 25, at 39. Message, 3L2O2OZ Jul 98, Commandant Maririe Corps, pp
10, Subject: Marine Corps Training and use of Oleonesin Capsieum (OC) Spray (Guidance on
training and use ofpepper spray).

r03 Alexander and Klare, supra note 13, at 68.

roa Maruyama, supraDote25, at39.

t05 Lewer, Medicine and War, supra note 13 , at 82.

r05 Nonlethal Capabilities In Army Operations, supra noie 64, at 9.

tol Id. at 8.

r08 Non-Lethal Weapons: Terms and References, supra note 72, at 3.

roe Nordethal Capabilities In Army Operations, supra rLote 64, at 8.
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deal with a very time consuming selection process to determine the
particular system to employ.

A. Determining the Capability Needed

As illustrated by the actions taken by General Znni and his staff
during Operation United Shield, the selection and acquisition of non-lethal
weapon systems can be difficult. The starting point for any commander is to
determine the specific capabilities that are necessary to accomplish the
expressed and implied taskings contained within the mission. Because these
taskings may call for several different capabilities, the commander may require
multiple non-lethal weapon systems.

When determining the non-lethal capabilities needed, the commander
should also look at both positive and negative oriented capabilities for each of
the primary categories. This means that commanders should be as concerned
about finding non-lethal capabilities that would enhance or improve the
effectiveness of their personnel as they are about finding capabilities that will
stymie the adversary's personnel. As an example of positive capabilities for
operations in non-English speaking countries, the commander might look for
non-lethal technology that would provide translation aid to assigned personnel
or for increased force protection and life-saving through a non-lethal
technology that warns force personnel of danger by identifying approaching
individuals who are carrying concealed weapons or explosives. tlo

B. Knowledge of Systems Available

Next, the commander must become familiar with the non-lethal
weapon systems in the U.S. inventory, as well as, the non-lethal technology
currently being used in the civilian community. A solid working knowledge of
the non-lethal technologies available is essential to the commander's selection
process. At first blush, this appears to be an overwhelming task; the critical
elements for the commander are the expenditure of valuable time and personnel
assets to develop the requisite knowledge. In addition to these issues, another
stumbling block to the commander involves the cloak of secrecy that usually
surrounds new non-lethal weapon systems. Since most commanders are
unaware of even the unclassified non-lethal systems, adding a cloak of secrecy
erects another artificial barrier which must be overcome. The classification of
emerging technology is the military's response to the fear that if a new system
becomes widely known, hostile forces will develop countermeasures or will
copy the system for use against U.S. forces. Because of tlus, the commander
may be unaware of systems that are highly classified. Currently, the U.S.

\to Operations OtherThanWar, supranote lf , at29
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weapons inventory has only a modest non-lethal capability. Many of the more
exotic capabilities are still five years or more away from being approved for
use.ltt

For Operation United Shield, the I MEF staff faced the same time
constraints, manpower constraints and secrecy problems in determining which
non-lethal weapon systems were to be selected. 112 The magnifude of the effort
required to obtain the necessary knowledge and information exposed the
seriousness of this problem. Since there was no Department of Defense office
responsible for the compilation or dissemination of information concerning
non-lethal technology, General zanl's staff was forced to seek information
from a variety of military and civilian sources as well as ongoing research
projects. For future commanders, operation united Shield highlighted the
issue of where does the commander, faced with a time sensitive operation,
obtarn the knowledge necessary to select and acquire suitable non-lethal
weapons?

The Marine Corps, as the executive agent for the Department of
Defense Non-Lethal weapons Program, has made tremendous strides toward
streamlining the selection and acquisition process through the establishment of
the JNLWD. As the JNLWD develops its niche, it hopes to become the central
clearing house for compiling and disseminating information on non-lethal
technologies.r13 The Directorate has been made more accessible to
commanders and their staffs through a Joint Non-Lethal weapons program
website with a comprehensive non-lethal weapon systems database.ria
Furthermore, the Marine corps has negotiated a Memorandum of Agreement
with the other military services and the united states Special operations
Command to use the JNLWD to coordinate the implementation of non{ethal
weapons programs. Under this Memorandum, the JNLWD's oversight only
focuses on programs at the tactical level and does not extend to those service
programs whose goal is to achieve a wider (theater/strategic level) military
objective.l'5 During the Joint Non-lethal weapons Sianding Rules of
Engagement Development conference on January 7, rgg8, the Director of the
JNLWD indicated a new initiative was being sponsored by the JNLWD to

rrl Discussion with colonel Andy Mazzara, U.S. Marine corps, Director of the JNLWD, on
January 8, 1998.

rr2 General Zinni's staff canvassed civilian law enforcement agencies and civilian snd mililsly
research facilities to evaluate the suitability of non{ethal technologies for use durilg Operation
United Shield. Colonel Lorenz, supranote2, at7}.

r13 For i:rformation concerning the new non-lethal technologies available, the Director of the
JNLWDmaybereachedbytelephone at(703)784-1977/2951/2997 orDSN278-1977/2g'L/29gj.
Marine Corps News Release # 48I, supra note 43 at i.
rra Joint NLW Directorate News, vol. 1, No. 2, october lggi at 3. The Joint Non-Lethal
Weapons Program Website may be accessed on the hternet ar
http ://www.hqmc. usmc.mil/nlw/nlw.nsf.

rr5 Memorandum of Agreement, Subj: DoD Nonrethal weapons (NLW) program (January 21,
1 997). fhereinafter memorandum]
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modify this Memorandum of Agreement.ltu The proposed
modification would allow oversight of all non-lethal weapons programs at the
strategic as well as the tactical level. This Memorandum of Agreement also
establishes the procedures required in Public Law 104-106, Section 219 -
"Nonlethal Weapons Study" by making the Commandant of the Marine Corps,
in conjunction with the other military services, Department of Defense agencies
and the Unified CINCs, the primary conduit for reviewing, coordinating, and
integrating new non-lethal weapons programs and making recommendations on
those programs to the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and
Technology).1t7

C. Other Selection Factors

Once the desired capabilities have been determined and the availability
of the systems which can provide those capabilities have been ascertained,
other factors to be considered in the selection process are training, logistical
support (mobility), quantity and spare parts requirements, combat load,
environmental limitations, characteristics of the system, and cost. The training
required for the use of some non-lethal weapon systems is not only difficult and
expensive, but also very time consuming. For this reason, it may be important
to know whether the training for the system is compatible with or complements
the training the unit has scheduled for the traditional lethal weapon systems.1l8
In addition, to evaluate the full impact of the training, the commander may
need to know whether or not a special land based training facility will be
required. If such a training facility is needed, additional time and money
would need to be set aside to meet this requirement shce this traimng could not
be accomplished during normal transit (either by ship or by air) to the area of
operation.lre

similarly, logistical support for the non-lethal weapon system selected
is important. In simple terms, the commander must consider the system's
mobility. For most operations, commanders will have a limited amount of
aircraft lift and ship's cargo space available to move their units and equipment
into the area of operation. Due to these space constraints, the size of the non-
lethal logistical footprint becomes crucial. To further complicate the space
constraint issue, there is normally no one who has had prior experience with
moving that particular system, handling the size of the system (to include the
number of individual systems needed by the unit along with their spare parts),

116 Colonei ArLdy Mazzata, U.s. Marine Corps, Director of the JNLWD, iatroductory remarks at
the Joint Nonlethal weapon Standing Rules of Engagement Development conference in
Quantico, virginia (January 7, 1998.) see also messages Ro414452 DeJ97 and Rl3r2l7z Jan
98, Commandant of the Marine Corps.

rr7 Memorandum of Agreement, supra note ll5, at,2.

r18 Colonel Lorenz, supranote2, at74.

lle For a detailed discussion ofthe training required for non-lethal weapons see pages 26-29.
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and managing the special transportation restrictions.l2' For example, the
commander of a Marine Expeditionary unit (MEU) might have to decide
whether to leave behind an artillery piece from its normal combat table of
equipment (T/E) in order to accommodate the space needed to support a non-
lethal weapon system.

The importance of selecthg a non-lethal weapon system which has
adequate or sufficient spare parts cannot be overstated. No weapon system
should ever be fielded without the necessary means to replace or repair those
parts subject to malfunction or breakage. For non-lethal weapon systems, this
type of information will have greater significance if the manufacfurer has a
limited number of spare parts in stock and the manufacturing process for the
spare parts is a lengthy or costly process.l2t

Another important element to be considered for ground forces during
the selection process is the combat load. combat load refers to the required
items each military member of the ground force must carry for the operition.
Included in most combat loads are such items as a pistol or rifle, ammunition,
helmet, flak jacket, gas mask, poncho, sleeprng bag, water, food, first aid
items, maps, compass, bayonet, pocket knife, lighter, field coat and additional
clothing. These items are normally carried within an Alice pack or on an h-
harness or a war belt. If the nonlethal weapon selected would require each
Soldier or Marine to carry a substantial increase in volume or weight, it could
affect unit maneuverability and foot speed.

some non-lethal weapons are more effective than others in certain
types of terrain, environments or weather conditions. If these limitations exist,
the commander needs to be aware of them. During the selection process, the
commander should concentrate on those systems that work best in the expected
combat environmeni for that operation. In addition, the commander needs
information about the durability of each system (including components) that
may be selected. The selection process should exclude those systems which are
not reliable under austere conditions or have historical track records indicating
frequent malfunction or bteakage.r22 Those non-lethal weapon systems that
require a relatively sterile environment to function should ordrnarily not be
selected.

n0 Some non-lethal weapon systems may be higtrly flammable, involve caustic chemicals, or other
dangerous iterns which require unique shipping and transportation measures.

nr .!ee colonel Lorcnz, supra nore 2, at 70 and commander M. E. Mcwatters, u.s. Navy,
Beanbags and Foam: A11 Snickering Aside 13 (June 13,1997) (rurpublished manuscript on file at
the library of the Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island).

r22 Often the deficiencies of a non-lethal weapon system will not be discovered until the system is
actually used in training or deployed on the battlefield. For example, the testing, training and
deployment of sticky foam higblighted the following inadequacies: difficult to iim; applicator
was expensive, of limited capacity and fragile; and it presented an entanglement problem lor any
u.S. military persorurel who approached a sprayed individual. colonel ior"-, supra r.ote z, ar
/6.
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The characteristics of the non-lethal weapon systems being considered
for selection are also critical. The commander needs detailed information on
the following traits for each system under consideration: nature and duration
of effect, delivery system requirements, "standoff" capability,l23 area of
coverage, range, weight, interoperability with other lethal and non-lethal
weapons, manpower requirements, and maneuverability. Without this
information, the commander is making the selection in the dark. A comparison
of these traits for multiple systems which offer almost the same capability gives
the commander a valuable decision making tool.

Given today's shrinking defense budgets, cost will always be an
important selection factor. If "operation and maintenance" funding will be
used, the commander may require the staff to do a cost benefit analysis of those
non-lethal weapon systems that are being considered. This will provide more
objectivity on the cost issue. A cost benefit analysis that compares the specific
cost of each system with the capability provided by each may give the
commander useful insight into which systems provide the optimum utility for
the money spent.

D. Requirement For Legal Review

Aside from the selection issues already discussed, the non-lethal
weapon systems selected by the commander for use on the operation may not
have been approved for inclusion withrn the U.s. weapons inventory. This
problem involves the requirement for a legal review.l2a No weapon system
may be used by U.S. military forces in armed conflict unless it has successfully
completed the legal review process. All weapon systems included within the
U.s' weapons inventory have successfully passed a legal review. Those
systems which fail to pass the legal review are considered illegal weapon
systems and may not be used by u.S. military forces. The legal review

r23 "standoff' capability refers to the optimum distance from the party agai-nst whom the non-
lethal weapon will be applied to achieve the desired result. For example, some nonlethal
weapons such as pepper spray or riot batons have no "standoff- capability since their use is
limited to direct confrontations.

Pa conducting the legal review for ali non-lethal weapons is a specific duty imposed upon the
Secretaries of tlhe military departments and the CINC, United States Special Operations
Command. DoD Dir. 30oo.3, supra note 9, at 3. In addition, there are severa-l other regulations
that require a legal review for all weapon systems which will be procured to meet a military
requirementofthearmedforcesoftheUnitedstates.,seeU.S.Dep;roFDEFENSEDir.5000.L,
Defense Acquisition (March 15, 1996) and u.S. Dep'r of DEFENSE REG. 5000.2-R,
MANDAToRY PRocEDUREs FoR MAJoR DEFENSE AceursrrroN pRocRAMS (MDAps) AND
Maion AurolrArED INFORMATToN pRocRAMs (MAIS) AceursrrroN (March 15,1996). The
service regulations implementilg the Department ofDefense guidance concernhg the legal review
of weapon systems are: u.s. DEpr oF ARMY REG. 27-53, Review of Legality if weapons (Jnder
hternational lnw (Jatuary 1,L979); u.S. Dept of Air Force Instruction slqoz,- weapons
Review (May 13, 1994); and U.S. Depr of the Navy, Secretary of the Naqr Inst. (SECNAVINST)
5000.28, subj: Implementation of the Mandatory procedares for Major and Non-Major Defense
Acquisition Programs and Major and Non-Major Defense Informaiion Technology Acquisition
Programs (December 1996).
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required for non-lethal weapon systems is the same as the review required for
lethal weapon systems. The purpose for the legal review of munitions and
weapon systems is to ensure that their intended use is consistent with the
obligations of the United States under customary international law and the law
of war treaties or arms control agreements to which the united states is a
party. The review is premised upon the followrng three international law
principles: (1) "[t]he right of belligerents to adopt means of injuring the enemy
is not unlimit"6'ttrzs Q) "li)t is especially forbidden . to employ arms,
projectiles, or material calculated to cause unnecessary sufferilg;"r26 and (3)
"[i]ndiscriminate attacks are prohibited. Indiscriminate attacks are: . . . those
which employ a method or means of combat which cannot be directed at a
specific military objective."r2T These three pnnciples have become the basis
for the two fundamental concepts now used to evaluate all weapon systems
which the united states plans to use during armed conflict. The first concept
prohibits a nation engaged in armed conflict from employiag a weapon system
that is designed to cause unnecessary suffering. The second forbids the use of
a weapon system which cannot be directed specifically agarnst a military
objective and is therefore indiscriminate in its effect.

since the non-lethal weapon systems purchased off-the-sherf for
operation united shield were not contained in the u.S. weapons inventory, no
prior legal review had been conducted on them. For General Zinm and his
staff, the legal review requirement became a major obstacle since those systems
could not be used until the legal review was complete.l2s The off-the-shelf

t25 1907 Hague convention IV Respecting the Laws and customs of war on Land, oct. lg, lgo: ,
Section II Hostilities [hereinafter 1907 Hague Convention IV], Arr. 22, reprintedin Documents
on the Law of War 52 (Adam Roberts and Richard Guelff eds., 1982). Article 22 of the 1907
Hague Convention IV is viewed as customary htemational law by the United States. See General
Counsel, Department of Defense Letter to Senator Edward Kennedy (september 22, 1972),
reprinted in 67 Am. J. Int'l Law 122 (19j3).

126 1907 Hague convention IV, Art. 23 (e), reprintedin Documents on the Law of war 52 (Adam
Roberts and Richard Guelff eds., 1982). The rules set forrh in the 1907 Hague Convention IV
AlK' 22 and 23 (e) are confirmed n the 1977 Geneva Protocol I Additional to the Geneva
Conventions of i2 August 1949 fhereinafter Protocol I], and Relating to the Protection of Victims
of International Armed conflict, Dec. L2, L977, p^tt III, Section I, Art. 35, reprinted in
Documents on the Law of war 409 (Adam Roberts and Richard Guelff eds., 19g2). The united
State considers these nrles as confirmed by Article 35 of Protocol I declarative of customary
international law. See General 69rrnsel, Department of Defense Letter to Senator Edward
Kennedy (september 22, 19'72), supra r.ote 126 and, Michael J. Matheson, session one: The
United States Position on the Relation of Customary International Law to the 1977 protocols
Additional to the 1949 Geneva Conventions,2 Am. u. J. Int'l L. & pol'y 41g,424 (1987). see
also Michael Bothe ET AL., New Rules For the Victims of Armed Conflict: Conmentarv on the
Two 1977 Protocols Addirional ro rhe ceneva convention of 1949, lg3-lg7 (lg}2).

p7 Protocol I, Art. 51(4), reprinted ln Documents on the Law of war 415-16 (Adam Roberts and
Richard Guelff eds., 1982). For firther discussion on indiscriminate attacks see L. C. Green, The
Contemporary Law of Armed Conflict I5l-152 (Lgg3) and The Handbook of Humanitarian Law
in Armed Conflicts 111-113 (Dieter Fleck ed., 1995).

t'?l-B3fo1e thr nonlethal weapon systems selected for Operation United Shield could be purchased
off-the-she1f, a detailed review by Headquarters, u.s. Marine corps was required. In light of the
time factor, the evaluation and approval process was placed on a fast tiack and assigned to
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weapon systems employed for Operation United Shield also
highlighted the potential problem of purchasing weapon systems prior to the
completion of the legal review. If a purchased system failed to pass the legal
review, the command would be in the awkward position of having spent
taxpayer dollars on a capability that it could not legally employ.

Since the legal review process is typically lengthy, it should be
undertaken in conjunction with the acquisition process for each new weapon
system. To avoid future problems such as those faced by General Zittti, anew
Marine Corps order has been published which sets forth the uniform
procedures to be followed by all Marine Corps commanders who desire to
acquire and use non-lethal weapon systems.l2e This order distinguishes
between non-emergency and emergency requests, the latter providing for an
expedited review.r3. The reason for this distinction is to help the commander
who is facing a time sensitive operation to select and acquire those non-lethal
systems needed.

On December 4, 1995, to meet the demands for emerging and
developing technologies and to support new contingencies, such as Operation
Joint Endeavor,l3r the U.S. Army Material Command Deputy Chief of Staff for

Colonel Gary W. Anderson, U.S. Marine Corps, at the Marine Corps Experimental Unit located
at the Marine Corps Combat Development Command in Quantico, Virginia for coordination. As
part of the approval process, a safety review was required. To meet this safety requirement and
to move the process along quickly, the Mari-ne Corps Systems Cornma:rd issued a limited safety
release and authorized the procurement of the selected nonlethal weapon systenN. However,
before the newly procured nonlethal weapon systems could be employed, a legal review of each
was required. Colonel Lorenz , supra note 2, at 72.

r2e U.S. MARTNE CoRps, ORDER 3430.7, MARINE CoRps pRocRAM FoR THE UsE AND
AceulstrroN OF NoN-LETHAL WEApoNs (July 31, 1997) ftereinafter MCO 3430.71.

130 Id. at 3. For the Marine Corps, the acquisition of non-lerhal weapon systems involves the
coordinated efforts of three separate commands. The actual acquisition of a non-lethal weapon
system is the responsibility of the commander, Marine corps System command (cBG).
Determining nonlethal weapon requirements is the responsibility of the Commandhg General,
Marine corps combat Development cornmand (cG, MCCDC), and the responsibility for
ensuring that the employment of the weapon is corsistent with the policy in DoD Dir. 3000.3,
supra is the responsibility of the Cornmandant, U.S. Marine Corps, plans, policies and
Operations (PP&O) Department. As soon as a commander identifies an emergency need for a
particular non-lethal weapon for the operation, the emergency acquisition process must be
initiated. The emergency acquisition process begins with the submission of a Fleet Operarional
Needs Statement (FONS) to the CG, MCCDC along with an explanarion of the special
circumstances surrounding the request and the operational due date. In those circumstances
where the cornunder desires a particular off-the-shelf weapon be purchased, the cost, make,
model number, and rnanufacturer of the non-lethal weapon system must also be provided. Next,
the FONS, along with the letter containing the special circumstances necessitatirg the purchase,
will be routed concurrently to the cBG and to the cognizant offices of the commandant, U.S.
Marile corps, Plans, Policies and operations Department, operations Division, Security (poS)
and Operational Law Branch of the Judge Advocate Division (JAO) for a review to determine
whether the acquisition will meet the Department of Defense policy and legal requirements. See
the emergency acquisition procedures for nonlethal weapons in paragraph 5.b. of MCo 3430.7.

131 operation Joint Endeavor was the name given to the U.S.led NATo peace implementation
operation in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Forces were deployed for this operation i:: response to the
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Research, Development and Acquisition, directed the establishment of a new
technology office.l32 This office became known as the Bosnia Technology
Integration Cell (BTIC). In light of rhe success of the BTIC, the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Army decided to institutionalize this office within the
Army Material Command. In July 1996, the BTIC officially became the euick
Response Office (QRO;.ltt Like Marire Corps Order 3430.7, the eRO has an
emergency response and acquisition capability regarding all types of material
(to iaclude non-lethal weapons). r3a

fV. Training To Use Non-Lethal Weapon Systems

Training to use non-lethal weapons is paramount, for "[t]he
instruments of battle are valuable only if one knows how to use them. ' r35 on
the macro-level, each military service and the CINC, united States special
Operations Command has the responsibility to prepare, organize, supply, and
equip its service members so that they are capable of accomplishing ttreir
mission. Incorporated within thrs responsibility is the duty to "fe]nsure the
development and implementation of employment concepts, doctrine, tactics,
training, security procedures, and logistical support for . . . non-rethar weapon
systems. "136

United Nations Secruity Cowrcil Resolution 1031. The mission for Operation Joint Endeavor was
the enforcement of the provisions of the Dayton Peace Agreement. Lieutenant Cornmander
Richard L. Brasel, U.S. Navy, Operation Joint Endeavor: Operational Guidance From Principles
of Operaions Other than War l-15 (February 12, 1996) (unpublished manuscript on file at the
iibrary of the Navai War College, Newport, Rhode Island) and Lieutenant Colonel Chrisropher
M. Fleck, U.s. Marine Corps, Just Do something: Measuring and Achieving success in peace
operations 13-15 (November 14, 1997) (unpublished manuscript on file at the library of the
Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island).

132 Brigadier General Roy E. Beauchamp, u.s. Army Material command Deputy chief of staff
for Research, Development and Acquisition is credited with the formation of BTIC. BTIC was
created to meet the perceived acquisition and training requirements for operations such as
operation Joint Endeavor. Discussions with Lieutenant colonel Kevin Howe, U.S. Army, Head
of the QRo, and with Mr. Mike Agogino, a contract suppofier of the eRo, on February 10,
1998.

1ts Headquarters, U.S. Army Material Command, Bosnia Tecbnology Integration Cell Newsletter
(BTIC) 1 (Issue No. 4 November 1997). The eRo may be reached by relephone at (7o3) 617-
5756 or DSN 767-5756" Information regarding the QRO may also be found on the inrerner ar
website http://amc.citi.net/amc/qro.

r3a An emergency acquisition of materiai or training may be triggered by an urgent need, such as
an emergent operation where U.S. forces will be placed i,n harm's way. once the ugency
requirement has been met, the QRo goes into high gear to obtain the requested material or
training. Discussion with Lieutenant colonel Kevil House, u.S. Army, Head of the eRo on
February 10, 1998.

r35 AN AxruoLocy oF MrLrrARy euorATroNs 246 (Micbael Dewar ed., 1990) [hereinafterMilitary Quotationsf .

B6 DoD Dir 300O.3, supra note 9, at 3. See also footnote 9. Al effort is underway to create a
document which will provide multiservice tactics, lgshniques and procedures for the tactical use
of nonlethal weapons. The second draft of this document still needs a great deal of work to flesh
out the actuai tactics, techniques and procedures to be employed. See Sicond Draft, Multiservice
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In the future, training with non-lethal weapons may be considered
routine, but at this time it presents a unique challenge. A part of this challenge
is reaching the same level of proficiency with non-lethal weapon systems that
exists for lethal weapon systems. To accomplish this trarning goal will be one
of the commander's most difficult responsibilities. Proper instruction and
practice are the cornerstones to operational success, and commanders must
work their way through the training process. There is no short cut. Unit
readiness requires the unit which will use a non-lethal weapon to train with that
system.

The training aspect of the non-lethal weapon equation can be lengthy
and costly. In most cases, both the military units and the instructors will have,
at best, only limited experience with the system. Furthermore, developing the
appropriate training package will take time. In fact, most training packages
will be the result of trial and error to discover what works well and what does
not. Commanders can expect the overall training time for their units to
increase in direct proportion to the time needed to train for the use of the non-
lethal weapon system. This increase simply reflects the reality that the unit
must go through the standard lethal weapon system training as well as the new
non-lethal weapon system training.

The training program for each non-lethal weapon system should
consist of two parts: one part which covers general training mattersl3T for all
members of the unit and the second pafi, a more intense training package for
the specihc members who will actually employ the system. The instruction
contained within this intense training package should include the followrng:

the function and irner workings of the weapon systemr3s
tactics, techniques and planning considerations for the systemr3e
special equipment, transportation or support required for its userao

Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures For the Tactical Employment of Non-Lethal weapons (Air,
Land and Sea Application Center June 12,1997) (copy on file with the author).
r37 The general ffsining package should provide all members of the unit with important safety
information to include any special fust aid or emergency medical care for accidents involving the
non-lethal weapon system to be used.

138 Those members who will operate a non-lethal weapon system must understand how the system
works. Without a basic understanding of its firnctions and its capabilities, the operators will not
be able to properly use the weapon system.

13e As with all weapon systems, the tactics, techniques and planning considerations will change or
be nodified as the experience factor with the weapon system increases. The focus of this part of
the hstruction should be on the tactical use of the weapon system on the batt1efield. In addition,
as information becomes available, the training should be expanded to cover the planning for
potential lulnerabilities or countermeasures which might be used agai::st it and intiroperability
problems with other weapon systeurs. Also, 112ining should be provided on the possible
environmental effects of the system.

rao From a logistical perspective, all equipment required for the use and movement ofthe weapon
system must be understood. For example, during this portion of the training, instruction might be
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training directed toward a specihc mission capabilityl4'
actual practice using the systemra2

the normal malfunctions or break points for the systemra3

maintenance, repair procedures and points of contact for technical
information about the system and for ordering or obtaining spare parts'*
advanced training for the officers and staff noncommissioned officers who
will be in charge or control of the weapon system

General Zinni's staff worked extremely hard to create a military
training program for the non-lethal weapons selected for use during Operation
United Shield. As a starting point, hrs staff looked at the training used by the
local police and other law enforcement agencies. Since crowd control was the
sub-category capability for which the non-lethal weapons for this operation
were used, the training concentrated on the types of crowds or mobs,
psychological factors relating to crowds and mobs, tactics for dismounted
Marines, force multiplying tactics, and the process of rapid decision making.ra5

Using the training program prepared for Operation United Shield as a
starting point, the I MEF, Special Operation Training Group (SOTG) worked
with Army military police at Fort McClellen, Alabama to build a standard
predeployment non-lethal weapons program of instruction (POI) for the

capability of crowd control. This POI was approved by the Marine Corps,
and in May 1996, a special Non-lethal Weapons Mobile Training Team was

assembled to provide training on this POI to all the MEU instructors in I MEF
and II MEF.ra6 Each MEU in I MEF and II MEF now utilizes this POI as a

provided about special medical support units that should be deployed to handle medical problems
created by the weapon system.

ral The non-lethal weapon training package shorild be tailored to meet the specific capability
requirements of the expressed or implied taskings within the assigned mission.

ra2 As a mandatory part of the training program, all military members who will use the weapon
system should be required to practice under an instructor's supervision. Included wilhin this
practical exercise should be 6nining on the standard operating procedure (SOP) for each weapon
system, training on safety concerns and a graduation test requiring operation of the system under
simulated battlefreld conditions.

ra3 To facilitate expeditionary operations, the sustainment of the nonlethal weapon system will be

critical. For this reason, those military members actually using the system need the knowledge
and ability to handle all the common problems that occur with the weapon system. They must
also be trained to repair the system il case of malfiurction, breakage or the need to replace a worn
component part.

l{ The training must provide instruction on the routine preventive mailtenance cycie because
regular preventive action may avoid potential problems and keep the system from requirrng major
repairs. As with all the rurit's equipment, there must be a supply block for the spare parts for
such repairs.

ra5 Colonel Loreru, supra note 2, at 74. In terms 6f 66ining time, the typical training day for the
Marhes deployed for Operation United Shield was 10-12 hours for enlisted and 14-17 hours for
officers. ld.
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part of their special training.raT A standardized deployment kit
containing non-lethal weapons for use by the MEUs was developed as part of
the POI.1a8 The original POI consisted of 119.5 hours of instruction. The POI
was divided into 41 hours of lecture, 55.5 hours for practical exercise 1, 18

hours for practical exercise 2, and 5 hours for tests.lae All together this POI
takes about 10 days. In addition, the special NonJethal Weapons Mobile
Training Team has used this POI to train and certify non-lethal weapon
instructors for the U.S. Support Group in Haiti and the Army's 5th Corps.150

Although a solid traiaing package for the use of non-lethal weapons
for crowd control has been developed, no comparable traimng packages exist
for other capabilities. This represents a significant obstacle, and it could
provide commanders with a rationale for employing non-lethal systems only for
crowd control. To avoid this problem, training packages for the use of non-
lethal weapon systems for capabilities other than crowd control must be
developed. The Commandant of the Marine Corps, as the Executive Agent for
the Department of Defense Non-lethal Weapons Program, is attacking this
problem through joint working groups. The success of these groups will be
judged by their ability to organize, coordinate, and stimulate the development
of standardized training progmms.

ra6 The purpose f61 fiis 66ining was to certify the I MEF and II MEF MEU attendees as non-
lethal instructors for this POI. Discussions with Captain Vernon L. Graham, U.S. Marine Corps,
SOTG, I MEF Trainer, on February 9, 1998, and with Captain Stephen Simpson, U.S. Marine
Corps, on February 12, 1998. Captain Simpson is the Operations Officer to the U.S. Army's
Basic Military Police Training Division at the U.S. Army Military Police School, Fort
McClellan, Alabama. On Jure 12, 1998, the CG, MCCDC formally approved a course called the
Non-Lethal Individual Weapons Instructor Course (NIWIC). The NIWIC is a "trait the trainer"
course which last 10 days given at the Marine Corps Detachment at Fort McClellan, Alabama.

ra? Discussions with Captain Vernon L. Graham, U.S. Marine Corps, SOTG, I MEF Trainer, on
February 9, 1998.

148 The standard Nonlethal Weapon Kit for each MEU in I MEF includes the following: 200
Riot Face Shields; 40 Full-iength Riot Shields, Transparent; 200 Expandable Rior Barons
w/Holster; 2 Riot Baton flaining Suits; 12 flnining Riot Batons; 13 Portable Bullhorns; 3 High
Intensity Xenon Searcblights; 200 Disposable, Double, Restraining Wrist/Forearrn/Ar:kle Cuffs;
27 Buttcuffs; 1250 Caltrops; 400 Inert Individuat OC Canisters; 120 Inert Team OC C:ni51g1s,
(MK9); 18 Inert High Volume Output, High Capacity OC Canisters; 81 - 25 RD 12 GA Shell
Pouches; 162 - 40 MM Carrying Pouches; and 162 Sting Ball Grenade/Flash B:ng Pouches. Id.

rae Discussion with Captain Stephen Simpson, U.S. Marine Corps, on February 12, 1998. See
also tbe I MEF, SOTG Non-Lethal Weapons Training Course Schedule for May 31, I99i.
colonel Gary ohls, u.s. Marine corps Reserve, personal letter of october 29, 199i, discussilg
the MEU g4ining on nonlethal weapon sysrems. See also SOTG, I \{Bp 62ining hformation
received by FAX on February 9, 1998, from Captain Vernon L. Graham, U.S. Marine Corps (on
file witl the author).

r50 Discussion with Captain Stephen Simpson, U.S. Marine Corps, on February 12, 1998. Two
partial POI training periods were provided to the U.S" Support Group in Haiti. The fust involved
the 82nd Airborne Command in September i996, and the second involved 2d Ta* Battalion, 2d
Marine Division in March 1997. The PoI training for the Army's 5th Corps took place in
Germany in November 199'7 . Id.
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If the rapid expansion of complex non-lethal weapon systems
continues, it could dictate a need for reorganization within the military
services. One potential change might be the requirement for more detailed and
expansive training on many different types non-lethal weapon systems in order
to provide commanders with the in-house expertise needed for a variety of
capabilities. Accomplishing this detailed trainhg may require the military
services to establish a nonlethal weapon military occupational specialty
(MOS).151 Military personnel having a primary or secondary MOS in non-
lethal weapons would become the principal advisors to the commander
concerning the selection, training and application of these weapon systems.
This would be welcomed by most commanders in view of the difficulties
discussed earlier in obtaining and organizing the necessary information. In
addition, havrng military personnel with a non-lethal weapons MOS would
probably make commanders more inclined to use and train with non-lethal
weapons during exercises, thereby causing an overall increase in their unit's
proficiency regarding those systems. Another benefit would be the opportunity
to cross-train other mrlitary personnel within the unit.

The military services must also examine how best to ensure that non-
lethal weapons will be not be overlooked but included in all operational
planning. If these systems are not considered in the early stages of plaruring,
the commander may not receive the best recommendations on the potential
courses of action to accomplish the mission. Additionally, the use of non-lethal
weapons must be integrated into the targeting process. This may require the
internal staff functions of the operations directorate to be reorganized to allow
for the creation of a non-lethal weapons cell within the fires coordination unit.
Members of this cell would become vital to the targeturg analysis board.
Without some type of reorganization, the staff preparing the means of striking
future targets is less likely to consider the application of non-lethal systems.

V. Employing Non-lethal Weapon Systems

Because non-lethal weapon systems have broad application across the
entire spectrum of conflict, they may be used for all military operations and
will, without doubt, contribute to success in future armed conflicts. During
armed conflict, battlefields may be shaped through operations which employ
non-lethal weapons. Non-lethal weapons may be used in tactical targeting to
fight the close battle; in strategic targeting to fight the deep battle; in an urban

rsr The term "MOS" has been selected to refer to the specialized training conducted by the
military services for their offrcers and enlisted personnel. In each military service, different
terrns have developed to reflect this specialty 6nining. For example, the Marine corps uses
"MOS" for both its enlisted and oflicers; the Army uses "MOS" for its enlisted but its officers
are assigned to "branches" (such as, armor, air defense artillery, aviation, chemical, field
artillery, infantry, mili121y intelligence, engineer, etc.) and receive secondary specialties; the Air
Fotce uses the term "Air Force specialty code" (AFSC) for both its enlisted and offrcers; and the
Naly uses the term "rates" with a "Navy enlisted classification" (NEC) for the sub-specialty
training for its enlisted, and "designators" (such as surface warfare, air warfare, submarine
warfare, civil engineer, etc.) for its offrcers and later (upon completion of appropriate schooli.g
and billet assignments in that specialty) receive what is called a "proven specialty" (p code).
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environment where lethal indirect fire weapons may be impractical;
as a force multiplier for rear area security by enhancing barriers to bases,
supply depots, and other command locations; and as a tool to manage and
control EPWs, civilian internees, and refugees.

With the demise of the former Soviet Union, the likelihood of a global
war has diminished substantially. Now, the most likely use of a non-lethal
weapon system will come during a military operation other than war
(MOOTW).\t' One must remember a MOOTW is not always conducted under
peaceful circumstances. world hot spots resulting from cultural or ethnic
uruest, armed insurgencies, religious disputes, and unstable political leadership
often precipitate a MOOTW. Frequently, the most difficult aspect of a
MOOTW is to provide humanitarian assistance and prorection to the
omnipresent civilians in volatile and unpredictable surroundings. when lethal
force instead of non-lethal force is used by those who have come in the name of
"humanity," the complexion of the situation changes. The forces providing aid
may no longer be viewed as friends and allies but instead as oppressors and
aggressors. without non-lethal weapons to expand the options available on the
low side of the use of force contiauum, the commander faces the dilemma of
doing nothing or using lethal force. Non-lethal weapons may be used to hll the
gap between diplomatic pressure, economic sanctions or a military show of
force and the use of lethal force.

For the United States, a MOOTW has become a common means of
responding to a world crisis. For example, when Libya confronted the United
states indirectly in the Gulf of sidra,r53 the United States responded through a

rr2 6 mili1z1y operation other than war (MOOTW) is also frequently referred to as an operation
other than war (OOTW). The term MOOTW has beea defi:red as encompassing different types of
activities to include peace type operations, as well as a wide range of non{raditional operations
"where the military instrunent of national power is used for puposes other than the large-scale
combat operations usually associated with war." JoINT CHIEFS oF STAFF, JoINT puB. 3-0,
DoCTRINE FoR JorNT opERATroNs v-l (FEBRUARY l, 1995). Joint Doctrine sets forth 16
different types of Moorws: support to Insurgency, Strikes and Raids, Show of Force
operations, Recovery operations, Protection of shipping, peace operations, Noncombatant
Evacuation operations, Nation Assistance or Support to counterhsurgency, Military support to
Civil Authorities, Hurnanitarian Assistance, Ensuring Freedom of Navigation ana Oveinlght,
Enforcing Exclusion Zones, Enforcement of sanction/Maritime Intercept operations, DoD
support to counterdrug operations, combating Terrorism, and Arms Control. JotNT cHIEFs oF
STAFF , JorNT PuB. 3-07, JorNT DoCTRINE FoR MrLrrARy opERATroNs oTHER THAN wAR III-1
(JUNE 16, 1995). The U.S. Army definition for an oorw is found in u.s. DEp'T ARMy,
FIELD MANUAL 10o-5, operations 2-0 (June 1993). In &e following quote, General charles c.
Krulak, commandant of the U.S. Marine corps, implies that Moorws are the mosr likely type
of conflict on the horizon: "Future war is most iikely not the son of Desert Storm; rather it will
be the stepchild of Somalia and chechnya." Robert Holzer, Krulak warns of overreliance on
Technology, Defense News, October 7-13, 1996 at 4, 32.

153 This confrontation between the United States and Libya occurred as the result of Libya's claim
to the Gulf of Sidra as 'historic waters." The United States asserted that Libya's claim violated
international law and documented this objection by diplomatic ptot".t -i by conducting a
number of naval exercises (freedom of navigation operations) in tne cur of Sldra. Mark J.
valencia, km of the sea in Transition; Navigation Nightmare for the Maritime powers?, lg l.
Mar. L. & Com. 541 (October 1987).
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type of MOOTW known as a "freedom of navigation operation. " MOOTWs
have been used to respond to a loss of government control and internal violence

through "noncombatant evacuation operations."r5a The U.S. military is
currently conducting a type of MOOTW known as a "peace enforcement
operation" in the former Yugoslavia.lss In addition, the u.s. military has
conducted Moorws to provide humanitarian assistance in response to
domestic and foreign disasters156 and to restore democracy.rtT

Although the employment of non-lethal weapon systems may be
similar from one operation to the next, certain key elements within the process
will change based on the mission and the threat level. The most important of
these elements, the tactics for utilizing non-lethal weapons and the rules of
engagement (RoE), are closely entwined with the expressed and implied
taskings of the mission and the political policy upon which the mission is
grounded. There are two potential problems that could have a tremendous
impact upon the tactics for employing non-lethal weapons and the RoE. The
first is "mission creep,"158 and the second is a change to the threat level. If
there is a change to the mission (through mission creep or otherwise) or to the
threat level, a totally different operation may result. Faced with a change to
the mission or to the threat level, a commander must go back to the drawing

r5a For an excellent discussion of the legal underpinning for a noncombatant evacuation operation
see Major Steven F. Day, Legal Considerations in Noncombatant Evacuation Operations, 40
Naval Law Review 45 (1992).

Fs U' S. military forces are serving in the NATO conrrolled "stabilizarion Force" (SFOR)
formerly known as the "lmplementation Force" (lFoR) currently being used in the former
Yugoslavia. This ongoing military operation is a Chapter VII peace enforcement operation that
was mandated by the united Nations in 1995. S.c. Res. 1031 (Dec. 15, i995), U.N. Doc.
S/RES/1031 (1995). For a comprehensive article on the disintegrarion of the former Yugoslavia
see The Balkan suney, Tbe Economist, lannry 24, l99g at 54-55. The general framework for
peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina is set forth in the Dayton Peace Accords and the Ar:nexes
thereto. see u.N. Doc. s1995/999, Annex. For more information on the united Nations
involvement in the former Yugoslavia see s.c. Res. 743 (Feb.21,1992), u.N. Doc. S/RES/743
(1992); S.C. Res. 757 (May 30, 1992), U.N. Doc. S/RES/757 (1992); and.S.C. Res. 836 (June 4,
1993), U.N. Doc. S/RES/836 (1993).

rs6 operation Sea Angel was a foreign disaster relief operation conducted by the United States
after a typhoon struck the coast of langladesh in May of 1991. see Memorandum of
Understanding Between Government of the Peoples Republii of Bangladesh and the United States
to Specify the Legal Status of the United States Pacific Command Disaster Relief Task Force
May 2O, 1991.

157 operation Just cause is an example of a unique Moorw conducted by the u.S. mititary to
restore democracy in Panama and to remove from power General Manuel Antonio Noriega who
was involved in drug trafficking. For more information about Operation Just Cause see Martin
c. Arostegui, Twilight warriors: Inside the world's speciar Forcis 276-29'7 (rgg7).

158 Mission creep is a term used to describe s ghange to the original mission after the operation
has begun. For a discussion of mission creep see operations olher Than war, supra note 13, at
32-34.
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board to determine whether modifications are needed to the make-up
of the military force, to the lethal and non-lethal weapon systems selected (to

include reviewing the tactical plan for employing weapon systems) and to the

ROE for mission accomplishment.

A. Tactics For the Employment of Non-lethal Weapons

The development of the techniques and methods for utilizing non-
lethal weapon systems is in its infancy. Commanders should not view the

employment of nonlethal weapons as a panacea, but instead as a dual edged
sword. On the positive side, the utilization of non-lethal weapons provide the

commander with exciting new force options and capabilities; however, on the
negative side, they create difficult employment problems. To overcome these

problems, commanders must draw upon the abilities of their staffs and their
own prior experience, education and skill to create a sound tactical operation
plan which allows the advantages of the non-lefhal capabilities to be exploited
while at the same time minimizing the danger to the force. As always, careful
preparation and planning are the key. As stated by Ferdinand Foch:

I don't believe in [genius]. A battle is a

complicated operation, that you prepare
laboriously. If the enemy does this, you
say to yourself I will do that. If such and
such happens, these are the steps I shall
take to meet it. You think out every
possible development and decide on the way
to deal with the situation created. One of
these developments occurs; you put your
plan in operation, and everyone says, 'What
genius . .' whereas the credit is really due
to the lab[or] of preparation.r5e

Four potential options have been suggested by Nick Lewer and Steven
Schofield as military force structures for employing non-lethal weapon systems.

Those are:

1. a military force equipped only with non-
lethal weapons
2. a military force equipped with nonlethal
weapons and lethal weapons systems for
self-defense only
3. a force consisting of two units: the first
with non-lethal weapon systems only, the
second held in close reserve and equipped
with lethal weapon systems to be deployed
if required

r5e From Ferdinand Foch's interview in April 1919 cited n Military Quotations, supra rtote 135,
at 172.
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4. a force with fully integrated lethal
(defensive and offensive) weapons and non-
lethal weapons.160

It is apparent that2, 3, and 4 are closely related since all three propose the use
of non-lethal with lethal weapon systems. From a commander's viewpoint,
these four structures may be synthesized into two tactical methods for
employing non-lethal weapons: their use as stand-alone systems, and their use
il conjunction with lethal systems.

1. Non-lethal Weapons As Stand-Alone Systems

The Department of Defense has consistently viewed the use of non-
lethal weapons as a means of enhancilg the military effectiveness of lethal
weapon systems.l6r This is reflected in the new Department of Defense non-
lethal weapons policy which states "[n]on-lethal weapons may be used in
conjunction with lethal weapon systems to enhance the latter's effectiveness and
efficiency in military operations. This shall apply across the range of military
operations to include those situations where overwhelming force is
employed."162 Alrhough this policy stops short of specifically ptotrlultiog th"
use of a non-lethal weapon as a stand-alone system, it has caused commanders
to shy away from this type of use. In light of the Department of Defense non-
lethal weapons policy, the question becomes: should non-lethal systems be
used solely as a means to enhance lethal weapon systems? The answer to this
question is a qualified no. The use of non-lethal weapons only in conjunction
with lethal weapons dramatically impacts upon the commander's flexibility.
This does not mean non-lethal weapons should always be used as stand-alone
weapon systems. In fact, the tactical decision about whether to employ a non-
lethal weapon system in isolation should be made by the on-scene commander,
and only after all the information available regarding the mission, threat level,
and operational environment have been evaluated.

At this point, it is well to emphasize that "[t]he availability of non-
lethal weapons shall not limit a commander's inherent authodty and obligation
to use all necessary means available and to take all appropriate action in setf-

t60 Lewer and Schofield, sapranote 13, ar 11g-119.

16l For information on the Department of Defense concept for non-lethal weapons see Barry ET
AL., supra note 6, at 9 and the Joint Concept for Non-letial Weapons produced at the direction of
the commandant of the Marine corps by the Joint Non-Lethal w"upo* Directorate, dated
January 5, 1998 at 6. Some feel strongly that non-lethal weapon systems should never be used as
stand-alone systems. They argue that if the situation requiris the deployment of U.S. military
forces, a need for lethal force il self-defense is by definition foreseeable. See also David B.
Kirkwood, Non-lethal weapons In Military operations other Than war 6 (June 14, 1996)
(unpubiished manuscript on file at the library of the Naval War College, Newpori, Rhode Island)
and David C. Morrison, More-Than-Lethal weapons, National JournJ, Iriry z),1695 ar 1919.

162 DoD Directive 3000.3, supratote 9" at2.
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defense."163 This guidance, which restates the fundamental self-
defense principle contained in the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff Standing

Rules of Engagement,l6a is critical for it reminds commanders that they not
only have the inherent authority but also the responsibility to ensure their
commands and other U.S. military forces in the vicinity are properly defended.

These self-defense responsibilities will play a major part in determining
whether (for a certain mission, a certain threat level and a certain operational
environment) the use of a non-lethal weapon system as a stand-alone weapon is

appropriate.

Good intelligence concerning the expected military and civilian
opposition to be encountered is a primary element in determining whether it is
appropriate to use a non-lethal system as a stand-alone weapon. Non-lethal
weapon systems should never be used as stand-alone weapons in operations
where opposition forces have been declared hostile, the threat level is high, or
the mission involves a region of the world where armed conflict has just ended,
is continuing, or is about to start. With these exclusions, the window of
opporlunity for the use of non-lethal systems as stand-alone weapons is

significantly narrowed to only a peacetime MOOTW which involves disaster
relief or humanitarian assistance. In sum, nonlethal weapon systems should
rarely, if ever, be employed as stand-alone weapon systems.

2. Non-lethal Weapons in Conjunction With Lethal Weapon
Systems

The most common and logical method for employing non-lethal
weapon systems is in conjunction with lethal weapons. Thrs provides several
advantages. One is the overall synergistic effect on the operation. Another
advantage is the ability to use a level of force below lethal force while retaining
the necessary capability to provide for unit self-defense.165

However, using these weapon systems in combination presents one
very difficult problem. That problem involves developing a tactical plan that
allows for the employment of a non-lethal weapon system prior to the use of a

lethal weapon system. Such a plan presents a unique challenge since it not only
requires a priority in weapon system usage but also requires the flexibility to

t63 Jd. Non-lethal weapons provide additional use of force options which are not iltended to
dimhish or replace lethal capabilities for self-defense or mission accomplishment. In effect,
there is no obligation for a commander to employ nonlethal weapons rather than lethal weapons
as a response in self-defense (to a hostile act or a demonstration of hostile ittent) or for mission
accomplishment. During an ilterview, the Assistant Secretary of Defense, H. Allen Holmes,
indicated that U.S. military forces would always have the option of using lethal force in self-
defense. WarJighter's Want Weapons that Disable But Don't Kil/, Nationat Defense, July/August
1996 

^t24.
164Chairman,JointChiefsof Staff Instr.3l2l.Ol, StandingRulesof EngagementforIJS Forces
(October 1, 1994) fherei-nafter STANDTNG RULES OF ENGAGEMENT].

165 See DoD Dir. 3000.3, suprarrote 9, at 2 and National Defense, supranote 163, at24.
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permit a gradual or dramatic increase in force when necessary in self-defense
or for mission accomplishment. One tactic for ensuring adequate self-defense

for those U.S. military members who will be utilizing a non-lethal weapon
system is to provide lethal cover. In the past, this has been accomplished by
placing snipers with communication assets in key overlook positions, a tactic

used by General Zinni during Operation United Shield. In Somalia, Marines
using non-lethal weapon systems were under constant observation and in
constant communication with Marines employing lethal weapon systems.

General Zinni trained his force so that the transition from a non-lethal level of
force to a lethal level of force could be made swiftly and efficiently. 166

Non-lethal weapons when used in conjunction with lethal weapon
systems greatly improve the perimeter security or defensive security for United
States embassies, military bases and forward deployed operational forces. Two
concerns which arise when using non-lethal weapons with lethal weapons for
defensive security are predictability in regard to the order of employment
among the several non-lethal and lethal weapons being used and whether it is
advantageous to use non-lethal weapon systems in an overt mamer, a covert
manner, or both. To avoid predictability, the commander may desire to
fluctuate the use of certain non-lethal and lethal systems within his defensive
perimeter. In addition, it is important to note that both of these concerns are
influenced by the degree of coordination within the command. To achieve the
maximum effectiveness for those non-lethal weapon systems employed with
lethal weapon systems, they must be deployed as part of a coordinated effort by
the military forces of the joint or combined operation.16T

The employment of non-lethal weapons in conjunction with lethal
weapon systems can dramatically improve the offensive capabilities of a

commander's unit. Since non-lethal weapons may be utilized as "battlespace
affectors,"l68 they offer commanders excellent tools to dominate future
battlefields by allowing them to shape and control the battlespace, by enhancing
their ability to maneuver their forces to a position of advantage and by
improving their flexibility through increased options. Certain non-lethal
systems when used with lethal systems can become force multipliers which can

temporarily disable some or all of the adversary's persorurel or literally stop the
adversary's jeeps, trucks and armor in their tracks.l6e With the ability to
influence the conflict as described above, the commander could bring about the
swift capitulation and surrender of an adversary's forces.

166 See General Zimi's interview on the 60 Minutes: CBS television broadcast, supranore 5.

tut Lewer and Schofield, supra note 13, at 57 .

168 For a discussion of "battlespace affectors" see Williams, supranote 35.

r6e Currently, non-lethal technology is beilg developed to stop motor vehicles through
microwaves or high powered acoustics. Michael Raphel, Stop That Tank, But Don't Destoy It,
Philadelphia Inquirer, November 22, 1997 at D10. See also 60 Minures: CBS television
broadcast, supra note 5.
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For controlling volatile crowds or mobs, the tactic of using
lethal cover works well. By placing observers with lethal weapon systems in
strategic locations, professional agitators, 170

mob leadersrTr or activiststtz may be identified, photographed and kept under
careful scrutiny while nonlethal means are applied to disperse or subdue the
crowd. If lethal force is employed against those applying non-lethal force, the
covering unit may be used to detain or capture the individuals responsible for
the acts of violence, or, if necessary, employ lethal force to eliminate the
threat.

B. ROE For Non-lethal Weapons

For U.S. military forces, the term ROE is defined as "[r]ules which
delineate the circumstances and limrtations under which united States forces
will initiate and/or contiaue combat engagement with other forces
encountered."173 The current instruction providing guidance to U.S. military
commanders on the use of force is the Standing Rules of Engagement.rT4 This
replaced the JCS Peacetime Rules of Engagement on October l, 1994t75 and
established the firndamental procedures and policies for U.S. military
commanders to follow during all military conflicts, contingencies and
operations.lT6 The Standing Rules of Engagement are desigled to assist the
commander in crafting the ROE needed for mission accomplishment and to
provide direction on the use of force for the safety and survival of the
commander's unit and other U.S. forces in the vicinity (self-defense).t7t The
ROE also represent one of the most effective means of implementing the
strategic decisions made by higher headquarters.

r70 Professional agitators are individuals who il a calculated and deliberate manner build up the
emotional tension within the mob and use the mob to achieve a specific fixed objective. Usually,
they will employ stooges or subordinate leaders to shout agreement with statements they make
justifying a suggested mob action. Raymond M. Momboisse, confrontations, Riots and Urban
Warfare 7 (1969).

17r Mob leaders focus, guide, control, and incite the crowd concerning a specific incident so that
possible violent action will be taken. 1d.

r72 Activists are vocal minorities supporting the agitator. They are normally short tempered
hotheads whose ultimate objective is to incite others to violence. _Id.

r73 JoINT cHrEFs oF STAFF, JorNT PuB. 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and
Associated Terms, 329 (March 23, 1994).

na Standing Rules of Engagement, supra note 164.

175 Id. ar 1. The Peacetime Rules of Engagement for u.S. Forces were promulgated by a
Memorandum of the secretary of the Joint Staff, october 29, l9gg. PEACETIME RULES oF
ENGAGEMENT FoR U.S. FoRcEs (Ocrober 28, 1988).

t16 Standing Rules of Engagement, supra note 164, at A-1.

t71 Jd.
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Developing the ROE for an operation is not easy, and where the use of
non-lethal weapons is planned, it is even more complicated. Since the process

for preparing the ROE for different types of operations is similar, this
discussion will concentrate on drafting the ROE for the use of non-lethal
weapons for a joint task force (JTF). Crafting the ROE demands attention to

detail, an understanding of the bases for the ROE and a firm grasp of the
process.

1. What Are the Bases For the ROE?

Understanding the fundamental bases for the ROE is essential to the

crafter of the ROE. Each basis is unique and, when integrated into the ROE
development process, helps shape the application of military force. There are

three fundamental bases for the United States' ROE: national policy,
operational requirements and the law.r78 It is upon the intersection of these

three bases that the ROE are built.

a. National Policy

Of the three bases, national policy may be the hardest to articulate.
National policy is often referred to as a political objective. As this quote from
Carl von Clausewitz indicates, the use of military force is simply the means of
reaching a political objective:

[W]ar is not merely an act of policy but a

true political instrument, a continuation of
political intercourse, carried on with other
means. What remains peculiar to war is
simply the peculiar nature of its means.

War in general, and the commander in any
specific instance, is entitled to require that
the trend and desips of policy shall not be

inconsistent with these means. That, of
course, is no small demand; but however
much it may affect political aims in a given
case, it will never do more than modify
them. The political object is the goal, war
is the means of reaching it and means can

never be considered in isolation from their
purpose. ttn

t?t For a discussion of the ROE bases see Professor Richard J. Grunawalt, The JCS Standing
Rules of Engagement: A Judge Advocates Primer,42 A.F. L. Rev.247 (1997) and Captain J.

Ashley Roach, JAGC, USN, The Rules of Engagement, Naval War College Review 47-48
(January/February 1 983).

r1e Carl von Clausewitz, On War 87 (Michael Howard and Peter Paret eds., 1984).
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The political object mentioned by clausewitz is simply another term
for foreign policy. Therefore, an understanding of the United States' foreign
policy and the ramifications of that foreign policy for the military operation is
very important to the crafter of the RoE. Usually, the foreign policy goals or
national political objectives will be stated in the guidance received from a
higher service headquarters or from the GINC within whose area of
responsibility the operation will take place.t8' In short, ttre RoE must be
consistent with the united States' foreign policy objectives, and tlus is only
possible if those objectives are clearly understood.

The goal of the national security policy of the united States is "to
maintarn a stable international environment compatible with U.s. national
security interest.'r81 To support this policy, the united States has formulated a
global objective of deterring armed attack against its interest. For effective
deterrence, one must have the ability to fight at any level of conflict.r82 The
availability of non-lethal weapons has significantly increased the united States'
capability to do this. If deterrence fails, the national policy of the united States
permits responses that: "(1) [a]re proportional to the provocation; (2) lalre
designed to limit the scope and intensity of the conflicr; (3) fw]ill discourage
escalation; and (4) fw]ill achieve political and military objectives."183 ln itt
four of these options, non-lethal weapons may provide the commander with the
means of responding to the crisis short of resorting to lethal force .

b. Operational Requirements

within the JTF staff, the primary generator of operational matters is
the operations directorate or J-3.18a Normally, the operational requirements

t-to 
!u.n CINC receives guidance on foreign policy objectives for his area of responsibility from

the National Command Authorities (NCA). For the United States, the presidenihas the overall
responsibility to establish and implement foreign policy. u.s. Const. art. IL In addition, the
President is the Commander il Chief of the U. S. armed forces. 1d. The U. S. Congress also has a
constitutional role involving the armed forces. Article I section g of the u.S. constitution
provides in part: "congress shall have the power . [t]o raise and support Armies . . .; [t]oprovide and maintain a Navy; [and] [t]o make Rules for the Government and Regulation of land
and naval forces." The ROE provide a means for the civilian leadership of the [nited States to
exercise control over the use of force by the U.S. millgly.

r8r STellotNc RuLEs oF ENGAGEMENT, supra note 164, at A_3.

182 Jd.

t83 Jd.

r84 The J-3 is one of the standard directorates of a staff provided to the JTF commander to assistil the decision making and execution process for an assigned mission. Other standard JTF
directorates wo.rld include the J-l (Manpower and personnel ), the J-2 (Intelligence), the J-4
(Logistics), the J-5 (Plans and policy), and rhe J-6 (Command, control, commrurications and
Computer (C4) Systems). In addition, the JTF staff will have special staff groups who will
"fi.unish technical, administlative, and tactical advice and recommendatiorn to-th"'commander
and other staff officers." The Joint chiefs of staff, Joint pub. 0-2, uNrFrED AcrroN ARMED
FoRcES (UNAAF) IV-12-IV-14 (February 24, 1gg5). Examples of special staff groups are: rhe
Staff Judge Advocate, the Medical officer, the Dental oificer, comptroller, Lo tn" puru"
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mirror the specific planning concepts that the staff has developed regarding unit
security and the express and implied taskings contained within the mission.
Operational concerns usually focus on the following planning activities;
mobilization, employment, sustainment, redeployment of the military force,
and rules of engagement. If the mission changes, the operational concerns
must be re-examined and changed when necessary. When the mission is
confusing or unclear, commanders must seek clarification, because the ROE
cannot be drafted without a clear understanding of the operational requirements
for the mission. The J-3 must also be aware of the specific characteristics of
the weapon systems to be used for the mission. This is particularly important
for non-lefhal systems which may be unique and require specially drafted
supplemental ROE measures to ensure proper usage on the battlefield.

c. The Law

The tlurd basis for the ROE is the law. Under this basis, the focus is
on the tenets of United States domestic law185 and the obligations of the United
States under international law, generally the law of armed conflict.r86 The law
of armed conflict has been defined as "that part of international law that
regulates the conduct of armed hostilities.D187 Jt includes applicable treaty law
as well as customary international law.188 The law of armed conflict is viewed

Affairs Officer. The sole fi:nction of staff members of the several dftectorates and the special staff
groups is to support the commander. Staff members have only the authority delegated to them by
the commander. Id. at IY-72.

185 The domestic law of the United States includes the U.S. Constitution, federal statutes and
regulations, court decisions, and cornmon law.

186 The U.S. Constitution Article VI, Clause 2 states in part that "[t]his constitution, and the iaws
of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof, and all Treaties made, or which
shall be made, under the authority of the United States shall be the supreme law of the land[.]"
Under this provision of the U.S. Constitution, the law of armed con{lict has been made a part of
United States law which every servicemember has a duty to obey. Although several major bodies
of law, such as the law of the sea, the law of neutrality and the law of armed conflict, are part of
the latger body of international law and might be applicabie to the preparation of the ROE, the
focus for this paper will be limited solely to the law of armed conflict. To ensure compliance
with the law of armed conllict by the U.S. armed forces, the Department of Defense Law of War
Program was implemented. U.S. DEP'T OF DEFENSE DrR. 5100.27, DoD LAw oF WAR
PRoGRAM (Jttly 10, 1979). Violations of the law of armed conflict by U.S. military members will
be prosecuted under the uniform code of Military Justice. paragraph 4.a of SECNAVINST
3300.1A states "the [Department of the Navy] will comply with the law of armed conflict in the
conduct of military operations and related activities in armed con{licts."

18? DEpARTMENT oF DEFENsE DICTIoNARY oF MILITARY AND AssocIATED TERMS, supra rlore
173, at 215.

r88 Customary international law has become a part of the national law of the United States. The
supreme court of the United states ruled in the renowned case, The paquete Habana, in the
absence of applicable treaty 1aw or a controlling legislative statute, executive regulation or
judicial precedent, that customary international law is to be followed. The paquete Habana,175
u.s. 677,20 s.ct. 290,299 (1900). see a/so 1 Resrarement (Third), sec 111, Reporter's Notes 2
and 3 and Introductory Note. "The customary international law of armed conflict derives from
the practice of military and naval forces in the freld, at sea and in the air dgying hostilities."
U.S. DEP'T OF NAVY ANNOTATED SUPPLEMENT TO THE COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK ON THE
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as being permissive in nafure. This means, if the practice being
questioned is not prohibited under either customary international law or by
treaty, it is permitted.

All legal issues surrounding each operation must be examined to
ensure that the ROE, when drafted, will comply with the domestic law of the
United States and the law of armed conflict. Some principles of the law of
armed conflict are harder to apply than others. Two of the most difficult are
necessity and proportionality. For the ROE, these principles play a critical role
in determining when and how much force should be used for both mission
accomplishment and self-defense.

2. Responsibility To Craft the ROE

The staff section within the JTF which has the primary responsibility
to craft the ROE is the operations directorate (J-3).18e This does not mean that
the J-3 should draft the ROE in a vacuum. To develop ROE that are
appropriate to the mission and the threat requires cooperative interaction among
the various staff sections of the command. one way to generate this interaction
is through the establishment of an RoE cell.re. Since responsibility for the
ROE rests with the J-3, the head of the ROE cell should be the J-3 or a J-3
deputy. Other members should include the intelligence directorate (J-2), the
Staff Judge Advocate, the future plans directorate (J-5) and specialists, such as
an engineer from the logistics directorate (J-4).tnt The ROE cell works best
durtng the deliberate planning cycle for a contingency. It is less effective for
time sensitive crisis action planning (CAP) for the branches and sequels
because the cAP conducted within the RoE cell disrupts the normal functions
of the RoE cell and stretches the officers comprising it too thin to maintain the
required number of meetings and work needed to support the RoE cell and

LAw oF NAVAL OpERArroNs, NWp 1-14M/MCWP 5.2.1/COMDTPUB p5800.1, 5-8 (15
November 1997) ftereinafter ANNoTATED SuppLEMENTl.

r8e For a presentation at the vXIII Airborne corps RoE conference at Fort Bragg, North
carolina in May of 1996, colonel James R. Schwenk, U.s. Marine corps, coined the following
ji:rgle, "RoE rhymes with three not SJA." The purpose of this jiagle was to emphasize that the
responsibility for preparing the RoE rests with the J-3. The J-3 is the JTF staff section
responsible for planning and conducting operations. See also Grunawalt, supra lrLote L78, at 248 .

1e0 commander Dave wagner, U.s. Nary, during his presentation on August g, 1997, at the
Naval Justice School for the Law of Military Operations course, stated that Brigadier General M.
R. Berndt, U.S. Marine Corps, Director, Joi:rt Training Analysis and Simulation Center and the
J-7, U.S. Atlantic Q6mmand had approved the inclusion of the ROE cell concept in the new draft
of the Joint Tactics, Techniques and Procedures publication. see wonnuc DRAFT, THE JorNT
CHIEFS oF STAFF JoINT PUBLICATIoN 1-04, JoINT TAcTIcs, TECHNIQUES AND PRoCEDURES
(JTTP) FoR LEGAL suppoRT To MrLrrARy opERATroNs (copy on frle with the author).
Commander Wagner also indicated that the ROE cell concept is being included in the new draft of
The Joint Chiefs of staff the Joint Publication 5-00.2 , Joint Task Force Planning Guidance and
Procedure.

rer A specialist like an engineer can provide the ROE cell with a wealth of information
concerning the structural weaknesses of a target, the best weapon system to destroy a target and
the environmental impact that might be caused by the target,s destruction.
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cAP. In short, conducting cAP inside the RoE ceil will dramaticalry increase
the battle staff rhythm for the ROE cell. Since the ROE cell is less effective for
CAP, the JTF commander may activate a joint planning group (JpG )te2 to
conduct this type of planning" For an effective JpG, the staff Judge Advocate
or his deputy should be made a part of this group. By including the Staff Judge
Advocate, the requisite synergy will be present within the JpG for the
concurrent development of the RoE with the courses of action. This will
permit the JPG to eliminate those courses of action which cannot be supported
by the RoE before further time and effort is expended on them. once the cAp
is complete and the execution phase begins, the command may return to the use
of the RoE cell to determine if the RoE need modification to respond to any
change in the mission or threat level. The following simple equation may be
used to identify when changes to the RoE might be required: mission *
threat : RoE. If the mission changes or the threat level changes, the RoE
must be reviewed to ascertain whether modifications should be made.

3. ROE Preparation For the Employment of Nonlethal Weapons

It may seem like a clich6, but properly crafted ROE are essential to
the success of all operations. when formulating the RoE for an operation (to
include one which will involve the employment of non-lethal weapons), the
objective is to utilize the ROE cell or its equivalent to anticipate and brainstorm
as many different foreseeable circumstances as possible and from this group
interaction generate clear, unambiguous guidance for those military p"rsooo"l
who will be placed in harm's way. The two primary purposes for the RoE are
to "provide implementation guidance on the inherent right and obligation of
self-defense and the application of force for mission accomplishment."te3 All
commanders must understand these two purposes, and how to utilize the RoE
as a risk management tool. A mistake often made by commanders involves
blurring the distinction between mission accomplishment and self-defense.
This can lead not only to confusion within the command but also place those
executing mission taskings at greater risk.

a. General Discussion of Self-defense

The right of a sovereign nation to use force in self-defense is a
fundamental principle of customary international law, closely related to
national independence, national existence and freedom from outside
interference or intervention. A nation acting in self-d.efense d.oes not gain the
right to violate the law of armed conflict.rea The inherent right of individual

P2 The JPG is the core planning group for crisis action planning within a JTF. Discussion with
cornmander Dave wagner, U.s. Navy, Joint Training Analysisand Simulation center, rhe J-7,
U.S. Atlantic Command on February lZ, Iggg.

1e3 STaNDING RuLEs oF ENcAGEMENT, supra note 164, at A_l .

rea Any other rule would disregard the equal application of the law of armed con{lict to both sides
of the conflict. Green, supra note I27, at 327.
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and collective self-defense is articulated rn Article 51 of the United
Nations charter.le5 Included within self-defense is the right of anticipatory
self-defense. When an imminent threat to a nation's safety, security or
existence arises, that nation may protect itself through the exercise of
proportionate force under the right of anticipatory self-defense.re6 The three

re5 Article 51 of the United Nations Charter states

Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the
inherent right of hdividuai or collective self-defense
if an armed attack occws against a Member of the
United Nations, until the Security Council has taken
measures necessary to mahtain international peace
and security. Measures taken by Members in the
exercise of this right of self-defense shall be
immediately reported to the Security Council and shall
not in any way affect the authoriry and responsibility
of the Security Council under the present Charter to
take at any time such action it deems necessary in
order to maintain or restore international peace and
security.

The term "i-nlerent right of individual and collective self-defense" ser forth in Article 51 of the
United Nations Charter is intended to hclude the right of self-defense under customary
iaternational law as it existed when the United Nations Charter was written. J. L. Brierly, The
Law of Nations 416-2r (6ft ed. 1963); Gerhard von Glahn, Law Among Nations 129-33 (6rh ed.
L992); and Annotated Supplement, supra note 188, at 4-10. For a discussion of self-defense as an
inherent righr see Yoram Dinstein, war, Aggression and self-Defense 179-g2 (2d, ed,., 1994). see
a/so an excellent discussion of anticipatory collective self-defense in George K. Walker's article,
Anticipatory Collective Self-Defense in the Charter Era: Wat the Treaties Have Said, nThe Law
of Military Operations: Liber Amicoram Professor Jack Grunawalt 365-425 (Michael N. Schmitt
ed., Vol. 72,1998).

re6 Sally V. Mallison and W. Thomas Mallison, as part of their discussion on naval targeting,
reviewed the concept ofself-defense under both the English and French texts ofArticie 51 ofthe
United Nations Charter. The Mallisons found the English text of Atticle 51 to be inartfully
drafted and inconsistent with the negotiating history. The French text was found to be consistent
with the negotiating history si:rce it used "the term 'aggression armee' which includes, but is not
limited to, armed attack." The Law of Naval operations 263 (Horace B. Robertson, Jr. ed.
1991). The negotiating history of Article 51 shows that necessary and reasonable anticipatory
seif-defense was intended to be retained as an essential element of individual and collective self-
defense. Id. at 263-64 and Stanimsl A. Alexandrov, Seif-defense Against the Use of Force in
International Law 97-99 and 143-44 (1996). In addition, Professor Leslie Green a renowned
scholar of the law of armed conflict has stated "Article 51 of the United Nations Charter must
include the right of anticipatory seif-defense since a failure to reach this conclusion would mean
nations who are not members of the United Nations would have a greater right of self-defense
than those who are." This statement was made durilg a discussion of this issue on December 17,
1997. See also Green, supra note L27, at 320-321. Parr of the right of self-defense is the right
to prevent irnrninent attack. Activity reasonably construed as a direct and immediate threat to
the safety, security or existence of a State gives that State the right ro take action in anticipatory
self-defense. Burdick H. Brirtin, Internationnl Law for seagoing b6r"rs 33 (5th Ed. 19g6). Two
specific examples of anticipatory self-defense are the 1842 Caroline case and President Kennedy's
ordering of the 1962 cuban blockade. The Law of Naval operations, supra rLote 196, at 262-66
INTERNATIoNAL AND OPERATToNAL L. DEP'T THE JUDGE ADvocATE GENERAL'S scHool-, u.s.
ARMv, JA-422, OpERATToNAL LAw HANDBooK, 4-5, charlottesville, virginia 4-5
(1996)fhereinafter OpERATToNAL LAw HANDBooK].
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criteria required for the exercise of anticipatory self-defense are: "(1) the

threat in issue must be imminent [or] immediate; (2) the action taken must be

necessary (no viable alternative); and (3) the force used must be proportionate
to the threat posed. "teT

b. Elements of Self-defense

The two elements required for self-defense are necessity and

proportionality. An understanding of these two elements is critical to the

concept of self-defense and to the ROE. For it is necessity and proportionality,
as amplified by the policy established in the Standing Rules of Engagement,
"that will be the basis for the judgment of the commander as to what constitutes
an appropriate response" 1e8 when acting in self-defense.

(1) Necessity

The principle of necessity is the key to determining whether a lawful
reason exists for the use of force il self-defense. In this context, necessity
refers to the presence of an imminent danger due to the activities or actions by
adverse parties, forces or nations which triggers the right to use force. Under
the Standing Rules of Engagement, the necessity for self-defense may be

triggered by a hostile actlee or demonstration of hostile intent.2m In sum, the
policy guidance in the Standing Rules of Engagement has incorporated the
principle ofnecessity as the trigger for the right to use force in self-defense.

(2) Proportionality

In self-defense proportional force means "[t]he force used must be

reasonable in intensity, duration, and magnitude, based on all facts known to
the commander at the time, to decisively counter the hostile act or hostile intent
and to ensure the continued safety of [U.S.] forces."20r Proportionality in self-
defense, when boiled down to the basics, involves determrning the amount of
force that may be used to overcome the imminent danger created by a hostile
act or demonstration of hostile intent (necessity). Although any decision

re? opEMTIoNAL LAw HANDBoIK, supra note 196, at 4-5.

te8 Standing Rules of Engagement, supra note 164, at A-4,

ree The term hostile act is defined as "an attack or other use of force by a foreign force or a

terrorist urit (organization or individual) against the United Srates, [U.S.] forces, and in certai-n
circurnstances, [U.S.] citizens, their property, [U.S.] commercial assets, and other designated
non-[U.S.] forces, foreign nationals and their property." STANDINc RULEs oF ENGAcEMENT,
supra note 164, at A-5.

2m The term hostile intent is defrned as "the threat of [the] imminent use of force by a foreign
force or terrorist unit (organization or individual) against the United States, [U.S.] forces, and in
certain circumstances, [U.S.] citizens, their property, [U.S.] commercial assets, and other
designated non-[U.S.] forces, foreign nationals and their Woperty." Id.

2or STINDINc RULEs oF ENGAGEMENT, supra note 164, at A-5.
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regarding how much force is proportionate will be subjective,2o2 the
goal is to apply sufficient force to decisively handle the threat but no more than
that.

The difficult question is what constifutes proportional force in self-
defense? But this question does not surface until the use of force is justihed
under the principle of necessity. when the proportionality issue arises in a
self-defense context, the defender is normally facing a situation which requires
a timely use of force to ensure self-preservation. At this point, proportionality
for the defender becomes a process of deciding which available weapon system
will provide the level of force needed to counter the immrnent threat. Based on
an assessment of the facts, the circumstances, the intelligence information
regarding the imminent threat, and the weapon systems available, the defender
must make a decision on the appropriate weapon system(s) to use. Two other
important factors to be considered when making this decision are the need to
minimize collateral damage2o3 to civilian propefly and to reduce the death and
incidental injury2Oa to civilians.

c. Self-defense Under the ROE

self-defense plays a critical role in the RoE for U.S. military forces.
As discussed under the principle of necessity, serf-defense may be triggered by
the occurrence of a hostile act or by the demonstration of hostile intent by a
foreign force or a terrorist group.tot of these two concepts, hostile intent has
always been the most difficult to ascertain. The determination of hostile htent
is not based solely on objective criteria, but relies in large measure on the
evaluation of intelligence information about the past, present, and fufure
activities of a potential adversary and on the experience of the decision maker.
A determination of hostile intent is, therefore, largely subjective.

202 Green, supraLote 127, at33l.

?03 Collateral damage refers to the desfuction of civilian property as &e result of an attack upon a
military objective, and it is considered lawful if the co-mutrd"r has taken steps to avoid excessive
damage to civilian property. Like incidental injury to civilians, the commaider must minimi2s
collateral damage to civilian property consistent with mission accomplishment and force security.
Protocol r, Att. 57 (4), reprinted rn Documents on the Law of tirar 420 (Adam Roberts and
Richard Guelff eds., 1982); Bothe ET AL., supra note 126, at 359-367 , 372-iz: Marheson, szpra
\ote 126, at 426; md Green supra note lz7 , at r20 . see a/s, ANNOTATED suppLEMENT, srpra
note 188, at 8-4 to 8-5.

2G Incidental injury refers to the injury and/or death of civilians from an attack upon a military
objective. The principle of proportionality requires cornmanders to consider the effect that a
future attack may have upon the civilian population in their pre-attack planning. .tee protocol I,
frtl +s, 49 and 50, reprinted in Documents on rhe Law of war qtq-+l,s (.Ldam Roberts and
Richard Guelff eds. 1982). Attacks are "acts of violence against the adversary, whether in
offenseordefense." Protocoll,Art.49, reprinted.inDocumentsontheLawofwir4l4(Adam
Roberts and Richard Guelff eds. 1982). For more information on the definition and scope of the
term "attack" see Bothe ET AL., supranote 126, at2g6-291. see also footnote 219.

205 standing Rriles ofEngagemett, supra note 164, at A-5. see a/so footnotes 199 and 2o0.
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Under the Standing Rules of Engagement, self-defense has been
divided into two main categories. The first, national self-defense, consists of
"defending the united States, [u.S.] forces, and in certain circumstances,
[U.S.] citizens and their property, [U.S.] commercial assets, and other
designated non-[U.S.] forces, foreign nationals and their property, from a
hostile act or hostile intent. "206 Although often discussed as a separate type of
self-defense, collective self-defense, defined as "defending other designated
non-[U.s.] forces, personnel and their property, from a hostile act or hostile
intent,"2o1 has been made a subset of national serf-d.efense within the standing
Rules of Engagement. The second major category of self-defense is unit self-
defense. Unit self-defense has been defined as "defending a particular unit of
[U.s.] forces, including elements or personnel thereof, and other [u.S.] forces
in the vicinity, against a hostile act or hostile intent.'2o8 In similar fashion, the
Standing Rules of Engagement make individual self-defense a subset of unit
self-defense. Because the right of self-defense extends to the individual,
commanders have a duty to ensure all individuals within their command have
been made aware of and have received training on the principles of self-defense
as articulated in the Standing Rules of Engagement.2oe

The use of non-lethal weapons by a commander or members of the
commander's unit in self-defense (il response to a hostile act or to a
demonstration of hostile intent) must comply with the principles of necessity
and proportionality. This is not something new. Any application of force in
self-defense, whether by a non-lethal or a lethal weapon system, would follow
these principles. Non-lethal weapons simply provide the commander with an
alternative to lethal force. It should be stressed that when a self-defense
sifuation presents itself, the availability of non-lethal weapons does not timit the
"commander's inherent authority and obligation to use all necessary means
available and to take all appropriate action in self-defense. rzto 16" words ..a11

necessary means available" have a special classified meaning under the
Standing Rules of Engagement.2tt Even without discussing this definition, the
intent rings clear. It means the commander may use either non-lethal weapons,
lethal weapons or both in combination. In regard. to actions in national and unit
self-defense, the term "all necessary means available" has been amplifled by

2G Standing Rules of Engage meDq supra Dote L64, ar A-4.

2oi Jd.

2o8 Id. at A-4 to A-5.

20e Id. at GL-10 Under the right of self-defense individuals have 'the authority to use ali means
available and to take all appropriate action to defend themselves and other [U.S.] personnel in
their viciniry." Id. atGL-|l.

210 DoD Dir. 3000.3, supra note 9, at 2. This language was lifted almost verbatim from the
Standing Rules of Engagement. STANDTNc RuLEs oF ENcacnuBNr, supra note 164, ar A-3.
See also footnote 163.

2rr To review the classified definition of "all necessary means available" See THE STANDING
Ru LEs oF ENGAGEMENT , supra \ote 164 , at GL-4 .
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specific policy guidance which states: ,.(1) 
fa]ttempt to [c]ontrol

fw]ithout the [u]se of [florce . . . (2) [u]se [p]roportional [f]orce [t]o [c]onrrol
the [s]ituation [and] (3) [a]tack [t]o fd]isable or [d]estroy. " 212 As
indicated, the application of force in self-defense should be a last resort. If
possible, the situation should be controlled without force or if force is needed,
the force used "should not exceed that which is required to decisively counter
the hostile act or hostile intent and ensure the continued safety of [U.S.] forces
or other protected personnel or property. "2r3 once the hostile force no longer
represents an imminent tfueat, the right to use force in self-defense ends.2la
clearly, non-lethal weapons offer the commander viable alternatives which
may meet these policy goals. since the self-defense obligation and authority is
inherent in command, all commanders have a continuous and ongoing duty to
evaluate the operational environment to determine whether the application of
force for unit self-defense is appropriate.

d. Use of Force for Mission Accomplishment

The use of force for mission accomplishment under the standing Rules
of Engagement is distinct from the use of force for self-defense" when force is
used for mission accomplishment, it is governed by the prilciples of necessity
and proportionality as *rey apply under the law of armed conflict. In the law
of armed conflict context, these principles have a much different application
than they do under self-defense.

(1) Necessity

In armed conflict, only that amount of force necessary to defeat the
ememy may be employed. Any application of force unnecessary to that purpose
is prohibited. In short necessify limits the amount and kind of force to that
which is permitted under the law of armed conflict. In this context, the term
necessity is often referred to as military necessity.2l5 It is important to note that
military necessity does not mean military expediency. Militaiy expediency may
not be used as an excuse to expand the use of force under necessiiy in order to
sanction violations of those protections set forth in the law of armed conflict.
Military necessity simply permits attacks on lawful military objectives whose
"nature, purpose, or use make an effective contribution to military action and

212 Id. at A-6.

213 Id. ar A'.6.

214 Id. at A'7.

215 ANNorarED suppLEMENT, supra Lote 1gg, at 5-4. see also Green, supranote 127, at 11g-
119. Professor Green explai:rs that the concept of military necessity cannot be used to reduce the
entire body of the law of armed conJlict to a "code of miiitary convenience.', Id. llg. In other
words "an rmlimited doctrine of military necessity cannot be aicepted roday.,, von Gl'hn, supra
note 195, at 697 Under the principle of necessity for self-defense force is not warranted until
peacefirl means have been found wanting or would clearly be futite. Dinstein, supranote r95, at
202.
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whose total or partial destruction, capture, or neutralization at the time offers a

definite military advantage."2t6 Under this principle, force may lawfully be

used against those locations or places which are being used for a military
purpose by an adversary or against the military personael of that adversary.

Under the Standing Rules of Engagement, once an adversary's military units
have been declared hostile by appropriate authority, U.S. military units need

not observe a hostile act or a demonstration of hostile intent before engaging
them.2l7

(2) Proportionality

What constitutes proportional force under the law of armed conflict
may be very different from the quantum of force that may lawfully be used to
respond to a hostile act or to a demonstration of hostile intent in self-defense.
The primary difference involves the ultimate end state. During war, the goal is
to obtain the submission of the adversary through the defeat of the adversary's
military structure or units by overwhelming force. In contrast, self-defense is
designed to counter the tfueat of an adversary, to ensure the continued safety of
U.S. forces, and, where applicable, to deter or modify an adversary's (State or
terrorist organization) future behavior.

2!6 Protocol I, Art. 52 (2), reprinted in Documents on the Law of War 417 (Adam Roberts and
Richard Guelff eds., 1982). The United States considers this statement to be part of the
customary international law. General Counsel, Department of Defense, letter of September 22,
1972, reprinted in67 Am J. Int'l L. 123-24 (1973)" The term "definite military advantage" is
often referred to as the advantage gained by the neutralization of an enemy's war-fighting and
war-sustainhg capability. ,See ANNoTATED SUeILEMENT, supra note 188, at 8-2.

217 Under the Standing Rules of Engagement, force may only be used il self-defense or against
those forces who have been declared hostile (Adversary forces are most often declared hostile for
mission accomplisbment purposes.). For the U.S. military, the authority to declare a force
hostile is limited under the Standing Rules of Engagement. STANDINc RULEs oF ENcAGEMENT,
supra note 164, at A-5 to A-6. Once an adverse force has been declared hostile by appropriate
authority, U.S. military rrnits may engage that force (including their military equipment and
sustainment structure) worldwide (except in neutral territory) without first observing a hostile act
or a demonstration of hostile intent by that adverse force. Id. In neutral territory (which includes
neutral airspace, neutral water and neutral lands), all acts of hostility are prohibited. 1907 Hague
Convention V Respecting the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers and Persons in Case ofWar on
Land, Oct. 18, 1907, Chapter I -- The Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers lhereinafter 1907
Hague Convention Vl, Art. l, reprinted in Documents on the Law of War 63 (Adam Roberts and
Richard Guelff eds., 1982). When a neutral State is unwilling, unable or otherwise fails to
enforce its obligation to prevent unlawfui belligerent use of ils territory, an exception arises under
the law of neutrality which allows for the engagement of those belligerent forces operating within
the neutral's territory by the other belligerent. Green, supra note 127, at 260-261; von Glahn,
supra note 195, ar.847; and ANNoTATED SUPPLEMENT, supra Dote 188, at 7-6. For U.S.
m.ilitary forces this exception is known as self-help. Self-help is a remedy available under
international law to those States whose rights have been violated. There are a variety of different
self-help remedies. In addition, to the forcible means of self-help (also known as armed self-help
or war), there are non-forcible means such as the severing of diplomatic relations or the declaring
of a foreign diplomat persona non grata. For a discussion of self-help see von Glahn, supra \ote
195, at 633-45;, Dinsteil, supra note 195, at 175; and Alexandrov, supra rote 196, at 11-19
(1ee6).
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The principle of proportionality in the law of armed conflict
requires that the military action not cause collateral damage2l8 or incidental
injury which is excessive in light of the expected military advantage. The best
decision making tool available to help the commander determine what
constitutes proportionate force for mission accomplishment is the balancing
test.2le This test weighs the possible harmful effects of the level of force
contemplated in terms of incidental injury to civilians and collateral damage to
civilian property against the expected military advantage.

Although customary international law may appear to remain constant,
it does slowly change to incorporate new battlefield practices of warring land,
naval and air forces. once a practice has obtained a degree of regularity and is
accompanied by a belief among nations that it is obligatory, that rule becomes a
part of customary international 1aw.22o In this light, the actions of the united
States and the other nations comprising the coalition force during operation
Desert Storm22r raise an important issue. Did the manner in whrch this military
operation was conductet22 modify the proportionality principles of incidental
injury and collateral damage? That question is stitl unanswered, but the
meticulously orchestrated bombing campaign conducted by the coalition forces
against Iraq provides strong evidence of what the united states and the other
coalition nations felt they were obligated to do as a matter of law and to
maintain international and domestic public support for this military action. To
those who argue these actions have changed the principles of incidental injury
and collateral damage, the united States has responded that the use of "smart"
bombs against Iraq did not appreciably change the principle of proportionality.
Irrespective of whether the legal standard has changed, with in expected

218 See footnote 203.

2re The incidental injury ef siyilians during an attack on a legitimate military target is lawfirl if the
commander has taken reasonable precautions to minimize civilain casualtiei consistent with
mission accomplishment and force secwity. protocol l, Att.57 (4), reprinted lz Documents on
the Law of war 420 (Adans Roberrs and Richard Guelff eds. l9g2); B-ottre ET AL., supranote
126' ar 359-367 , 372-73; Marheson, supra note 126, at 426; and Green suprd noie r2T , at lzo.
see also Annotated supplemental, sapra note 18g, at g-4 to g-5. see also footnote 2o4.

20 Brittin, supra note 196, at lL and von Glatn, supra note 195, at 17-20. see the discussion of
customary international law in footnote 188.

22r operation Desert Storm, sometimes called the "persian Gulf war,,' began when phase I (the
Strategic Air Campaign ) started on January 16, lggl. This operation was the military response
to Iraq's invasion of Kuwait on August 2, l9g}. The victory of the United Sraresled coaiition
over the Iraqi forces was swift and decisive. Conduct of the Persian Gulf War, Final Report To
Congress (Pursrrant to Title V of the Persian Gulf Conflict Supplemental Authorization and
Personnel Benefits Acr of 1991) (Apri 1992) [herehafrer Titie V Rifort].

222 During operation Desert storm, coalition forces took extraordinary steps to minimize the
damage to civilian property and the risk of injury to civilians. To the degree ieasible after takilg
into account allowable risk to coalition land, naval and air forces, attacls were executed within
populated areas with munitions offering the highest degree of accuracy available in order to
reduce the risk of incidental injury to the civilian populition and collateral damage to civilian
objects. 1d. at6Ll-17.
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increase in the use and availability of non{ethal and precision guided lethal
weapons on the horizon, the politically acceptable level of incidental injury and
collateral damage is likely to become more restrictive in the future for those
nations possessing such weapons.

e. Preparation of ROE for Mission Accomplishment

In contrast to the self-defense guidance in the Standing Rules of
Engagement, the ROE for mission accomplishment are tailored to meet the
specific needs of the mission. Mission accomplishment ROE are crafted by
modifying the standing rules of engagement through supplemental measures.
Various categories of supplemental measures are set forth in Enclosure B to the
Standing Rules of Engagement.223 Within Enclosure B, the following policy
has been given special emphasis by being placed in all capital letters and bold
faced type:

SUPPLEMENTAL MEASTJRES DO NOT
LIMIT A COMMANDER'S INIIERENT
AUTHORITY AND OBLIGATION TO USE
ALL NECESSARY MEANS AVAILABLE
AND TO TAKE ALL APPROPRIATE
ACTION IN SELF-DEFENSE OF TIIE
COMMANDER'S LINIT AND OTIMR [U.S.]
FORCES IN TI{E VICINITY.224

As indicated by this policy, the right of self defense always exists and may not
be changed through supplemental measures. Supplemental measures "define
the limits or grant authority for the use of force for mission accomplishment,
not for self-defense."t25 Through supplemental measures, the commander may
grant to subordinate units or may obtain from superior headquarters those
additional authorities desired for mission accomplishment or may impose
specific restraints on how to carry out the mission.

When Enclosure B does not include an authority or restraint which is
necessary to the mission, a new supplemental measure may be drafted to fill
this need. Spares (open supplemental measures) are included throughout the
different categories to allow the crafting of mission specific special
supplemental measures. All the supplemental measures selected from
Enclosure B or those specially drafted must be consistent with the three bases
for the ROE (national policy, operational requirements and the law).226 The

223 STaNDINc RuLEs oF ENGAcEMENT, supra rrote 164, at B-l .

224 Id. atB-1.

225 Id.

326 See Grunawalt, supra note 178. For a discussion of the bases for the ROE see pages 36-38
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message formats for requesting and authorizing supplemental
measures for the ROE and examples of completed messages are included in
Enclosure 8.227

There is an ongoing debate about whether a fundamental change to the

Standing Rules of Engagement is necessary to meet the operational
requirements presented by the employment of non-lethal weapons in a

MOOTW.228 Currently, no consensus has developed to support this change.22e

Quite to the contrary, it is generally felt that no major change to the Standing
Rules of Engagement is needed to support the employment of non-lethal
weapons in future MOOTWs. Rather, the same considerations which go into
the drafting of the ROE for traditional lethal weapons must be applied to this
new capability. Although this debate concerning MOOTWs will continue, the
real focus should be on training commanders and their staffs on the use of the
Standing Rules of Engagement so that they have the ability to prepare

227 STnNDINc RULEs oF ENGAcEMENT, supra note 164, at B-L. The message formats and

examples are listed in Appendix E to Enclosure B on pages B-E-l through B-E-7 of the Standing
Rules ofEngagement.

228 One advocate of change is Major Vaughn Ary, a U.S. Mari-ne Corps judge advocate. ,See

Major Vaugln Ary, New Rules of Engagement For Today's Missions (1996) (unpublished
manuscript on file with the author who is attending the Marine Corps Command and Staff College
in Quantico, Virginia). In this paper, Major Ary argues that the MOOTW is a different type of
operation which sets forth different mission objectives and use of force requirements. Since the
MOOTW is unlike traditional armed conflict, he recommends a major change to the Standing
Rules of Engagement so that U.S. military forces may use force in circumstances other than self-
defense to accomplish the mission. Implicitly, he argues that this change is needed to allow the
application of nonlethal weapons during a MOOTW. Id. at 3-5.

22e There have been no major changes recommended by the CINCs to the Standing Rules of
Engagement. This statement is based on a discussion with Captain Jane Dalton, U.S. Navy,
Office of the Legal Counsel to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on December 8, 1997,
and on discussiors with representatives from the various CINC legal offices who attended the
Non-lethal Weapons Standilg Rules of Engagement Conference in Quantico, Virginia on January
7 , 1998. However, there have been some minor cosmetic glanges recommended to the Standing
Rules of Engagement, Among those recommended changes is a proposal to consolidate all use of
force rules for U.S. military units into one document. This consolidation is designed to add the
Commandant of the U.S. Coast Guard Use of Force Instruction for Maritime Interdiction
Operations and Maritime Law Enforcement Operations to the special theater level ROE in
Enclosure C to the Standi:rg Rules of Engagement. For a copy of the Commandant of the U.S,
Coast Guard Use of Force Instruction see Chapter 4 of COMDTINST M16247.1A. Another
recommended change is to include a brief discussion of the ROE cell concept within the Standhg
Rules of Engagement. For a discussion of the ROE cell concept see pages 39-40. To avoid
confrxion, there is also a recommendation to clarify the term "all necessary means available." It
is recommended that this term be clarified on the page where it fust appears in the Standing Rules
ofEngagement. The special definition for the term "all necessary means availabie" may be found
on page GL-4 of the Standing Rules of Engagement. Furthermore, there is a recommendation to
clarify the terms OPCON versus TACON with regard to military rurits assigned to operations
under U.S. Coast Guard control. In addition, the movement to develop a separate 'Nonlethal
Weapons Annex" similar to other arurexes already in the Sranding Rules of Engagement was
determined to be unnecessary at the conference sponsored by the JNLWD in Qrrantico, Virginia,
on January 7 , 1998. For more information on the conference see CMC messages R 0414452 Dec
97 and R l3l2L'72 Jan 98 and the Director, JNLWD letter of January 15, 1998, containing the
minutes from the conference (copy on frle with the author).
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appropriate RoE for the employment of both non-lethal and lethal weapon
systems.

When drafting the ROE for any operation, the commander and
members of the RoE cell (if the RoE cell concept is employed) or key sraff
personnel (the J-3, the J-2, sJA, etc.) must have a firm understanding of
national policy, the operational requirements and the law as it applies to that
specific mission. once these issues have been identified, the RoE celt should
start reviewing the potential supplemental measures available in Enclosure B of
the Standing Rules of Engagement. The development of the RoE for the
operation should parallel the preparation of the courses of action for the
mission. For each of the expressed and implied taskings identified in the
mission, the operation plan should set forth the special capability the command
needs to accomplish that specific task. Next, the commander and the J-3 must
identify the type of weapon systems that will be used to provide the capability
to accomplish the identified task. For each non-lethal or lethal weapon system
selected to meet an operational capability, the commander, the J-3 and the RoE
cell need to be made aware of the specific characteristics of that weapon
system. These characteristics may influence how potential supplemental
measures, if needed, will be crafted in order to provide for the proper
employment of that weapon system. once the weapon systems are identifiid,
the RoE cell may need to incorporate supplemental measures that will permit
either the unfettered or restricted use of those weapon systems.23o These
measures should cover the use of force required to satisfy the capabilities that
have been identified as necessary for mission accomplishment. In many
ilstances the standard supplemental measures chosen from Enclosure B may
require modification when providing guidance on the employment of non-lethal
weapons."t Through the modification of an existing suiplemental measure or
through the drafting of a spare supplemental m"utnre, the RoE cell may
generate tailor-made RoE for the operation. The ultimate goal of this entire
process is to provide sufficient guidance to the members of the command so
that no hesitation arises when a decision must be made on when and how to use
force.

VI. Conclusion

If the united states is to maintain technological superiority on the
battlefield, traditional military planning and thinking must be modified to
ensure non-lethal technologies are considered during the operational planning
phase and not as an afterthought. Movement in this diiection has begun.
Today, each GINC has the duty to ensure that procedures exist for the

23o However, this does not mean that every application of a non-lethal weapon system will require
a specific supplemental measure wirhin the ROE before it may be employei.

a Although a few supplemental measures scattered throughout the various categories il
Enclosure B deal with non-lerh:l weapons, most do not. This means, that to prepare the portion
of the RoE that deals with the employment of nonlethal weaponsr the drafter oith. RoE.urt
either modifu supplemental measrues which deai with lethal *"upoo, or utilize spares to create
them. See the STANDING RuLEs oF ENGAGEMEN"|, supranote 164 (Enclosure B).
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integration of non-lethal weapons into operational mission
planning.232 Hesitancy to employ new systems should not prevent the
exploitation of non-lethal technology, for "once in a while a door opens and
lets the fufure in. "233 Non-lethal systems provide commanders with the tools to
dominate maneuver, shape the battlef,reld, and provide enhanced protection to
their forces. By requiring commanders to consider the application of non-lethal
technologies for all operations, the futl dimensional protection envisioned by
Joint vision 20L0234 will be achieved. In the words of General John sheehan,
U.S. Marine Corps, "[non{ethal arms] will always be tomorrow's weapons
unless we move now. we need to pull them from the laboratories and place
them in operational units. '235

If one reviews a number of different scenarios spanning the spectrum
of conflict for the type of weapon systems that should be used, the analyses will
suggest that a force equipped with a mixture of non-lethal and lethal
conventional weapon systems is superior to one equipped solely with lethal
conventional weapon systems. since the ultimate goal of the united States is to
field a superior military force, that force must be equipped with non-lethal and
lethal weapon systems. As commanders become more familiar with nonJethal
weapons and their applications on the modern battlefield, the status of non-
lethal technology will be elevated. over time, old stereotypes which ilfer that
killing or destroying the enemy is the only path to victory will be modified to
reflect the impact of non-lethal technology. A new stereotype will emerge that
recognizes that killing or destroying the enemy is not the only way to defeat
him.

232 DoD Dir. 3000.3, supra note 9, at 3.

233 The U.S. Council on Foreign Relations used this quotation from Graham Green to encograge
the Department of Defense to pr[sue the development and exploration of nonlethal *"upooi.
Open Door Fdr Nonlethals, Defense News, May 6-12, 1996 at 1g.

Ta arHE JorNT cHrEFs oF STAFF," loint vision 2010: America's Military preparing forTomorrow, July 1995.

235 Jobn B. Alexander, shoot, But Not To Kitt: NonJethat weapons Have yet To Establish A
Military Niche, Jane's International Defense Review, No. 6, 1996 at 77.
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The Commander's Role in Developing
Rules of Engagement

Lieutenant ColonelJames C. Duncan, U.S. Marine Corps

INCE PROPERLY CRAFTED RULES OF ENGAGEMENT (ROE) ATC

essential to the success of any operation, the importance of the comman-

der's role in this process cannot be overstated.' For each commander, ROE rep-

resent an integral part of comrnand and control, and they provide the most

effective means of implementing the political goals ofcivilian leadership, as well

as the strategic decisions made by higher headquarten. Effective ROE must be

flexible, and they must evolve with the operation. Because commanders are re-

sponsible for everything that their forces do or fail to do, they must take care

that appropriate direction on the use of force is incoqporated into ROE for the

guidance of nulitary mernbers placed in harm's way. As in the past, future com-

manders can expect to face intense pressure to come up with the "right" ROE

for their specific operation. To meet this challenge, commanders must be pro-

active in organizing their staffs so that these command responsibilities are met.

TheJoint chiefs of Staff(JCS) guidance to ljnited States military command-

ers on the use of force is known as the "standing Rules of Engagement," and it
replaced theJCS "Peacetime Rules of Enggement" on 1 October 1"994.'The

current version of the "standing Rules of Engagement" establishes the funda-

rnentai procedures and policies for U.S. rnilitary commanders during all miiitary

conflicts, contingencies and operations. The Standing Rules of Engagement are

designed to assist the comtnander in crafting ROE for assi.gned missions and to

1ay down policy on the use offorce for self-defense to ensure the safery and sur-

vival of the comrnander's unit and other U.S. forces in the viciniry.

Lieutenanr Colonel Duncan is the Assistant director for Amphibious Operatrons,

Oceans Law and Policy Department, in the Center for Naval-Wafare Studies at the

Naval War Coliege. He earned his bachelor of science degree at the Univeniry of
Tennessee at Martin tn 7977 , aJ.D. degree at the Universiry of Tennessee at Knoxville
rn 1981, and an LL.M. degree at George'Washington Univenity in 1989. He has served

as the Depury StaffJudge Advocate for U.S. Manne Corps Forces Atlanric/lI Marine
Expeditionary Force and for IiI Marine Expeditionary Force/3rd Marine Division.
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In past operations, many corrrmanders have delegated the preparation of
ROE to their stafii, primarily to the StaffJudge Advocate (SJA). This has led to
an ROE development process dominated by the SJA, the level of that domi-
nance varyingfrom command to cornmand. lJnfortunately, the SJA's orchestra-
tion of ROE development has not encouraged the formulation of ROE closely

harmonized with the command's operational plans. Despite this problem, U.S.
military forces utilizing the ROE prepared primarily by their SJAs have done ex-
ceptionally well; horvever, the crucial question for operational comrnanden is
whether the ROE development process can be improved. The answer to this
question is a resounding yes.

ROE pianning for any operation should be done concurrently with the actual
planning for the specific mission. Cornmanders must ensure that ROE are not
prepared in isolation from operational planning, a dichotomy that could have
disastrous consequences. Developing the "right" ROE requires active participa-
tion by a number of officers within the comrnander's stafl As operations prog-
ress, small and overworked staffs can have a negative impact on the quality of
ROE. Comrnanders should prepare for the long haul by making certain that the
headquarters staffis capable of a sustained battle-staffrhythm. Of equal impor-
tance is the role of the SJA in ROE deveiopment. Conr.manders need the active
participation of the SJA, but by no means should the SJA dominate ROE devel-
opment.

Since the process is similar for most operations, this article will focus on the
preparation of ROE for a joint task force fTF). While the developmenr of ROE
should not control the mission, the political or operational influences behind
the mission rnay necessitate a lirnitation on the level of force to be used. These
influences, nomrally referred to as bases, may be viewed as the specific terrain to
which actual ROE must conform,

What Are the Bases for the ROE?

Crafting ROE for a JTF operation requires commanders and their staffs to
understand these fundamentai bases, to have a good working knowledge of the
Standing Rules of Engagement, and to have a firm grasp of the joint planning
process. Each basis for ROE is unique, and when integrated into the ROE de-
velopment process helps shape the application of military force. There are three
fundamental bases for U.S. ROE: national policy, operational requirements, and
the law.' Without an adequate understanding of each distinct basis, a com-
mand's attempts to prepare ROE will be stymied.

National Policy, Of the three bases, national policy may be the hardest to
articulate. National policy is often called the political objective. As Carl von
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Clausewitz argued, the use of military force is simply the means of reaching a

political objective:

'War is not merely an act of policy but a true political instrument, a continuation
of political intercoune, carried on with other neans. What renains peculiar to
war is sinrply the peculiar nature ofits nleans. War in general, and the commander
in any specific instance, is entitled to require that the trend and designs ofpolicy
shall not be inconsistent with these means. That, of course, is no small demand;

but however much it may affect political aims in a given case, it will never do
more than modifr them. The political object is the goal, war is the means of
reaching it, and means can never be considered in isolation from their pr.-r.pose.'

The "political object" mentioned by Clausewitz is another term for foreign pol-
icy. In short, ROE must be consistent with foreign policy objectives. For this
reason, the comrnander and his staffneed to understand U.S. foreign policy and
the ramifications of that foreign policy for the rnilitary operation at hand. IJsu-
ally, the foreign policy goals or national political objectives are stated in the
guidance received from higher headquarcers or from the combatant commander
within whose area of responsibiliry the operation will take place.t

The general goal of U.S. national securiry policy is "to maintain a stable in-
ternationai environrnent compatible with U.S. national securiry interests."' To
support this policy, the United States has fonnulared a global objective of deter-
ring anned attack against its interests. For effective deterrence, one must have
the abiliry to fight at any level of conflict; since the United States has a broad ca-
pabiliry to use conventional weapons (including non-lethal ones) as weil as nu-
clear weapons, it should have a very credible deterrent. If deterrence fails, the
national policy of the United States permits responses that (1) are proportional
to the provocation; (2) are designed to limit the scope and inrensiry of the con-
flict; (3) will discourage escalation; and (4) will achieve political and mrlitary ob-
jectives. Thus the crafter of ROE must be familiar nor only with the broad
objectives of U.S. foreign policy but also with the specific political objectives to
be achieved or supported by a particular mission.

When the mission is unclear or the political ieadership or combatant com-
manders have not plainly articuiated therr policy on the use of force for the op-
eration, commanders must seek clarification. If the political objective or the
mission changes, operationai concerns must be reexamined to determine
whether modification of ROE is necessary. Furthermore, if a restriction upon
the use of force required for operational purposes conflicts with the mission
plan, either the plan must be modified or a change to the restriction must be
sought. Early identification of inadequacies in the guidance from senior com-
manders or the civilian leadership, such as the absence of mission clarity because
of "mission creep," or any potential limrtation on the use of force otherwise
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dictated by operational requirements, is critical to the deveiopment of RoE. By
confronting these issues from the start, the cornmander can reduce or prevent
the waste of planning time.

As we have seen, national policy objectives interact with operational require-
ments, and coherent RoE can be crafred only when goals and means are consis-
tent. It is the commander's responsibiliry to ensure that they are.

operational Requirements. within the commander's sraff, rhe primary re-
sponsibility for operarional marters lies with the operations directorate, orJ-3.7
Normally, the operational requirements the J-3 secs for a mission mirror rhe
specific planning conceprs that rhe staff has developed regarding unit securiry
and the express and implied taskings. operational concems usually focus on the
following planning elements: mobilizarion, employment, sustainment,
redeployment of the military force, and rules of engagement.

Another operational matter that may impact upon RoE concerns the rypes
of weapon systems to be used. For insrance, if political considerations require
that the use offorce be in some way curtailed, there may be a need to articulate
specific RoE or to issue special insrrucrions interpreting rhe RoE for compo-
nent commanders. For this reason, the JTF commander and the J-3 must be
aware of the characteristics of all weapons ro be used for the mission. This is par-
ticularly important for nonlethal sysrems, which may require specially drafted
supplemental RoE to ensure they are used only in appropriate circumstances.

One other important operational consideration is the level of threat for the
geographic iocation of the operation. changes to the threat should trigger
reviews and, if necessary, modifications to the RoE. complacency or inaction
regarding a change in the threat is a recipe for disaster, since the established RoE
may no longer be appropriate.

The Law. The third basis for RoE is the law. Here the focus is on rhe reners of
Arnerican domestic law and the obligations of the United States under
international law, generally the iaw of armed conflict. The domestic law of the
United States includes the Constitution, federal statutes and regularions, courr
decisions, and common law.'Although several major bodies of law, such as the
larv of the sea and the law of neutraliry, are part of the iarger body of
international law and nright be applicable to rhe preparation of RoE, the focus
here will be limited solely to the law of armed conflict.

The law of armed conflict has been defined as "thar part of inrernational iaw
that regulates the conduct of arraed hostilities."'It includes applicable treaty law
as well as customary internahional law-which in 1900 the Supreme court
made a part ofu.S. national law."' consistent with inrernational law as a whole,
the law of armed conflict is viewed as permissive in nature: a practice not pro-
hibited either by cusromary inrernational law or by treary is permitted.
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Legal issues surrounding each operation must be examined to make sure that
the ROE will comply with the domestic law of the Unrted States and the law of
armed conflict. Some principles of the iaw of armed conflict are harder to apply
than others; rwo olthe most difiicultare necessity andproportionality.Theseprinci-
ples play a prominent role in determining when force should be used and horv
much. The primary purpose of ROE is to "provide implementation guidance on
the application of force for mission accomplishment and the exercise of the inher-
ent right and obligation of selGdeGnse."" Ali commanders and their srafii musr
understand these rwo asp ec rs-rnission accomplishment and self-deGnse-and
how to uti-lize ROE as a risk-management tool.

The distinction between self-defense and mission accomplishment is easilv

lost if it is not understood that the meanings of necessity and proportionaliry are

significantly different depending upon whether they are used in the contexts of
self-defense or mission accompiishment. Cornrnanders must take sreps to pre-
vent errors of this kind, since they can iead to confusion within the commanci
conceming when to use force, thereby placing those executing a mission at
greater risk.

The Use of Force in Self-Defense

The right of a sovereign nation to use force in self-defense is a fundamental
principle of customary international law, closely related to national independ-
ence, national existence, and freedom from outside interference or interven-
tion. It is acknowledged in Article 51 of the United Nations Charter:

Notlung in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or
coliective seif-defense if an amred attack occurs against a Member of the United
Nations, until the Securiry Council has taken measures necessary to maintain in-
temational peace and securiry. Measures taken by Members in the exercise of this

right of self:defense shall be immediately reported to the Securiry Council and

shall not in any way aflect the authority and responsibrliry of the Security Council
under the present Charter to take at any tinre such action as it deems necessary in
order to maintain or restore international peace and security.

The phrase "inherent right of individual and collective self-defense" set forth
includes the right of self-defense under customary international law as it existed
when the United Nations Charter was wrirten. '' E.rcorr.,.passed within this con-
cept of self-defense is rhe right of anticipatory self-defense:'' when an imminent
threat to a nation's saGty, security, or existence arises, that nation may protect
itself through the exercise of proporrionare force.'o

lJnder the Standing Rules of Engagement for lJ.S. military forces,
self-defense has been divided into three main caregories. The first, national
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self-deJense, consists of defending "the United States, U.S. forces, and in certain
circumstances, U.S. narionals and their properry, and/or lJ.S. comrnercial as-
sets."'u The second , collectiue setf-defensi, is-dedned as defending "designated
non-u.S. forces, and/or designated foreign nationals and their properry, f.orn 

"hostile act or hostile intent." unlike national self-defense, collective
self-defense may nor be exercised below the national level.'o The third major
category is unit self-defense, defined as "defending a particular U.S. force eie-
ment, including individual personnel rhereof, and other u.S. forces in the vi-
ciniry, against a hostile acr or hosdle intent."'' under the Standing Rules of
Engagement, individual self-defense is a subset of unit self-defense. Since rhe
right of self-defense does indeed extend to the individual, commanders have a
dury to ensure that each person under their command has received training on
the principles of self-defense as articulated in the Standing Rules of Engige-

18ment.

To stress the importance of self-defense, the following sratemenr is repeated in
bold print eleven times in the Standing Rules of Engagement.

These rules do not linrit a conmrander's inherent authority and obligation ro use
all necessary means availabie and to take all appropriate action in self-defense of
the conmrander's unir and other U.S. forces in the viciniry.''

The words "all necessary means available" have a special, classified meaning
under the Standing Rules ofEngagement.t" Even without this definition, how-
ever, the intent is clear. In self-defense commanders may take those actions and
use those weapon systems not otherwise prohibited.

To explain the phrase "all appropriate action," the Standing Rules ofEngage-
ment state that in self-defense the commander shouid attempt to de-escalate the
situation without employing force. If the situation cannor be controlled without
force, proportional force should be used to disable or desrroy the imminent
threat. That is, the amount of force that lawfully may be used is no more than
rvhat suffices to remove that danger. If force is needed, it should not exceed that
which is required to decisively counter the hostile acr or hostile intent and ensure
the continued safety of U.S. forces or other protected personnel or properry.''
when the hostile force no longer represents an imminent threat, the right to use
force in self-defense ends. Since the obligation and authoriry for self-defense is in-
herent in command, all comrnanders have a standing dury to specifi, when the ap-
plication of force for unit self-defense is appropriate.

The elements of self-defense are necessity and proportionaliry. As noted
above, the meanings of these principles in the self-defense context are much dif-
ferent from their meanings when applied under the iaw of armed conflict for
mission accomplishmenr. An understanding of these two principles is crucial to
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ROE, for necessiry and proportionaliry, as amplified by the Standing Rules of
Engagement, will be the basis for the judgrnent of the commander as to what
constitutes an appropriate response when acting in self-defense.t'

Necessity in Sef-DeJease. The pnnciple of necessiry is the key to determining
whether a lawful reason exists for the use offorce in self-defense. In this contexr,
necessiry refers to the presence ofimminent danger due to the actions ofadverse

parties, forces, or nations. lJnder the Standing Rules of Engagement, the

necessiry for self-defense may be triggered by a hostile act or dernonstration of
hostile intent." Of th.re two, hostile intent has aiways been the more di{ficult to
ascertain. The concept of hostile intent may be viewed as an expression of the

national right of anticipatory self-defense at the unit leve1. An assessment of
hostile intent is not based soleiy on objective criteria but relies in large measure

on the evaluation of intelligence information about the past, present, and future
activities of a potential adversary and on the experience of the decision maker. A
determjnation of hostile intent is, therefore, largely subjective. Flowever, every
commander should be prepared after the fact to explain why he or she felt that
hostile intent was present.

ProTtortionality it, Sef-Defense. In seif-defense, proportionaliry demands that
"the force used must be reasonable in intensiry, duration, and magnitude, to the

perceived or demonstrated threat based on ali facts known to the cornmander at

the time""2a Proportionality in self-defense, boiled down to the basics, involves
determining how much force is necessary to overcome the imminent danger
created by a hostile act or demonstration of hostrle intent. Although any

decision regarding how much force is proportionate will be subjective, the goal

is to apply sufircient force to handle the threat decisively-but no more than
rt5

that.

When the proportionaliry issue arises in a self-defense context, the need to

use force to respond to an imminent threat has already been triggered, and the

defender is facing a situation that requires a cimely use of force for
self-preservation. At this point, proportionaliry for the defender becomes a pro-
cess of deciding which weapon systenrs will provide the force needed to counter
the imrninent rhreat. Based on an assessment of the facts, circumstances, intelli-
gence information regarding the imminent threat, and the available weaponry,
the deGnder must decide on the appropriate weapons. Another factor that

should be considered by the defender when making this decision is how to con-
trol the level, nature and duration ofthat force in order to reduce or prevent in-
jury to civilians or damage ro rheir properry.
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The Use of Force for Mission Accomplishment

when force is used to accomplish a mission, it is governed by the principles
of necessiry and proportionaliry as they apply under the iaw of armed conflict.
In contrast to the self-defense guidance in the Standing Rules of Engagemenr,
which remains constant, RoE for mission accomplishment must be tailored ro
the specific needs of the mission. Mission-accomplishment RoE are prepared
by modiflring, where appropriate, the Standing Rules ofEngagement with sup-
plemental measures. Various categories of supplemental measures are set forth in
that document, along with the following poJicy, in bold rype:

Supplentental neasures do not limit a commander's inherent authoriry and obli-
gation to use all necessary nleans available and to take all appropriate action in
self-defense of the commander's unit and other U.S. forces in the viciniry.'n

As indicated, the right and obligation of self-deGnse always exists, whatever
the supplemental measures. Supplemental measures "define the limrts or grant
authority for the use of force for mission accomplishment, not for self-
defense. "" Through supplemental measures the commander may either grant to
subordinate uruts additional latitude of action or may impose specific constraints
on how to carry out a mission.

Confronted with ROE that include constraints, or withhold authoricies, that
threaten to compromise a corrunand's accomplishment of its assigned mission,
the commander must request a change to the ROE by what is called a

supplemental measure. Any supplemental measures selected or drafted must be
consistent with the three bases for ROE: national policy, operational require-
ments, and the law."

Necessity in Mission Accom?tlishtnent. ln armed conflict, only that amount of
force necessary to defeat the enemy may be employed; any application of force
unnecessary to that pu{pose is prohibited. In short, necessiry limrts the amount
and kind of force permitted to that which is authorized by the law of armed
conflict." For example, the unjustified killing of prisoners of war would be
illegal under the law of armed conflict; therefore, the concept of necessiry
would prohibit the use of force for such a purpose. Necessiry, or "military
necessify," as it is sometimes calied, connotes a limitation on the application of
military fo.ce.t" It is important to note that military necessity does not mean
mrlitary expediency. Military expediency may nor be used as an excuse to
expand the use of force as a matter of necessiry in order to sanction violations of
protecbions set forth in the law of armed conflicr. Military necessity simply
permits cornmanders to use force to attack lawful military objectives when there
is a need to do so. "Lawful military objectives," in turn, are defined as those
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objectives whose "nature, purpose, or use make an effective contribution to

military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture, or neutralization

at the iime offers a definite military advantage."'' Th" t.t- "definite military

advantage" is often considered the advantage gained by_the neutralization of an

..r.-y', war-fighting and war-sustaining capabiliry." l-Inder this principle,

force may lau{ully be used, as necessary, against places or things that are being

used for a mrlitary purpose by an adversary, or against the military personnel of
that adversary.

IJnder the Standing Ruies of Engagement, once an adversary's military units

have been declared hostile by appropriate authorily, U.S. military units may en-

gage those forces (including their military equipmenc and sustainment structure)

worldwide, except in neutral territory, without first observing a hostile act or a

demonstralion of hostile intent by that force." An adversary's forces are most

often declared hostile for purposes of mission accomplishment.

ProTtortionatity in Mission AccomTtlishtnent. What constitutes proportional
force under the law of armed conflict is very different from what may lawfuliy
be used in seif-defense to respond to a hostile act or to a demonstration of
hostile intent. The prirnary difference involves the end state. In war, the goal

is ro obtain the submission of the adversary through the defeat of the

adversary's military structure or units by overwhelming force. In contrast,

self-defense merely allows the use of force to counter the threat posed byan
adversary, to ensure the continued safety of one's own forces, and, where

applicable, to deter or modify the future behavior of an adversary (a state or
terro rist organization).

The principle of proportionaliry in the law of armed conflict context also re-

quires that a military response or attack not cause damage to civilian properry

(collatera1 damage) or death and injury to civilians (incidental injury) that is ex-

cessiue in Light of the anticipated rrulitary ad.ra.rtage.'o The best decision-making

tool available to help the conrmander determine what constilutes proportionate
force for mission accomplishrnent under the law of armed conflict is the "bal-

. 135 
-ranclng resr. t nrs rest weighs the possible harmful effects of the contemplated

level of force in terms of incidental injury to civilians and collateral damage to

civilian properry against the expected military advantage. Incidenta-1 injury of
civilians or collateral darnage to civilian properry during an attack on a legiti-
mate military target is lawful if the comrnander-having taken all reasonable

precautions to minimize civilan in-iury and properry damage consistent with
the accomplishment of the mission and security of the force-can be judged to

have reasonably balanced these unavoidable costs to an enemy's civilian popula-
tion and properry against the military advantage to be gained.
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Responsibility for Crafting ROE in a JTF

For each JTF operation, the responsibiliry for ROE resides with the com-
mander. However, time limitations and the multitude of tasks requiring the
commander's personal attention often reduce commanders' abiliry to involve
themselves directly in ROE development. Accordingly, JTF commanders mus!
organize their staffs in a manner thar will maximize the productiviry of their staff
officers and at the same time generate timely bur thorough ROE.

Commanders may enhance their own efforts and those of their staffs regard-
ing the preparation of the ROE through two organizational techniques: estab-
lishing a synergistic atmosphere within the JTF staf{, and linking the ROE
developrnent process with the activities of mission planners. How weil the
commander integrates the ROE development process into operational planning
and execution will impact direcdy upon the effectiveness of the operation. In
sum, the challenge faced by the commander is to organize a functional proce-
dure that allows for the development of the ROE in tandem with mission plan-
nrng. The exact method will vary frorn commander to commander, based upon
such factors as the perceived strengths or weaknesses of individual staffofficers
and battie-staff rhythm.

Underjoint doctrine, the staffsection with primary responsibiliry for crafting
ROE is the operations directorate; fittingly, this staffsection (theJ-3) is assigned

the princrpal duties ofplanning and conducting operations. This does not mean,
however, that theJ-3 should draft the ROE in a vacuum. TheJ-3 should be the
leader of the staffeffort to cany out the commander's vision of the operation,
including the essential ROE development process.

Two distinct nr,ethods that a commander might use to integrate the ROE de-
velopment process into mission planning are to establish an ROE cell or a joint
planning group (JPG).t" By forming an ROE cell, the commander establishes a

special staffworking environment that perrnits necessary individual and group
interchanges. The ROE cell promotes these by pulling togerher the right staff
members with the right information at the right times. Since the staff element
responsibie for the preparation of the ROE is theJ-3, the commander should
place the operations officer or depury in charge of the ROE cell. Other mem-
bers of the ROE ceil should inciude representatives from the intelligence (J-2)
and future-plans (J-5) directorates, the staffjudge advocate, subject-matter ex-
perts, and officers with pertinent warfare subspecialties (such as submarine war-
fare or air operations). Often an expert, such as an engineer, can provide the
ROE cell with a wealth of information: for example, the structural weaknesses
of a target, the best weapon or explosives to destroy the target, and the possible
environmental impact ofa target's destruction. Since the ROE cell works best in
a stable, nonfluctuating environment, it should be used primarily during the de-
liberate planning cycle for a contingency. In addition, the ROE cell function
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should be established early in the planning process, so that individual staff
responsibilities and procedures may be set.

The obvious advantage gained from the interaction of the various staffmem-
bers is the ability to anticipate and brainstorm. The overall quality of the ROE
will be improved if the ROE cell is able to examine the effect that proposed

ROE may have in existing situations and foreseeable circumstances. By using
the ROE cell commanders move one step closer to their uitimate goal, which is

to create clear, unambiguous guidance so that there will be no hesitation by the
members of their commands when a decision must be made on when and how
to use force.

Once established, the ROE cell will be able to handle a number of functions
that are vital to the developmenr of ROE. Within theJTF, the ROE cell should
become the commander's focal point for interpreting ROE policy guidance

from national authorities or the combatant commander, handling potential
changes to the ROE based upon threat changes, drafting or reviewing supple-
mental requests to modi$r the ROE, and establishing procedures for preparing
and developing ROE training packages.

One weakness of the ROE cell is that it is less eft-ective for time-sensitive crisis

action planning for the "branches and sequels" that may arise during operational
planning. Crisis planning disrupts the norrnal functions of an ROE cell and
stretches the officers in it too thin. In short, conducting crisis action planning
inside the ROE cell would dramatically increase its battle-staffrhythm. For crisis

action planning, the JTF cornmander may prefer to activate a JPG to adjust the
ROE. In order to have the flexibiliry to handle ROE development for both de-
liberate and crisis action planning, the commander may decide to create an ROE
cell and aJPG, but to create both a commander must have a robust and experi-
enced;TF staff

The JPG would becorle the core element for crisis action planning within a

JTF. An effective JPG should be srnalle r in size than an ROE cell, but it should
inciude the SJA (or his deputy) along with key nr.emben from the J-2, the J-3,
and theJ-5. With the staffjudge advocate in theJPG, the requisite synergy wili
be present for the concomitant development of the P*OE and the operational
courses of action. The primary benefit of theJPG is that it permirs early elimina-
tion ofcourses ofaction that cannot be supported by the underlying bases upon
which the ROE must be developed. After the crisis action planning is complete
and the execution phase begins, the commander should stand down theJPG and
use the ROE cell for all ROE issues until the next crisis situarion arises.

Throughout the operation, the commander should emphasize to the staff
that ROE development is continuous and that it does not end with the execu-
tion phase of the operation. Should the rnission or the threat change, rhe ROE
must be reviewed.
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For a JTF operation, comrnand.ers must organize their staffs to provide the
setting most conducive for the development of ROE. One recommended
approach is for the commander to create an ROE cell and, if needed, aJPG. No
single staff section within theJTF should be allowed to dominate the prepara-
tion of the ROE. Commanders and the members of the ROE cell andJPG must
have a firm understanding of national policy, operational requirements, and law
as they apply to the JTF operation.

The commander should encourage the staffto be vigilant in identif ingissues

affecting the development of the ROE^ Once essential issues are known, the

ROE cell should review the potential supplemental measures in the Standing
Rules ofEngagement, or draft new ones to satisfy those issues. Development of
the ROE for the operation should parallel the operational planning and the
preparation of the courses of action for each mission. Any special capabiliry the
command needs should be scrutinized in iight of the bases of ROE. If a conflict
arises between the mission and the ROE, either the mission must be changed or
the ROE must be modified.

Commanders also would be wise to ensure that the communication links
within their staffs allow all inforrnation reievant to the use of force to find its
way smoothly and quickly into the ROE cell (or the JPG). For example, the
ROE cell (orJPG) must be provided with the special characteristics of weapon
systems that may be used. This type of infonnation would be critical, since it
rnight influence a decision regarding what, if any, supplemental measures may
be required for the proper employment of that weapon. By creating an ROE
celi (and, where required, aJPG), comrnanders can set the stage for the genera-
tion of ROE tailor-made for their operations.
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